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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Yucca Mountain, located on and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site (NTS) has been 

designated as the only site to undergo characterization to determine if it meets the criteria to 

become the Nation's first high-level nuclear waste repository. During this process. care 

must be taken to not compromise the site's integrity through excessive testing. In order to 

supplement the limited data to be gathered at Yucca Mountain. analog areas are to be con

sidered. This annotated bibliography was compiled by the Desert Research Institute to help 
investigate ways in which Rainier Mesa could either be used as a supplemental repository 

test site or where existing Rainier Mesa data can be used either to support or refute test 

results from Yucca Mountain. Rainier Mesa. the location of numerous underground nuclear 

tests on the NTS, possesses some geologic characteristics similar to those of Yucca Moun

tain, which makes it a likely candidate for comparison.  

Reports included within the annotated bibliography are predominantly those pub

lished by Sandia, Lawrence Livermore, and Los Alamos National Laboratories, the U.S.  

Geological Survey, EG&G, Fenix and Scisson, Desert Research Institute, and available refe

reed journal articles prior to June 30, 1987. Each of the reports contains data pertaining to 

some physical aspect of either Rainier Mesa or Yucca Mountain. The bibliography was 

compiled from three primary sources, the Desert Research Institute library, the U.S. Geolog
ical Survey, and from annotated bibliographies of published Yucca Mountain reports pub

lished yearly by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation project. It is possible that 
the search of these sources was not 100 percent complete, and that a few maps and/or 

reports are missing from the bibliography.  

Almost 500 references regarding geology, hydrology, meteorology, biology, and ar

chaeology were annotated and entered alpha-numerically into the bibliography. These ref.  

erences were categorized into 50 topics which are defined in Section 2 and presented in 

Section 3. Each reference is categorized as to whether it contains Yucca Mountain data, 
Rainier Mesa data, or both, and a final category consists of those reports that contain Rain.  

ier Mesa data that have already been applied to Yucca Mountain research. The annotated 

bibliography is presented in Section 4.
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Only unclassified reports are Included. Classified and sensitive (official-use-only) 
documents potentially contain useful data from Rainier Mesa, however, these must be re

.classfied prior to release. The majority of the documents in this bibliography may be found 

at: 
NTIS Energy Distribution Center 

P.O. Box 1300 

Oak Ridge. Tennessee 37831 

or 

U.S. Geological Survey 

Federal Center 

P.O. Box 25425 

Denver, Colorado 80225
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SECTION 2 
DEFINITIONS OF CATEGORIES AND KEY TOPICS 

CATEGORIES 

1. Yucca Mountain 
Reports that contain data or models of the existing physical parameters of Yucca Moun
tain and the impact of those parameters on the proposed repository performance, or the 
effect of the repository on those parameters.  

2. Rainier Mesa 
Reports that contain data or models of the existing physical parameters of Rainier Mesa 
and the effect of nuclear testing on those parameters.  

3. Rainier Mesa Testing Directly Associated WIth Yucca Mountain 
Reports that contain Rainier Mesa data and experiments that are in direct correlation 
with Yucca Mountain and the proposed repository to be located there.  

KEY TOPICS 

1. Acromagnetic and magnetic surveys 
Reports that contain the results of borehole and or aeromagnetic surveys.  

2. Archaeology 

Reports that deal with the archaeology of Yucca Mountain.  

3. Bibliographies 
Reports that contain bibliographies relating to the hydrology, meteorology or geology of 
the t'o sites.  

4. Biology 
Reports that assess species types and distributions on Rainier Mesa and/or Yucca Moun
tain.  

S. Climatology 
Reports that deal with the meteorology or paleoclimate of the sites.  

6. Drillhole operation, construction and history 
Reports that contain information or records of drillhole histories and operations.  

7. Effect of nuclear testing on tuff 
Reports concerned with the. effects of nuclear testing on the tufts and groundwater within 
Rainier Mesa or how nuclear test-generated seismic pulses have been applied to seismic 
stability analysis of Yucca Mountain.
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S. Effect of repository on tufT 
Reports that are concerned with the effect that the proposed repository would have on 

the physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of the geologic units located there.  

9. Energy and mineral resources 
Reports that are summaries of the location and types of energy and mineral resources in 

a regional or local area.  

10. Environmental characteri7:,tion 
Reports that contain summaries of the geologic, hydrologic, and meteorologic conditions 

of Yucca Mountain and/or Rainier Mesa.  

11. Flood potential 
Reports that assess flood potential in the area.  

12. Fracture data 
Reports that describe or contain any fracture data sush as frequency, aperture, hydraulic 

conductivity. etc.  

13. Geochemistry 
Reports on the geochemical composition and reactions of the tuffaceous rocks found at 
Rainier Mesa and/or Yucca Mountain.  

14. Geologic history 
Reports that deal with the geologic history and age of various units and geologic events.  

15. Geophysics 
Reports that contain the methods and data derived from various borehole and surface 
geophysical methods.  

16. Groundwater geochemistry 
Reports that contain data on aspects of groundwater chemistry.  

17. Groundwater recharge 
Reports that contain data or models that estimate groundwater recharge rates and quan
tities.  

18. Groundwater travel/retention time 
Reports that document or estimate groundwater travel or residence time.  

19. Heater experiment 
Reports that are primarily concerned with the Tuff Water Migration/In Situ Heater Ex.  
periment conducted by Sandia National Laboratories at Rainier Mesa.  

20. Hydrogeologic parameters 
Reports that deal with any of the following data: hydraulic conductivity, water content.  
storativity, transmissivity, hydraulic head. water table elevation, matrix suction. pump 

test or tracer test results.
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21. H trdz eeoloIlc W Its 
Reports stt relAtt geologic units to hydrogeologic ones.  

2L Hydrdm-model msltMlty 
Reports dtt describe the sensitive parameters for local and regional hydrologic models 
dut Include Rainier Mesa and or Yucca Mountain.  

23. Imblbltion and evaporation experiments 
Reports dtt document the flow paths and processes of wettng and drying fronts in 

porous mediua 

24. In si. stres (measured) 
Reports that contain data on in situ stress fields as measured in geologic units.  

23. Is shu stress (modeled) 
Reports that contain data on in utu stress fields as modeled through numeric simulation.  

X. Laboratory hydrothermal water-tuff Interaction " 

Reports that are concerned with the geochemical reactions between groundwater and 

tuff at elevated temperatures.  

27. Uthoho 
Reports that contain lithologic information on Rainier Mesa and/or Yucca Mountain.  

28. Local flow, system 
Reports that are concerned with the local flow system of the two mountain blocks.  

29. Mass transport 
Reports that relate either measured or modeled data to the transport of water, ions, or 

radionuclides through tuff.  

30. Mechanical properties (measured) 
Reports that contain actual measured data on any of the following: Poisson's ratio, bulk 

modulus, shear modulus, tensile strength. compressive strength, grain and bulk density.  

sonic properties. and other data related to geoengineering.  

31. Mechanical properties (modeled) 
Reports that contain modeled data on any of the following: Poisson's ratio, bulk 

modulus, shear modulus, tensile strength. compressive strength, grain and bulk density.  
sonic properties. et.  

U2 ?,1nersilog 
3 Reports that deal with the mineralogy of the formations contained within either of the 

two sites.  

33. Multlphase flow and transport 
Reports that deal with various aspects of liquid and/or vapor phase flow and transport in 

a porous media.
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34. Nomenclature 
Reports that document the changes In stratigraphic nomenclature for the units found in 
Rainier Mesa and Yucca Mountain.  

35. Nuclide Field Migrations Experiment 
Reports that are primarily concerned with the Radionuclide Migration Field Study con
ducted by Los Alamos National Laboratory at Rainier Mesa.  

36. Petrology 
Reports that list petrologic information concerning the formations of Rainier Mesa and/ 
or Yucca Mountain.  

37. Regional flow system 
Reports that deal with the regional flow systems of Rainier Mesa and Yucca Mountain.  

38. Regional geology 
Reports that contain regional or reconnaissance geologic information.  

39. Rock Mechanics Program 
Reports that are primarily concerned with the Rock M.chanice Program conducted by 
Sandia National Laboratories at Rainier Mesa.  

40. Rock properties (tunnel or outcrop) 
Reports that contain data on the physical properties of the geologic units found in tun
nels. outcrops and boreholes. This data consists of density. porosity. resistivity, induced 
polarization. sonic properties. magnetic properties. bulk and grain density, and radioac
tive surveys. Geoengineering parameters are generally excluded.  

41. Seismic studies 
Reports that deal with seiqmic profiles and reflections. seismicity. sonic velocities, and 
earthquake potential.  

42. Sols 
Reports that pertain to soil and soil physics and stability for the two sites.  

43. Sorption and diffusion 
Reports concerned with the adsorption and/or diffusion properties of tuffs.  

44. Stratigraphy 
Reports that contain stratigraphic information on Rainier Mesa and/or Yucca Mountain.  

S45. Structure 

Reports that contain structural information for Rainier Mesa. Yucca Mountain. or the 
surrounding region.  

46. Thermal studies 
Reports that describe the effects of heat on tuffaceous iocks.
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47. Vdose zone flow 
Reports dtht contain data relating to up-aturated zone groundwater flow and transport 
propertim 

48. Volcanism risk asessmnt 
Reports oan pleo--volcanism and risk asesment of future volcanism for Yuc-ca Moun.  
tain.  

49. Water resouces 
Reports dt define the water resources for the local and regional flow systems of the two 
mountain blocks.  

50. Wel location 
Reports that contain the location of wells for areas in and surrounding the two sites.
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SECTION 3 
CATEGORIES AND KEY TOPICS 

bold - Yucca Mountain data 
italics - Rainier Mesa data 

i - Pertains to both areas 

CATEGORIES 

1. Yucca Mountain 
2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 7. L9. 10. 11, 12. 13. 14, 16. 17. 18, 19, 20. 21, 22, 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28.  
29. U 33.35, 38. 39. 40, 41, 42, 45. 46. 47, 49. 5L. 51. 52. 53, 54. 55. 56. 57, 58. 59, 60.  
(a. 62. 63. 64, 65. 68, 73. 74, 75. 76, 77. 21, 22 $A. 85, 86. 87, 88. 89. 91.. 94. 95. 96.  
97. 98. 99. 100. 101. 102. 103, 104, 105, 106. 107. 108. 119. 121. 122. 130. 131. 12,.  
137. ,2 143. 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150. 151. 152, 153, 154. 155, 156. 157. 158. 159.  
160. JAL 162, 163. 164, 165. 166, 167. 168. 169. 17n." 174, 1. 176. 177, 178. 11,; 185.  
186, 187. 1.n 189, 190. 193, 194. 196. 17.2 198.201. 202, 204,202. 208. 211. 212, 214.  
215. 216, 217, 218. 219, 220. 221. 222. 223, 224, 225. 226, 227, 22=. 230, 2n.. 2=2, 233.  
235. 237, 238, 239.240, 241,242, 243.244.245. 246. 248, 249. 250. 251. 254. 255. 262.  
264 265, 2.66. 267.2 268, 269, 270, 272. 273, 274, 276. 277, 278, 279, 2 281,282, 283.  
284 285, 286, 288. 290, 291,292, 2n. 294, 295, 296, 297. 228. 2 300. 301,302, 303.  
304 305. 306, 307, 308, 309.310. 311,312. 313,314,31 3A1 319, 320, 321. 322. 323.  
324. 325. 326, 327, 328. 3.22.. 330,3.In. 334. 33S, 336. 331. 33.8, 339. 340.34. 3423. 43,.  
344, 345. 346, 347. 348. 3A2 350. 351. 352. 354, 3M5.73. 58.35. 3.... 364. 365. 366, 367.  
368. 369, UL 372, 373. 374. 37S, 376, 377, 378.3.22M.. 380. 381, 382. 384, 38S, 3.~., 38% , 
388. 389, 390. 391.392. 393, 394, 395,396, 397, 398,399,400, 401,402,403. 404.40S, 
409,411,412.1413.414,415. 416.412. 418. 419. 421. 422. 426, 427, 42U. 429. 430, 431.  
432, 433, 434, 435, 43&. 437, 438, 439, 440, 441. 442. 443. 444. 446, 4A. 448, 449. 45.  
451. 453. 455. 456. AIL 458. 462. 463. 466.4. 4.62 4..5. 4 2 47.21. 422. 473, 474. 475.  
476, 477. 478. 4.2 480. 482. 486, 424." 45" 

2. Rainier Mesa 
1, 5.8. 15. 30. 31, 3 12 .34. 36. 37, 43. 44. 48, 50. 61. 66, 67. 69. 70, 71, 72. 28. 22, 80.  
81. 82, 83, 84. 90, 21. 2. 93. 109, 110. Ill. 112, 113. 114, 115. 116. 117, 118, 120, 121.  
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129. 132. 133. 134, 135, 136, 138, 139. 140, 141, 142. 144.  
.16.1.. 1.•. 170,11.. 172. 173, 15,. 179. 180, 181, 182, 18.3 184. 1.5 191, 192. 195, 
127. 199. ,. 201, 2.02 203. 204. 205, 206. 2.02. 209. 210, 213, 228, 222. 2.31 22, 234, 
236, 2.4.4_4 247, 252. 253, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 266. 26.., 271, 275. 2.=0.. 287.  
289, 22.3,2. 2n . 222.. 315=. 316, 317, 318., 331. 332, 333,., .341,342. 343U. 3A.. 3-42.  
353, 355. 356, 3U5.L. 352. 360. 361, 362. 363. 370, 311. 3 M. 372, 383, 3.86 38.1 406. 407.  
408, 410, 412,. 415, 420. 423, 424, 425, 42. 46. 442, 445. 446. 442. 450. 452. 454, 
456M, 459, 460, 461, 464, 465. 466. 4.671. 4f2. 470, A 4722 4M.2. 481, 483. 484.  
485. 4. 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492. 493, 494A. 495." 

3. Rainier Mesa Testing Directly Associated With Yucca Mountain 
, 31, 43. 90, 21, 22.2 120. 123. 144. 2.04, 205, 206. 202, 213, 228.2 2=3.L 23.2, 234, 

244. 275, 287. 297, 311. 408. 412. 442. 454. 456 459, 460, 461.481,483. 484. 485. 486.  
487, 488, 489. 4M0. 491. 492, -493 

KEY TOPICS

"Contained in addendum. -8a-



1. Aeromagnetic and magnetic surveys 
11. 12, 63, 208. 344, 345. 426 

2. Archaeoloy 
311, 312, 313. 476 

3. Biblographies 
14. 32. 55. 164, 168. 173. 270. 313 

4. Biology 
85. 86, 87. 88. 89. 255. 262. 291. 292. 3 491 

5. Climatology 
a2 374. 75, 76, 77, 130, 166. 8& .n& 2 462 

6. Drtllbole operation, construction and history 
18. 278 94. 95. 147. 148, 149, 150. 151, 152. IS3. 154. 155. 156. 157. 158. 159. 160. 24J.  
26M 288. 350. 352. 413. 414. M 443. 462. 463. 4.2 

7. Effect of nuclear testing on tuff 
44. 67. 71. 72.1!. 114. 127. 135. 170. 181. 203. 253, 259. 260. 271. 353. 423. 424. 425.  
!U& 437, 438, 439. 440. 441. 464. 465 

8. Effect of repository on tuft 
29. 35. 43. 47. 93. 120. 123. 205. 206. 218. 220. 221. 222. 2:3. 224. 225. 226. M 238.  
296. 303. 304. 30S. 329. 334. 380. 419 454. 484, fM. 487. 490. 491. 492 

9. Energy and mineral resources 
13. 14. 2 174. UL 329 

10. Environmental characterization 
20. 174. 422. 433. 424" 

11I. Flood potential 

12. Fracture data 
10. 40. 57. 58. 59. 138. 146. 169. 239. 246. 253. 258. 260. 288. 310. 335. 410. 416. 420 

13. Geochemistry 
34, 38. 39, 40. 42. 49. 56. 90 1.. 22. 100. 107. 110. 112, 114. 116. 138. 139. 140. 141.  
145. 163. 12 174. 182. 13 191. 127. 199. 203. 213. 217. 218. 219. 220. 221. 222. 223.  
224. 225. 226. 236. 238. 252. 295. 299. 303. 304. 305. 329. 380. 381. 388. 430. 41g. 451.  
459. 460, 461. 464. 482 

14. Geologic history 
SL JL 372. 383. 398. 399. 402, 404. 405 

15. Geophysics 
18. 19. 31. 69. 70. 71. 94. 95. 104. 105. 106. 109. M11. 126. 162. 177. 178. 185. il 186.  
187, 189. 195. 196. 210. 243. 277. 278. 279. 306. 314. 332. 333. 344. 345. 3350. 351.352.  
367. 368. 369. 375. 384. 385. 390. 394. 395. 407. 411. 413. 414. 423. 424. 425. 445.462.  
463 

16. Groundwater geochemistry 
16. 17. 18. 19.23.30.47.56. 2&D.81.82.83.94.95.96. 107. 108. 115. 119. 174. 191.  
212. 213. 214. 227. 243. 254. 256. 266.Z268. 269. 273. 274. Z87. 294. 301. 303. 304. 30S.  
3L 350. 352. 353. M 36a. 410. 411.444. 445. 7, 458. 459. 460. 461.462. 463. VL 

L 42. 478. 4IM. 482

"gContained in addendum. -9 .



17. Groundwater rechare 
2L 101. 286. 353. = 368. 444, 449 

18. Groundwater travellretention time 
82. 165. 191. 286. 308. 373. 374. 419. 444 

19. Heater e 
43. 93. 120. 123. 205. 206. 494. 4r84, ML 48r7. 490. 491. 492 

20. Hyd•otr logk parameters 
6.17. 18. 19.30. 31. 34.35. 47. 48. 63. 69. 2L 94. 95, 96. 103, 112. 113. 115. 116. 117.  
119. 125. 146, 16L. 227. 239.242. 243. 258, 268. 269. 273. 274.275. 306.310. M17. 334.  
340. 350, 351. 352. 361. 362. 363. 383. 410.411.413.414, 4A1M 443. 444. 4S5. 462. 463.  
UL IM 475, 490 

21. Hydrogeologic units 
30. 174. 300. 352. 367. 444. 16L 472 

2L Hydro-model sensitivity 
27, 01.= 328 

23. Imbibition and evaporation experiments 
28. 122. 2.% 176. 239. 309. 335. 3S4 

24. In stu stress (measured) 
61. 124. 128. 134. 135. 136. 179. 185. 257. 259. 261. 289. 364. 393. 394. 39S. 420. 423.  
424. 4215. 452. 488. 490 

25. Ins mu stress (modeled) 
7. L 36. 400 

26. Laborator7 hydrothermal water-tuff Interaction 
108. 217.218. 220. 221. 222. 223. 224. 225. 226, 268, 273. 274. 302. 303. 304. 305 

27. Utbology 
18. 19. 34. 2L 94. 95. 111. 119. 140. 182. 236. 238. 241. 243. 247. 2.i2. 275. Ml 350.  
352. 366. ML 411. 413. 414. 462. 463. 473. 475. 4i9 

28. Lfoal flow system 
30. 101. 102. 169. 216. 256. 308. 346. 353. 367. 368. 410. 418. 419. 444. 449 

29. Mass transport 
15. 80. 51. 107. 239. 373. 374. 377. 418. 419. 4iL 

30. Mechanical properties (measured) 
31, 112. 126. 129.3137. 203. 228. 272. 282. 283. 284. 296. 227. L. 319. 320. 321. 322.  
3123. 324. 325. 326. 327. 406. 407. U1L 424. 425. ML 483. 485. 487. 488. 489. 490. 491.  
492. 493 

31. Mechanical prfnpertles (modeled) 
9. 131. Z0. 2 230. 249. 300. 408. 481 

32L Mineraloxy 
21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 39. 40. 42. S3. 57. 58. 59. 60. 125. 140. 141. 1U1. 177. 122. 199.  
241. 263. 288. 295. 34a 370. 380. 398. 401. 431. 432. 434. 451. 453 

33. Multlphase flow In transport 
28. 122. 206. 214. 329. 346. 376. 37"7. 478

Contained in addend"u. o 10 -
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o 64, A4. 118, 174, 192, 240, 290, L l 316, HL 355 

- 35. Nuclide Field Migrations Experiment 

.•i:18,.19,..-, 24, 41. 49, $1, 54, $5. 6S, 90. 92. 92L 112. 113, 11$, 116. 117, 138. 182, 190.  

0217,219. 237s 240. 2.1 3. 253, 290, 295, 2n 321. 326, HL nL 383, 401.429, 430, 

- 38. Regional gpology 

"-.39. Rock Mechanics Program 
* 483, 485, 487, 488,489. 493 

40. Rock properties 
1 2.,3,4,34,37.48,69. 70. 104, 1OS. 106. 112, 113. 114.115.116.117. 138. 140.141.  
177, 178, 182, 199.203. 2=L 209,210,233,23S, 236,239,253.283.300.317.325. 406.  
407, 411. 422, 424 

41. Seismic studies 
66. 67, 71, 174, 184, 194. 21S 244. 251. 272, 281. 307, 336. 3AL = NJ 364. 396.  
397, 404, 405, 421, 427, M 437, 438. 439, 440. 441 

42. Solis 
193. 198 

43. Sorption and dIffusion 
1.42. 143. 211. 214, 287, 295. 348. 382. 409, 431. 434. 435. 44" 473. 474 

44. Stratlgranuhy 
34. 39, 4 5Q. 52, $3, 54. 60. 63. 6S. 68. 110, M1. 113, 114, 115. 116. 117. 126. 139.  
140. 141. 172, 174. 180. 181. 182. 199. 228. 236. 245. 246. 250. 281. 300. U1 34. 356.  
365, 366. 3M. 383. 388, 389, 390. 391. 406. 407.411.414, 423, 424, 425, 427. 429. 444.  
453. 47S 

"45. Structure 
62. 65. 72, 110. 111, 114. 115. 116. 117. 125. 126, 127. 138. 139. 140. 141. 172. 174.  
180. 181, 182. 199. 200. 228. 236. 244, 246. 252. 285. 299. 336. 339. 256. 365. 366. 368.  
379. 388. 389, 390. 398. 399. 406. 407. 423, 424. 425. 427. 465. 475.  

46. Thermal studies 
24, 47. 63, 131, 174, 203, 204. 2 2 233. 234. 235. 238. 275. 276. 283, 300. 351 
358, 380. 381. 412M 484, 486. 487. 489. 490, 491, 492 

47. Vadose zone flow 
,.- 216, 264, 265, 308. 324. 353. 410, 418. 448 

•,' d48. Vokanism risk assessment 
• •*; 63, 97, 98. 99, 100. 379. 429, 430 

"Contained in addendum. 3 *
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~ SECTION 4 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

* " Allnitham. J.W., 1944. Remnant magnet
ism of rhyollilc tufts at Rainier Mesa, Nevada Test 
Site: Geological Society of America. Special Pa
"pres. v. Ill. p. 3gl.  

The remnant magnetsm of 45 samples of Tertiary ash
flows tuft was Investigated as a possible ald I& core lating 
volcanic units In the Nevada Test Site. Labore.-y measure
ments showed signiftcant differences in polerity and In direc
ton of remnants. whkh ar useful in straltgraphic shtdies In 
this area.  

2 Anderson. LA.. 191. Rock properly 
analysis of core samples from the Calico Illle 
UF5sa-3 borehole. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 11-1337. 30 p.  

Simples were measured for density, porosity. ress
tMty. Induced polarintion. compressional sonic velociy.  
and magnetic roperies. The samples were similar to three 
distinct subunits of arglillite underlain by a marble section.  
The relatively high remnant and Induced malnetbation of 
the altered argillit subunit Is a disting•ishing feature of that 
section of argillits. Most of the measurements were variable 
due to a complex history of formation and deformation.  

3 Anderson. L.A.. 1911. Rock property 
analy si of core samples the Yucca Mountain 
UZ1Sa-I borehole, Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report I1-I13. 36 p.  

Core iapiles from the UE2Sa-I borehoek (Yucca 
Mountain area) were measurme fo bulk density. porosity.  
resistivity. Induced polarinfton. compressional sonic veloc
1ry. hydraulic conductivity. magnetic susceplibility and rem
nant mangnetIZAtion as peart Of large sCall site evaluation Of 
Yucca Mountain. The samples were taken from the follow
Ing units, the Paintbru•h Tuff. the Tuffaceous Beds of the 
Calico Hills and the Crater Flat Tuff.  

4 Anderson. L.A.. 1914. Rock property 
measurements on large-volume core samples 
from Yucca Mountain USIY GU-31G-3 and 'VSW 
G-4 boreholes. Nevsda Test Site. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 14-552. 39 .  

Core samples were slaected to be representative othe 
major litholoSic variations observed within the stratigraphy 
of the drill site. They were measured for electrical resistlvity.  
Induced polariation, porosity, bulk and grain density, and 
compressional sonic eloilt). The results are intended to 
providea me.ans off ,tprop, characteriation that is not 
normally posswible with conventlonal borehole itechnqles.  

IS Ball. S.H.. 191t7. A geologic reconnals
sance In solthwesterrt Nevada and eastern Califor
nia: U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 301, 21l p.  

A generalized geologic map of southwestern Nevada 
arnd eastern California Is prsenled. Both Yucca Mountain 
and the area in the viclnity of Ralnler Mesa are discussed.  

4 Barr. O.,., 1983, Reduction or the well test 
data for test well USW If-i adjacent to Nevada 
Teal Site. Nye County. Nevada: Sandia National

Laboratories report SAIND4-4437. Albuquerque.  
NM. 41 p.  

The drawdown and recovery data fot three mes.  
three recovery tess. and six lIaection onts in w US Hi 
an reduced to determine ishydulic conductivity and 
storltiv•ty, assuming the momdoige Ie lino olls. bo

tropic. and porous. Conductly" raneas frm about 10" 
mis In the ppelr inns to 10 wsa In the lower sons. and 
storativity rangPs from S I 10 g about 0.S.  

7 Bauer. S.J.. and flolland. 3.1., 1957.  
Analysis dt In sait stress at Yucca Mountain: Sandia 
National Laborstories report SAND26-1I86C. Al
buquerque. N.M. I p.  

A method has been developed to nitdilise far-field B
nl•e ckment model such that the meas•wed In pro stress 
state appears to be reproduced well. The method Includes the 
use of the mechanical slretipgaphy. mechanical effect of 
pore pressure. grarity loading,. ectonic component of stress.  
and we or a joanted rock model to calculate the mechanical 
response. Topographic effects and effects reisted so the ver
tical variation In mechanical properties at p kicted for us
posteory depths. Gravity loadings with a small horliosotal 
compression are used to calculate a minimum borwtontal 
stress similar in magnitude to that meaasumed tol M.  

I Nauer. S.J.. IHolland. J.7.. and Parrish.  
D.K.. JOSS. Implications about In sots stress at 
Yucca Mountain: 26th U.S. Symposium on Rock 
Mechanics. Rapid City, SID. June 26-28. 1925. p.  
1113-l1ll.  

This paper me the regional geologic studies that per
tain to the stress state at the Nevada Test Site, stress nmas
urments in Yucca Mountain. and stress measurement in 
nearty Rainier Mesa. in conjunction with finite element cal
culations to estimate the to sits stresses at Yucca Mountain.  
Based on these data. values of lateral earth-sum coeffi 
cients In La mnge of 0.3< k,cO.1 are rasonable for e
posltofy depths in Itermomechanical analyses.  

9 Bauer. S.J.. Thomas. R.K.. and Ford.  
I..M.. JOBS. Measurement and calculation or the 
mechanical response of a highly fractured rock: 
Sandla National Laboratories report SAND84
2#20C. Albuquerque. NM. g p.  

The first steps to validate a material constitutive model 
for a jointed rock mass have been completed. The contin
uum model. s utilized here within a finite element sods.  
consists of a material constitutive description based on the 
linear elaslic behavior of the matrix material and nonlinear 
normal and shear behavior of fracture planes.  

Il Barton. C.C.. 1911. Fractal geometry of 
two-dimensional fracture networks at Yucca 
Mountain. southwestern Nevada: In Proceedings 
of International Symposium on Fundamentals of 
Rock Joints. Hjorkilden. Lapland. Sweden. Sept.  
I5-2 ..  
* Fracture traces expo,%d on three 214 Is 260 mpave.
menta in the same Miocene ash-flows tuff at Yucca Moun
lain. southwestern Nevada. have been mapped at a scale of 
1:50. The maps are two-dimensional sections through the

- 13 -
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Sit -dhmeiosrnl 0 werk of trata.-bund f tum . AV 
fracreMs w•tlh irsco bringthe estef th•n f 20 m iere 
mnaped. The dirlaitndow of frac•is-trac, lengthe @ bIn
Pormal. The fractue do nm exhibit wea-&efwd sea hosed 
ma orientation. A fractal analysis was conducted for each 
Network. Each network prDoed to be tractl and thi fractal 
dilmemtions am Sghtly thelased.  

II Bath. O.D.. and Jahren. C.L., 1914, Inler
pretations ei magnetic anomalie at a potential re
poheory site located In She Yucca Mountain ares.  
Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey open-file 
report 54-120, 40p.  

labthe Yucca Moun0-in area mar oime suwestern bet
dea of the Nevada Tes Stse. studies of the relation of mea
ndctc Pra .e to 6i0 lseastme hew provided structual 
hiformanlon at a Sndet thme poteatial nrpostsory she. laler.  
prted featur Include a tabular mass of magneatizd sedi
mentary rock beneath thIc deposits of vokanics and 11 mI
)o fa(Sts that strike r•erfl amet-wstl and displce mall
aeirzed volcanic roe 

12 Bath. 0.D.. and Jahren. C.P.. 1915. 1nves
figations of an aeromagnetle anomaly on the wrst 
side of Yucca Mountain. .Nyeu County. Nevada: 
U.S. Geological Survey open-tile report 2"-459. 14 

P. A prominenl aeromagnetkc anomaly of 290 aT en the 
potential reposltory site was further delineated through the 
mw of ground magnetic travenes The renus Indicate tdia 
the ground magnetic anomaly a catmed by contb umme 
from at least three sources, The eevated topography gives a 
terrain effect since the ahitude is decreased hetween the air
p ne and the exposed Topopeh Spt "$1 Memther of the Paint
bruh Tuff. Ground anomalies X0m south of the air maxi
mum i"dkcale either an Ihcrease in magnetization or the 
Presence of a small Ilantruie body.  

13 Bell. E.J.. and Larson. L.T.. 1912. Over
view of energy and mineral resources for the Ne* 
wada nuclear waste storage Investigation. Nevada 
Test Site, Nye County, Nevade: Reynolds Flectrl
cal and Krngineering Co.. Inc. NVO-2S0. Las Vegas.  
NV. Sept.. 198L. 64 p.  

This report addresses enery resources Including hydro
carbons. geothermal and radioactive fuel rnaenais. mineral 
rsources (Including base and pecious mntals and asocd
aned minerlis). indultrfil minerasb and rock intatubs which 
occer in the vicinity of he NNWSI area A gcnersheldeo
mentary Is provided on past and presenl mining and expio•a
"lion activity, with discussions of resource potential In a con
text of the regional resource base and projected ltume do
mands for these rsources.  

14 Bell. ,.J.. and Larson. L.T.. 1912. Anno
tated blblingraphy-overvtew of energy and mineral 
resources for the Nevada nuclear waste storage In
vestlgations. Nevada Test Site. Nve Countiy. Nie
vada: Reynolds Electrical and EnIgtneering Co..  
Inc.. NVO-2*1. 73 p.  

References of lIib blilogaphy were selected in order so 
s.rpor the environmental charace€riration of Yucca Moun

IS Benson. L.V.. 1976. Masi transport in 
witric turfs of Rainier Mesa. Nye County. %evada: 
Desert Research Institute Publication NVO-12S3
10. 38 p.  

Chemical and physical analyses of reactant and p"duct 
phem found in sub-aerially-exposed vitric turfs of IN•ainer 
Mesa Indicate that dialleem aleration l occurng tday.  
Variations within the fluid phase as a function of depth ag 
$sI a vertical trampoft system wlereby the dissolution of 
motastabl•t gasn drives the sequential precipitation of 
montmorlllont". climopilollte. and Iposibly analkme.  

Is Benson. LV.. and McKinley. P.W., 191S.  
Chemical composition of groundwater In the Yucca

Mountain area. Nevada. 1971-84h U.S. 0Oe'oileal 
Survey open-file report 35-454. I p.  

Phhe.ntest wells in te Yucca Mountain irea have been 
sampled &t keel once for chemical anal"is during 1971-54.  
Sodinm was the most sbundano cation, and bik rtbonae was 
the dominate anion. Samples from the deep carbonate aqut
lfe contained bigher relative concentrations of calcium and 
magnesium than did sam es from overlying vokank tufts.  
Concentrations of he stable iotopes of ox7gen and bydro
pa wew mrtiel nelyeptiveghtr) and had deuterum-ex
cms vahlebs angt from -5 so -10. The distuibution of un
cormemd radkaroa lie w of rater from the exploratory 
blck on Yucca Mountain ranged from 12.000 to 18.300 
yeat0 Woene rmeet. A signulfcant dege of ileral and vet
lcal ehemtical momogeneity exits in Mhe groundwater of 
the Yucca Mounsaoi area.  

I? Benson. I.... at at., 19"3. Cheemicl com
position of groundwater and the locations of per
stable sones in the Yucca Mountain area. Ne* 
vade: L..S. Geologicil Survey open-file report 
83-354. 19 p.  

Tea wells ti the Yucca Mountain am have bees sa
pkd fot chemical analyis. Sodium is the most abundant c I
ova and 14cartonate the mrIst ahundant anion in all water 
samples. Diffetences wer found in uncorrected carbton-14 
and in inorganic and stable-bo•ope composition.  
Groundwaler production is usually from one or moto discre•e 
taune of permeability.  

ti Bientley. C.B.. 19114. Geohydrologic data 
rfr teat well UIV. G-4Yucca Mountain area. Nye 
County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file 
report 2414.3, dl p.  SThu 

report prm en data on drilling operations. lhtlh l
op. '..eholf geophYgncs. hydrologic monitortnn, core 
anal•,". wsterc meunmr.. temp~n3 ess. and p1cker-mrec
tio1 tess fo1 test Well USIr (6-7 This eUt is located en the 
eastern frnks of Yucca Mountain.  

It fientley. C.B.. Robison. J.11.. and 
Sp~engler. R.W.. 193. Geohydrolnlllc data for test 
well ..5W 1-. Yucca Mnuntain area. %Ne County.  
Nevada: L.S. Geological Survey open-fite report 
9"-553. 30 p.  

Daoa on drilling operaions. tlhbolo;y. borehole go*
physics. •eatr-level monttonnrg. caoe nlys. pou•d water 
chemisIrs. pumping iess. and packer-injection mess for test 
w Ill USW to -S an pimrned 

20 Bertram. S.0. .. 192. Nevada nuclear waste 
storate investgati ons environmental area charac
leritaila n repotn: The Mttre Corporation. Mclean.  
Virginia. SA.%) 83-7132. 12.13 p.  

The environmental area characterifton rpoin de
scrints the snuthwestrn forn•r f ohe Nevada Test Site. N" 
County. Nevsda. a potential site for a eologic repository for 
high- levet nuclear waste. The characteruation summaris 
repors suppl4ed by Sandia National Laborsaones. which 
cover the iollowing lopics atmosphere, radiation back

r*ound. hydrosphere. biolsphem, energy, mineral resources.  
socaleconnamis. and cultural resources.  

it iosh. 13.1... 1I11. !)etalled mineralogical 
characteriration of the Itullfreni and Tram SMem
hers in 15N•-*t. vltlh emphasis In clay mineral

on: 1 a Alimos Natilunal laboratory LA-1021

Thn studv chafsctierte the amolnts and types of clay 
minerals in the tufts and the possible effects clay minerlbs 
have on rn.k piopertus C(as mineral formation occurprd 
afltr "elute cryitai,.rJtion and under condtlonm similar to 
those In the rc..s today11 isals. likely that the groundwater 
m the fulls kas inhabited the smectite-to- ilift reaction.  

22 Di1sh. 1.3... and Chipera. 3.J.@ 19369. Min
eralogy of driltheles J-13. LE-K:SARI. and $IUW 0-I 
at Yucca %fuuntain. Nevada: Los Alamos National 
laboralory report I.A-107644-MS. Los Alamos.  
NM. 23 p.  

The mineralogy of drillholes J-13. UE-2SAJI. and 
USW G- I was prevbouly determined using qualitative and

* qj��1er�. �-.' 
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23 DBlh. DL., Ogard. A.L., and Vanlimn, 
D.T.. 1954. MineralogT-petrology and ground

"- water geochemistry of Yucca Mountain tufts: in 
" " MeVe,. O.11, oadS. Proceedings of the Seventh Its

forna•lonal Symposia ott the scentifle Basis for 
Nuclear Waste Management VII. Bostin. 1A•1 No
vember. 1983.  

This a Stdy of the mhttnesul of Yucca Mounwin as a 
function of deptb and brteral pniesto predict the horbeI
tlt a&d vertical datrlbsutba of *A Important poiotenuy we
active and sorpudiv minearb. Is additios she groundwate 
clemlstry is stndied alon with th minealof•y ter as Ipot 
ft code for calcu•a"ti the transport rae as wase elemensi 
frome te spositr to the accessible envionmens.  

24 Blsk. DL. et a&.. 1912. Summary or the 
Mineralogy-Petrology of tuffs of Yucca Mountain 
and secondary-phase thermal stability in turfs: 
Los Alamos Notional Laboratory I.A-9321-%tS. 47 

Thb report describes the currentlh known mane of il
orl vrinability of she tft• unite and the va no ilon in mineral
op and petrology from unit to snil as determined thrms) 
eIndies of drill core. The dittlOqbtOs of secondary phass.  
Including clays and sees o albs documented. The elfects 
of tmperasture so thse secondary phases aid she rsultant 
effects on a repository am abii tevwed 

25 Blah. DL, and Uemarge. R.E., 1932, 
Mineralogic variations In a ailiclc turf sequence: 
evidence for dllagienetie and hydrothermal reac
tions: abstract. Itth Annual Clay Mlinerals Society 
Meeting. Jells 11. August 1-14. 1932.  

The mineralogy of clay and arolte minerab In the vicin
ity of Yucca Mountlai as a function of depth Is discussed.  

24 Dish. D.L.* and Vaniman. D.T.. t9e5.  
Mlneralogic summary of Yucca .%ountain. Ne
tids: Los Alamos National Laboratory riport 
LA-l3Sd43-M6S. Los Alamos. Nf. 54 p.  

A quantitative x-ray powder diffrac tion anasib of truth 
and sliick laves. wing maintn-fhlahing techniques, has been 
used to obtain a modei of thr-dimensiona mineral doi
butions at Yucca Mountais. Nevada.  

27 Bliler. N.K. and lroton. R.R.. 19l. Sensl
lively of calculated hydrologic flows through multi
layered hard rock to computational solution proce
dures, from Symposium of Groundwater Flow and 
Transport Modeling for Performance Assessment 
of Deep Geologic Disposal or Radioactive Waste.  
Albuquerque. NM.. May07 20. 1935.  

Permeability and moisture consent csrvs for partially 
satirated fractured. welded tufts. such as $hose found near 
she she of a prospective nucklear wstr repositnry at Yucca 
Mountiai. Nevada. am highly non-linear. The authors ii
imatrate. by meain of a one-dimensonal problem of infiltra
lion Into multilaye•ed fractured tuff. the numerical inssabili
tis that can rine when analyzing the flow in such porous 
isaterlob. The rso from two numerical schems areornpored.  

28 Blxler. P.7.. and Felon. R.R.. 1987. Dry
.Ing analysi of a mulliphase porous-flow expertment in fractured volcanic lurf: Sandia National 

Laboratories report SAN D644722C. Albuquerque.  
NM, 4 p..  

OAsub et-Scale drying oipeirinent has twen aialysed 
. wing a flnite element, nmultiphse-flow code. In the eapert.  

nment. an initially wet cylindrical core of fractured volkanic 
tulf was dried by blowing dry nitrogen over the ends. Resuts

,eu nua v echniquesI . and most of athe evalable data 
were Incomplete and Inaccurat. Nsew qmultiative x-ry dd
fracin data we obtained for tacks from aD three of these 
drilIboks. bew Rindolp of Importance include better to*
mints on the dltnrfutdou of tOe mor seehlbte 9lica 
polmorpha.

- is -

Indiie that M teS b tosespourtd chiefly as "quid fron the 
inwriof lo the edges or tOe ccor. wheo it evaporames and es
capes ot the ends. Time. "quld-phase tranpon contobi 
Me overal drying rat.  

29 Blacek J.. 19312 Effects of long-term sope
sure of turfs to high-level nuclear waeste-repository 
conditions. Preliminary report: Los Alamos No
tional laboratory report LA-9174 -PR, Los 
Alamos. NM. 36 p.  

Test have ben performed so exreo fth r.*ec. of ex
tended axposure of tacf from she s It h sers povron of the 
"Nevada Test She to tempear snd pressures similar to 
thos that will be encountered in a high-lovel nuclear waste 
repostory. Taff sampil ranging from highly welded. son
aeobtind to uaweided hig"ly rolltsrod "pn wers subjected 
sI so. 90. and 1200C temperatues. confuaing Pom pnssour 
of 0.5 so 19.7 MiP. and wairr pon pmessues of up so 19.7 
MP• foe 2 is I moatnh. Results indicate that depending on 
mrck t and eaposere conditions. signAfcanto changes in 
ambienl tensile stuength. compressien streonat. grain des
shy. and porosity mwir measured.  

N fllankennagel. R.K.. and Weir, J.7.. 197).  
Oeohydrology of the eastern part of Pahute ?#less.  
Nevada Test Site. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geo
logical Survey professional paper 712-1. 35 p.  

The grolokpt setting. hydiroeologc unmt and thew hy
droloslc parameters. regional and local groundwater flow 
paths. trotl•rdwatir chemstry. and engineering hydrology of 
eas-trn Pahbw Mesa m presented This a&ta is jIw to the 
norits and northwest of RaInier Mes.  

31 Roard. M.P.. Wilson. M..L.. and Voegete.  
M. .. 1937. Laboratory determination of the me
chanical, ultrasonic and hydrologic properties of 
welded turf from the Grouse Canyon fleoted Block 
Site: Sandia National Laboratories contractor ri* 
port SANI)46-7130. Albuquerque. NM.. IS p.  

The results ef laboratory tesling progsrm conducted to 
delermine the mechanicasl, Ulhmonck, and hydrologic prop
ertir of samples from the romiase Canyon Memhot of the 
1Beltd Ranoe Tuff epoond in the GTUF Heated Block Al
cove. UL: Tunnal. Nevads Test Site am descrihed.  

32 Rtowan. J.L.. and Fgaml. R.T.. 1933. An
notared bibllography rot atmospheric overview for 
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage investigations.  
Nevada Test Site. Nye County. Nevada: Desert IRe
search Institute report NV O-268. Los Vegas. NV.  

27 PThn hlhliography coven a number of aspects which will 
he incorporated envtoonmensal assessmetl on the effects of a 
nuclear aste tepca•ltoryo n o Ihe a quality of the Nevada Test 
Site and environo. Literatute was garered for the following 
topsco Ii wiether and climusleoftulheroi Nevada, 21 long
erro chmaltloogy of Ihe southwest; 31 climasology of the Ne
vada Test Site: 41 diffusion assclatsed with the NRDS as 
Jackats rlats; $) sk quality of the southwest; 6) regional 
dispensaos characterutics: It dispersion modeling ever nlt 
Ind complex terman. i) tu•giie dust Studi•s, 9) none; and 
10) rgugatsion sad rcomnmended procedures.  

33 Bowen. JL., and 9gsaml. R.?.. 1983. At
mospheric overview for the Nevada %uclear Waste 
'itorage Investigations. Nevada Test Site. Nye 
County. Nevada: Desert Research Institute report 
DL.S4802313. Ben. Nevada. ?S p..  

This report discues the atmospheric corwideratieni 
for a nuclear w2ste mpository &t Nevada Telg Shie. It pre
sents the clismiology of Nevada. and the Nevada Tesi Site in 
panicular. inchlding plaeocihmaology. average present cli
matoloy. and occurrences of extreme weathet. I dIiccuses 
air qTitly aspects. note problems, and outlines a plan for 
an Environmental Impact S faimenlt.  

34 Rowers. W.F... 1%44. Outline of the geology 
of the 1t121 and UI21.01 tunnels and lithloglly of the 
L121":1 drillhole. Nevada lest Ste: U.S. Ueoioti
cal Survey report TKI-S41. 13 p.  

The stra•igrplhy. chemstry. lotholop. density, poros
ot). water gontest. and magnetc susceptibibtty ar mported



t10w the yaffaceoema 1s ldet •w itn U121 U12L01 drft 
&ad U121.01 drilie. These drfts am located to On A4ue
duct Mesa jus h e d ortheast of Wan Mesa.  

IS 3Bralhwalse. J.W.. and NImIck. F.B..  
19"4. Effect of host-rock dissolution and preelplia.  
lion on prmeabltlty In a nuclear waste repository 
In tufrt Sandia National Laboratortes report 
5AND841-91.. Albuquerque. NM. SI p.  

A study bis been conducted to determine wheteer ther
malty Induced. bies!-ock mwneral diseohuilon and peciphta
des. processes "Mm decrease the bob "on capability o a po

atIn*al hgh-lk Mkit waste ftposiory in t111 byy SInI
gamtly aharint the permeab•i of the formation. Cumumuve 
, porosty chanmps wee showe I be very smaull and tat de
snag In peres" were shown is accw ony in the vicinity of 
O revnnory borema I the wldtef vaportms. The dli
,acn inspetrmabt•lt• t mautf and fracture flow te
on" frqom these Ia cuumhstve porosity c anges should 
"hove so sIndfkcant affect on Mhe "efral hydrologic pence=n 
at Yucca Mauhain.  

' 6 Breilaoer. G.L. and Magner. J... 19?.  
Analysis of the effect ofa buried hemispherical ex
cevation on the surroundinl stress distributiont 
U.S. Geological Survey report USGS- 474-237. It p.  

An Investigati of the strees aOnd a burled 
bemispherical excavatis. win% f•l•hle element methods.  
eros undeakesnear the UI.2e. 15 drift lo ana"yze and cten
pamt the effect of erenalloo •isthi, io an ammed In ame 
tes field. The mont stable orientation of the hemispherical 

ewavteon it that in which the base Is perpendicular ha the 
direton of the minimum stress an of the assued #Raft 
sunm fed.  

37 Prethauer.O.L., Magner. J.3.. and 
Miller. D.R.. 1980. Statistical evaluation of physi
cal properties in Area IL. Nevada Test SIte. using 
the USGSIDNA storgele and retrieval system: U.S.  
Geological Survey report USV S-1i4-4743 (Special 
Projects-43). 94 p.  

The U.S. Geological SinrylDefene Nocve.r Agency 
Physical Properties Sr•a and itrleal System was med ha 
pgnerae lables diRphying the bisk statistics o. physical 
properts data mm soeied accordmig to geologic idensti*ca
"onam and tunnel coitplx in Rainier and aqueduct Mesa. The 
imlans of this stud indical that no conchasie comutentrl r
iosda exists betwese geologc Identification and physical 
property average Wale.  

39 Brtnton. D.C.. 1985. Chemical variability of seollies at a potential nuclear waste repository.  

Yucca Mountain. Nevada: Los Alamos National 
Laboratory report LA-UR-8S-3933. Albuquerque.  
NM. 27 p.  

The caon-pslda-s af c€neptllolifts and their hst uadh 
have teen examined by el•ctron mikroprohe and x-ray fluo
rescnce. respectively, to determine their Tarability I a po
tentafl MKnle waste teposilhty.  

". 39 Broxton. D.I.. BlaB. al.., and Warren.  
R.G.. 198?. Distribution and chemistry V-t 
dlagenetic minerals at Yucca Mountain. Nye 
County. ,Nevadat Clays and Minerals. vol. 3S. no.  
3.. p. 89-11I.  

Beneath Yucca Mountain. few diaeweetic mineral 
imne hoar be•e recoglneld that become progressively less 
",hydrou with depth. The chemisty, mineral assemblene.  

Slocatloa and Ihickness of thes man ae descIhed.  

40 firontee. D.C.. and Carlos. B.A.. 1926.  
ZeolIl alteralion and fracture fillings In allkic 
tufts at a potential nuclear waste reposlsore. Yucca 
Mountain. Nevada: Los Alamos National Labora
tory reporl LA-UR-*6-ISli. Lot Alamos; N?*. I p.  

This paper desc•bes the distribution and chemnitry of 
Meal*%e in tuffs and In fractures at Yucca Mountain. A van
ty-. of le¢nhopeus wee used ha charactertue the distrition 

and chemistry of mIlnes in these samples.

41 Sronton. D., el 0l.0 19182, Detailed petrs
graphic descriptions rdr microprobe date for 
driliholes USW-G2 ,n'. UEZSb-olI. Yucca Moun
lain. Nevada: Los Alamos National Laboratory 
LA-9,24-MS. If% p.  

Thee drllbobs penetrate a Ihk sequenceof mank 
rocks comub"ing of omnow ash-noflows tuffs, intrr cabled 
with thin bedded tus and minor besi. ThM mpon conlaft 
detailed peromlooi descriptions. Microprobe anailyses of 
felispars and mall phaocryas wee as secondary •M
spars an tabulated.  

dl Brenton. D.C.. *I al.. 1914. Chemistry of 
diagenetically altered tufts at a potential nuclear 
waste repository. Yucca Mountain. Nye County.  
Nevada: Los Alamos National Laboratory report 
LA-1I282-MS. Los Alamos. NM. I" p.  

This repor describes the chemistry of dlalnetf-taf &l
terd tuffs at a potential nucker waste repository in Yucca 
Mountain. The degree of chemical variability within the 
dilagenelicaly arered muffs and withim di•eetic minarerab is 
descrived.  

43 Bulmer. a.M.. 1910. Pretest thermal 
analysis of the tuft water migretionten ate heater 
e*pertment: Sandia National Laboratories report 
SAND-?9-t•78. Albuquerque. NM. 43 p.  

The preaest thermal anlysis for the evft water mins
tioaln stem heater experinent so he conducted in welded mtul 
in 0-Tunnel. Rainier Mesa. u pr ened The paremetric 
thermal Inodeling aolnders vsr=bI halst temperature.  
tuft thermal conductivity. hlff emissivity. ai heate opeat
ing powere.  
44 Bunker. C.M.. Dlment. W.lf.. and Wi1.  
marth. V.R.. 19"0. Distribution of gamma-radio
activity, radioactive glass. and temperature sur
rounding the site or the Rainier underground nu
clear explosion. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
professional paper 404-. p. I51-1SS.  

The gagrm radioactivity temperaturm distrifution.  
and radioacta $Ians distrtil'uoa tar the Rainier explosion 
conductd witbia Ul2b tunnel ar briefly presented here.  

49 surchflel. B.C.. to". Reconnaissance 
gteologic map of the dlathrop Wells 15-minute 
quadrangle. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
urvey Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations 

Map 1-474.  
This map contains prhlminary geologic Investigatliom 

for southern Yucca Mountain and Lathuop Walk.  

46 Bush. C.A.. Bunker. C.M,, and Spengler.  
R. W.. 1913. Radielement distribution In drillhole 
USW G-I. Yucca Mountain. Nevada: U.S. Geologi
cal Survey open-fIle report 83-847. IS p.  

The radioelement content (radium equivalent urankrm 
(RaeU). thorlam, and potassiuml of samples collected from 
drihole UJSW G-1 was measured to cbaracietm the goo
logic units penetrated by the hole. ho determine he homoge
neity of the v is. and to ascertain wher redistrbution of the 
radio elements may hare occurred.  

47 Byarlee. J.. Morrow. C.. and Moore. D..  
19s3. Permeability and pore*fluid chemistry of the 
Bullfrol Turf In a temperature gradient: summary 
oa results: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
83-47S. 26 p.  

The purpose of this project is ho investigate the changes 
that take place with time when groundwater comes In contact 
with heated rock. and I* determine the ease with which po
tential radionuclide-besatng groundwater could be camed 
into the envronmentl. The permeability and fluid chemstry 
of the Bullfrog Taff is studied under conditions resembling a 
muclear waste repository.  

48 flyers. "F.M.. 19t1. Porosity, density, and 
waler content data on tuft of Ote Oak Spring l'or
mtlion from the Ulle tunnel syelem. Nevada Test 
Site..N.ve County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
report TKI-8I1. 37 p.  

This epon summarims she pnrosi•t, density and water 
conent of the funnel beds found within UIe tunnel. Painlet
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' lk Mu nsit. mheapr as from &bow 20 and gem 

to .5 cin the youngesoi unit. The mineral density rang 
11102SC: 2; c and Sote aserate water consent tang' 

Ilatkal parameters ane show" graphically lot each properl 
and stratigraphis mleat 

49 Byers. F.M.. Jr.. 1935. Petroechemics 
variation of To~p.ps Spring turf matrix with dept 
(stratigraphie Sowell. Drillhole US3W G-4. Vuec 
Mountain. Nevada: Las Alamos National Labor.  
lory report LA-tOS6t-161S. 38 pe.  

Core froms hole 1.1W 01-4 was examined for petit 
chemical varladen ass a lvictiou of depth within the Topops 
Spritrgl Member of do. Paintbrush Taff. The.results show flu 
the petmophki ".1tme and chemtatry of the matrix vai 

systitina libla mccognizable Ultbologic subunits relau 
to crystallizatoar loans. weldinag soones and composition 
mane.  

so Dyers. F.M.. Carr. W.J.. Orkild. P.P 
QuInilwan. W.D.. and Sargent. K.A.. 1976. Vo 
canic suites and related cauldrons or Timb4 
Mounaien-OasiS V'alley Caldera complex. soutl 
em Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey profeasioni 
paper 919. 70 P.  

A detailed geologlic desripion of The tuffaceoa un! 
produced by the Tiffber Mountain-Oasis Valley Cablei 
cotrn plea Is gives. This descr~mtIosic hide the occurrent 
and known a ral extent of the formations and a stammatri 
geologic history of She complex.  

III Dyers. P.M... and Moore. 1.. .1. 193' 
Petrographic variation of the Topopah Spring Tul 
matrix within and between cored drillhole.. Yucc 
Mountain. Nevada* Los Alamos National L~abnri 
gory report LA-1491"-7.IS. Los Alamos. NMt. 731 

This study exiendn tha petrographic bonation of111 
devitifiiled frhyolili tuff matrix @1 the Topopah Spring Ncie 
ber of the Paintbrush Tuft observed In USW 9-4 to fo, 
other cored holes to the Yucca Mountain amea of the Nevs 
Test Site: LTE-2Sail1. USW 0l-1. USW 0-2. and US' 
0-3. Fouar petrographic zones are discuosed.  

52 flyerr. F.M.. Jr.. Warren. R.G..1983. Iti 
vised volcanic stratigraphy or drillhole J-13. Va 
tymile Wash. Nevada. based on petrograph 
modes and chemistry of phenocrysts: Los Alame 
National Laboratlory LA-95S.1-MS. Loa Alamoi 
NM. 1.3 p.  

The core and cuttinp of water weln J-13 below the low 
contact*of the Paintbrush Tuff at 1475 ft. to the total depth 
3495 ft. have been reexamined In the hight of recent co 
drilling at Yucca Mountain An updated slratiaraphic lot 
presented. showing the position of cored intervabs and sari 
plo locations. The units waurt identified by thin-section mix 
da&I ana lys is and by election microprobe analyses of the feb 

sparandbloitepheniocrysts.  

53 Campbell. K.. 1917. lateal continuity 
aorptiv* mineral sones underlying Yucca Maui 
tan. Nevada: Los Alamos National Laboratoryrn 
port LA-11870-MS. Los Alamos. NNM. 44 p.  

This report analybos compositional data obtained by i 
= ray powder diffraction for seversl hundred samples from I 

drilloles In the sic" lIyof Yucca Mountain. Mineralizath 
Is compared with the functional stratigraphy for the togic 

*proposed by Ortiz. tot &. (19 S) . Three majorzeolitted It 
terrala below the Topopab Spring Member of the Painubsta 
Taff ame of partiular interest because of their Potential to r 
Said the transport of dissolved radionuclides. No significa 
Initial trends in total nmititiztion within the"e 6nifts a 
noted ini th neighborhood of the e ploration block, but the 
are trends In lbe abundiances of thie ndividual aeofltes. Loc 

* variation Is common.

1- 14 CaportUsclo. F.. *I at.. to3l. Petrologic 
If studies of dIll cores USW-O2 and UEZ2b-Il1.  
Is Yucca Mountain. Nevada: Lot Alamos National 
Is Laboratory report LA-9255-MS. Los Ala mos. NM.  

etrng~aphle and t-ray diffraction "tudes of the two 
ty drill corr% from these two wets ame posensed In 1thi report 

and Windst that tuffs ane partially recrystall~ed to secon
dary minerals. Correlatiots of stratigra phy are also rmade 

kiWith previous drill cores from YUCCA tMountaift.  

hf 55 Caporusclo. V.A.. Warren. 3.0.. and 
1! broxton. DLR. 19315. Detailed pearographic de
' criptiona and microprobe data for Tertiary allicic 
1- volcanic rocka In drillhole U5W 0-1, Yucca Moura

Ah lain. Nevadat Los Alamos National Laboratory re
at port LA-9313-MS. Les Alamos. N161. 78;.  This report contains detailed petfrogra Jocipin 

ry of 74 thin sectiota from drillhole USW G- I at Yucca Moun
Id ta.Teedsipoaarkeetotedsicinb

at wee devtriflfed. hitk *and wolitizd Intervals below the 
Topopah Spring Member repository barite.  

56 Caporusclo. F.A.. and Vaniman. D.T..  
1. 1935, Iron and manganese In oxide minerals and In 
,r glasses, preliminary consideration of Eh burfering 
1. potential at Yucca Mountain. Nevadla: Los Alamos 

it National Laboratory report LA-10369 -%IS. Loa 
Alamos? NMI. 19 p.  

*The rock components that may affect thve oxygen con
ra Sent of groundwaute include Fe-Ti oxides. Mn oxides, and 
to glasseithat contain ferrows Iron. The ability of these variou~s 
td minerals So, affect the Eh ot the groundwater Is discussed. the 

resuts indicate that the minoers and glasses may base linle 
or no capacity far reducing oxygen-rich groundwater at 

1. Yucca Mountain.  
rr 

a 7 Carins. B.A... 1935. Minerals In fractures 
* of the unsaturated &one from drill core USW G-4.  

Yucca Mountain. Nye County. Nevada: Los 
S Alamos National laboratory report LA-1041S 
S -MS. Los Alamos. NM. 55 p.  

urThe mineralogy of fractures in drill coreU.SW G-4.  
a from a depth of nearly t00 ft. to the static water level at 1770 

w ft. was examined to determine the sequence of depositi-n 
and identity of minerals that might be natural barriers to ra.j
ionuclide migration from a nuclear waste repository. Mor
denie was found to be present, though not abundant, at the 
l. op of the lower lithophysal zone of the Topopab Spring 

r- Member of the Paintbrush Tuff. Heulandite occurs from 
Ic about 1245 to 1373 ht. and clinooptilolite occurs alone or with 
Ms mordenite below 1373 ft. Smectite in fracture Is abundant 
B. only In the vitrophyre of the Topapah Spring Me mber of the 

Palinbrush Tuff and at the top of the Prow Pass Memgber of 
of the Crater Flat Tuff. Similarities between fracture mineral
of ory and host-rock alteration in the nonwelded aeolitic units 
fe of the Topopab Spring Member suggest that this zone was 
is once belrow the water table. Th difference betwreen 
ft. mic roc rystalline (uj 0. 01 mm) frac ture coatings in the vitric 

s- one and the mostly cryptocrysialline (4a 0.01 mm) fracture 
I- coatings In the zatolitc sone abso suggests that the conditions 

under which these two types of linings formed were different.  
Noniweided Itlass shards preserved in the host rock abose the 
NOWi mineral transition in the fractures indicate that the 

ifwater table was never higher than the hlthic-:rlch base of the 
'Topopah Spring Member In the vicinity of USW C-4.  

.- so Carlos. B.A.. 1936. Occurrence of frac
t4olre-lining manganese minerals In silicic Suffs.  

on Yucca Mlountain. Nevada: 1.os Alamos National 
on L.aboratory report LA-ViR-16-1412. Lot Alamos..  
rt N.M. 5p.  
off Drillhole IJSW 0-4 was chosen for a detailed shady of 
I. fracture filling minerals because 11 is closest o theli planned 
ni. NNWSI exploratory shaft site.  

ft 59 Carlos. n.A.. 1937. MlInerals In fractures 
aI of the saturated &one from drill core USW G-4.  

Yucca Mountain, Nye County. Nevada: Los 
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Alamos National Laboratory report LA-10927 
-MS Los Alamos NM, 32 p.  

The minerail ta 6actures found in drIll core USW 0-4.  
from the static wai level at 1770 ft. to the base of the hole 
at )000 ft. wore studied to determine their identity and do
positional sequence and to compare them with those found 
above the SWL In the same drillhole.  

40 Carr. M.D., et at.. 1914, Oeoloiy of 
drillhole U25p#G1, a test hole Into pro-Terilary 
rocks near Yucca Mountain. southern Nevada: 
U.S. Geological Survey open-rile report USGS
o0-36-175. 27 p.  

The results of a geological Investigation of drillhole 
UE2Spl is presented. This dnillhole is located on the east
ern flank of Yucca Miunitsi.  

61 Carr. W.J., 1974. Summary of tectonic and 
structural evidence for stress orientation at the N-e 
vada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey open-file 
report 74-176, S3 p.  

A tectonic synthesle of the Nevada Test Sie region.  
when combined with seismli data and a few stres and strain 
mieasurements, suggests a tentative model for stress orienta
tion. This model proposes that the Nevada Test Site is un
dersoingextension Insa H. 0* W.- S. S0* E. directioncoln
cident with the minimum principal stress orientation. It is in
ferred that the stress episode mulling in the formation of 
deep alluvium-filled trenches began somewhere between 10 
and less than 4 m.y. ago in the Nevada Test Site and is cur
renily active.  

42 Carr. W.J., 1934. Regional structural set
ling of Yucca M*fountain. southwestern Nevada.  
and late Cenomoic rates of tectonic activity In part 
of the southwestern Great Flsi5n. Nevada and Cali
fornia: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
84-3S4. 109 p.  

The regional structural settllng of the southwestern 
Great Basin. with special emphasis on Yucca Mountain. is 
presented in detail.  

63 Carr. WV.J.. 1982. Volcano-tectnnlc history 
of Crater Fiat, southwestern Nevada. as suggested 
by now evidence from drillhole USV-VII-I and vl

lni y; L7. Geological Survey open-file report 
32-4S7. 23 p.  

New evidence for a possible resurgenl dome in the cal
dera related to eruption ol the Bullfrog Memner of the Crater 
Flat Tuff has been provided by recent drillini of a 762 m hole 
in central Crater Flat. Although no new volcan units were 
penetrated by the drillhole (USW-VII-l). the positive 
aeromagnetic anomaly in the vkcini•y of the drillhole appears 
to result In part from the unusually thick. densely welded tuff 
of the Bullfrog Member. Ms)or units penetrated Include allu
vium. basalt of Chrar Flat. Tiva Canyon and Topopah 
Spring Members of the Painthrush Tuff. and Prow Psis and 
Bullfrog Members of the Crater Flat Tuft. In addition, the 
drillhole provided the first subsurface hydrologic Information 
for the area. The water table In the hole is at stout 180 m 
and the thermal gradient appears slightly higher than normal 
for the region.  

44 Carr. W.J.. Flyers. P.M. Jr. and Orkild.  
P.P.. 1986. Stratligraphlc and volcano-lectonic re
lations of Crater Flat Tuff and some older volcanic 
units. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Sur
vey professional paper 1323. 23 p.  

The Crater Flat Tuff is herein revised to include a newly 
recoSnized lowest unit, the Tram Member. exposed at scat
tered localities In the southwestern Nevada Test Site relion 
and In several drillholes in the Yucca Mountain area.  

as Carr. W.J.. and rarrish. L..D.. 1985. Geol
ogy of drillhole USW V111-2. and stinctLre of Crater

Flat. southwestern Nevada: U.S. Geological Sur
vey open-rile report 85-475. 41 p.  

USW VH-2 was drilled into Crater Flat in order to de
linealt the geology and stnKctur of the aea. This drillhole 
penetrated a section of Timber Mountain. Paintbruh, and 
the upper part of the Crater Flat Tufts.  

66 Carrol. R.D.. 1934. Shear-wave velocity 
measurements In volcanic tuff In Rainier Mesa 
tunnels, Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S. Geologi
cal Survey report USGS-474-J.i. U4 p.  

Evidence Indicates that in the geologic environment of 
the Rainier Mesa tunnels a shear wave Is conaisisentil geoe
awed and recorded on vertical eophones regardless olth Cl
ergy source.  

67 Carroll, R.D.. 1983. Seismic velocities and 
postshot properties In and near chimneys: In Pro
ceedings of the Monterey Containment Sympo
slum. August 14-27. 1931. Los Alamos National 
Laboratory report LA-9211-C. "lo Alamos. NM.  
417 p.  

Changes In the reolltind tuff in Rainier Mesa. Nevada 
Test Site. resulting from a nuclear explosion suggest the 
prese of four regions at progressive ranges from the work
Ing pointe I) the chimney rubble. 2)a sone of pervasive 
microfailure immediately adjaceni to the chimney. 3) a zone 
of pervasive mkiofallure. and 4) a zone of discrete or local
ized failure Postshot seismic velocity measurements made 
at tunnel' level for seven nuclear events Indicate that the 
shear-wave velocity is definitive of three of these tones.  

43 Carroll. P.L.. Caporuaclo. V.A.. and Ilish.  
1).1... 1931. Further description of the petrology of 
the Topopah Spring Miember or She C'aintbruah 
Turf In drillholes tI-SA-l and USW-GI and of the 
lIthic rich cuff In USW-(I. Yucca %fountain. .'e
vada: ios Alamos National Laboratory report 
tA-9S06--IS. Inas Alamos. N.M. 26 p.  

The purpose of this report is to provide a complete 
strtilgraphic and petrologic description of the Toropah 
Spnng Miember and the lithic-rich tuff found In the Pain
brush Tuff unit as encountered in these two drillIoles.  

69 Carroll. R.D.. and Cunningham. ,M.J..  
1930. Geophysical Investigations In deep horlsontal 
holes drilled ahead of tunnelling: International 
Journal of Rock Mechanics Mineralogical Science 
and Geormechanics Abstracts. vol. 17. p. 29-107.  

The U.S Geological Survey has developed geophysical 
logging techniques for obtaining resistivily and velocity data 
from horizontal exploratorv drillholes drilled ahead of ton
neliin. The purpose of the logging measurements u to de
fine clay zones. because of the unstable ground conditions 
such zones present to tunnelling and to define tones of per
,tally saturated rock. because of ihe allenualing effects such 
tones have on the shock wave senerated hy a nuclear detona
lion.  

70 Carroll, R... and Kibler. J.7... 1983.  
S'yurce-book of locations of geophysical surveys In 
tunnels and horlsontal holes Including results of 
seismic refraction surveys. Rainier Mlesa. ique
duct Mesa and Area 16. Nevada Test Site: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 83-399. 15 p.  

This report documents seismic refraction sludies, both 
shear and compressional wave velocities and electrical sur
veys. that have been conducted in Rainier Mesa. Aqueduct 
Mesa. and Shoshone Mountain tunnel complexes since the 
19501. Synthesis of the seismic refraction data Indicates a 
mean compressional wave velocity near the work point of 23 
tunnel events of 2340 m/s with a range of lit76-2753 m/s.  
The mean shear wave velocity of 17 tunnel events is 1276 
mls with a frane of 1140-1392 m/s. Experie€ce indicates 
that these velocity variations are due chiefly to the extent of 
fracturingt andlor the presence of partially saturated rock in 
Ihq region of the survey.  

71 Carroll. R.D.. and M1agner. J.P.. 1996.  
Posashot seismic investigations In the vicinity of
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the Midas Myth event, V121.04 drift, Nevada Test 
1i*te Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey open-rile re• •port 84-91. 42 p.  

* • Seismic velocity Investigations were undertaken In an 
: attempt so help explain pound-shock damage that occurred 

In an underoulnd recording alcove as a result of the Midas 
Myth nuclear explosion. The rmsults can be explained quail

satively in termts of the velocity theory of Crampin (1978) for 
wet and dry fracture sets and suglest the existence of a 
bliplanrar fracture system parallel and normal tq the alcove 
orientation. Althoush the refraction data can be explained In 
lerms of an appaornt dilpping low-velocity layer on the skin 
of the tunnel. il is felt Ihat the results represent some as yet 
un-modelled fracture phenomenon resulting In detachments 
peculiar so the skin of the underground opening.

!

77 Church, hf.W.. Freeman, DAL, Bore. K..  
and Efgaml, R.T., 1987, Meteorological tower data 
for the Yucca Alluvial (YA) site and Yucca Ridge 
(YR) site, Sandia National Laboratories. Sandia 
National Laboratorles report SAND116-2S33
UC-70, Albuquerque. NM. I1 p.  

The purpose of the NNWSI meteolological data collec
lion program was to support environmental evaluations of 
site suitability for a nuc ler waste repository. This I the last 
of a series of data summares for the NNWSI alluvial and 
ridge sites In southern Nevada. and coves the sixteen
wnnth period of July. 1913 through October. 1984 for both 
stes.  

78 Claessen. If.C., 1973. Water quality and 
physical characteristics or Nevada Test Site water
supplywells* U.S. Geological Survey report 
UeSGS-474-158, 145 p.  

Chemical, radiochemical. and hydmulc data obtained 
from the water-supply wells at the Nevada Test Site are pre
sented. Time variations in these parameters are discussed 
and evaluated. A diagrammatic representation of well can
atrection and 1lthology penetrated Is included for each well.  

"79 Claassen. tI.C.. 1953. Sources and mecha
nisms of recharge for groundwater In the west-cen
tral Amargosa Desert. Nevada- a geochemical In
terpretation: U.S. Geological Survey open-file re
port 13-542. 61 p.  

Grosdndwater in the wet-central Amanrosa Desert.  
Nevada. was recharged primarily by overland flow of snow
melt In or near the present-day stream channels, rather than 
by subsurface flow from highland recharge areas to the 
north. Geochemical arguments. including reaction mocha
nisms, are used to support these findings. Carbon. hydro
gen. and oxygen isotope data show that much of the recharge 
n the area occurred during the late Wisconsin time. Absence 

of groundwater recharged prior to late PlIestocene is consid
ered to indicate that either climatic conditions were unfavor
able for recharge or that groundwater velocities were such 
that thki earlier recharge was transported away from the 
study ares.  

so Claassen. |I.C.. and White. A.F.. 1971.  
Application of geochemical kinetic data to 
groundwater systems- a tuffaceous-rock system 
in southern Nevada: In Jenne. L.A., led.. Chemical 
Modeling in Aqueous Syutems. American Chemical So
ciety, p 7 7 1- 7 9 1.  

Kinetic modelln; was used to estimate the effective sur
face area of an aquifer in contact with a unit volume of 
groundwater for Rainier Mesa. The results indicate that only 
a small part of the total interconnected pore space is avail
able for transport of water. I.abratory and field data indi
cate that only the vitric phase has a significant infiftence on 
groundwater composition. Simulated mass transfer rats 
werc significantly improved when the model was modified to 
account for precipitation of montmonllonite. Estimates of 
surface area ocr unit volume from the kinetic model are 
about 3 percent of those obtained using the Braunauer. Em
matt. and Teller equation.  

It Clebsch. A.. 1960. Groundwater In the Oak 
Spring Formation and hydrologic effects of under
ground nuclear explosions at the Nevada Test bite: 
U.S. Geological Survey report TEl- 759. 29 p.  

Several zones of perched groundwater have been identi* 
fled In tuff of the Oak Spring Formation near the UI2b tunnel 
complex In Rainier Mesa. Approximately 30 scre-ft drained 
from this tunnel system In about seven weeks. This water has 
a relatively hiJh concentration of silica and low TDS. A ou
clear test increases fracturing within a few hundred feet of 
the lest cavity, thereby Affecting permesbilitV and storativily 
In a localized area. Within this zone some fission products 
are taken into solution by percolating groundwater, however.  
the contaminants are thought to he retarded.  

82 Clebsch. A.. 1941, Trltlum-ale 'of 
groundwater at the Nevada Test Site. Nye County.
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72 Caitermole, J.M., and IHansen, W.R..  
1912. Geologic effects of the high-*xploslve tests In 
the USGS tunnel area. Nevada Test Sites U.S. Geo
"logical Survey professional paper 382-B. 31 p.  

The pre- and postshot geology of the USGS explosive 
lests conducted in Painier ?esa is documented as is the phe

, nomenology of a 10 and $0 ton high explosive underground 
.' lest. An equation relating amount of explosive to depth of 

"containment was developed: 

D - k3 dw 

where Dadepth of cover In feet. ksconstant. WieSeighl of 
explosive in pounds.  

73 . Christensen. R.C.. and Spahr. N.E., 1930, 
Flood potential of Topopah Wash and tributaries, 
eastern part of Jackass Flats, Nevada Test Site, 
southern Nevadat U.S. Geological Survey Water 
Resources Investigations open-file report 80-963.  
22 p.  Flood-prone areas for the three noods with present 
natural channel conditions were defined for the eastern part 
of Jackass Flats in the southwestern parn of the Nevada Test 
Site. The effects of the 100. 500. and maximum flood haz
ards were determined for this area.  

74 Church, 1I.W., Freemen. D.L.. Boro. K..  
and Ealmi. R.T.. 1934, Meteorological tower data 
for the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investig
lions (NNWSI)-quarterIy report, July-September.  
1931 Yucca Alluvial (YA) Sitea Sandia National 
Laboratories report SAND83-1912, Albuqutrque, 
NM. 23 p.  

The meteorological tower data fnr the Yucca alluvial 
site on Yucca Mountain are presented. The type of data pre
seaned are wind direction and speed, barometric pressure.  
temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation, ground IR 
radiation, precipitation and soil temperature.  

75 Church, f.1W., Freeman. D.L., Doro. K., 
and Egaml. R.T.. 1984. Meteorological tower data 
S for the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investiga
lions (NNW'SI)-quarterly report, October 1982
June 1983 Yucca Alluvial (YA) Site: Sandia Na
loionsl Laboratories report SAND34-1327, Albu.  
querque, NM, SS p.  

The meteorological lower data for the Yucca alluvial 
site on Yucca Mountain are presented. The type of data pre
sented are wind direction and speed, barometric pressure.  
temperature. relative humidity, solar radiation, ground IR 
radiation, precipitation and soil temperature.  

76 Church, ll.W., Freemen, DIL.., floro, K., 
1986, Meteorological lower data Yucca Ridge site 

*- January-June 1913: Sandia National laboratorles 
"report SANI)i3$-10S, Albuquerque, N100, 41 p.  

This report Is the first In a series of meteorological data 
* ' summaries for the Yucca Ridge site.



NIevedat U.S. Geological Survey professional pa
per ; 1211S.  Stimates of groundwater retention time ate aflemted 
utgllzin tritium produced b; fusion devices. The retention 

"&• time Iota seep ptbiaU12 .5S drift within aitnier Mesa and 
a spring just northwest of the mesa Indicates a retention lime 
lensing from 0. t0 6 pears.  

-3 Clebsch, A., and Barker, F.D., 1960, 
Analysis or groundwater from Rainier Mesa. No
wada Test Site, Nye County, Nevadat U.S. Geotlogl 
€a• Survey Trace Elements report TEI-76). 22p.  

Chemical and radiological analysis of groundwater cot
-- teed from wells, spuns, and tunnel seeps within Rainier 
Mesa during the dof September 193? to December 1K 19J9 is presented.  

1 "4 Cohee, O.V.. West. W.S.. 1965. Changes In 
strattlgraphic nomenclature by the U.S. Geological 
Survey 1964t U.S. Geologlcal Survey Bulletin 
1224-A. p. A44-SI 

This paper eviews and changes the names of Tertiary 
rocks In the Nevad Test Site. The Paintbrush and Timber 
Mountain Tufts are named and the FiapI Canyon Formation 
Is changed to a Group. in addition, other changs ae nmade 
Is the stratilgraphic nomenclature of other oct units.  

Is Collins. g., O'Farrell. T.P., 1931. Anne
fsaed bibliography for biologic overview for the 
Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investliatlons, Ne
vada Test Site. Ny County, Nevndat k.b,&G report 
EGG 1183-2419. Golea. CA. 44 p.  

This report b a compilation of relevant current Ilter
ture that deals with the flora and fauna in the vicinity of the 
project area. The goals of the report were to: I) evaluate 
whether informatioa on florm and fauna habitat require
ments, distribution. abundance. Importance to the ecosys
tem. and sensitivity to perturbations Is sufficient to support 
environmental impact analyses; 2) determine whethersensi
live species might be located within the project area: 3) Iden
tify boloigic&I data gpe: and 4) recommend further studies 
to provide Information for an HIS.  

I6 Collins. . O'Farrell. T.P.. and Rhoads.  
W.A., 1982. Blologic overview for the Nevada Nu
clear Waste Storage Investitallons. Nevada Test 
Site. Nye County. Nevadal EG&G report no. EGG 
3113-24.0. Goleta. CA. SS p.  

The NNWSI project study area Includes five major 
vegetation associations characteristic of the transitionil area 
between the Mohave and Great Basin Deserts. A total of 32 
species of reptiles. 66 species of birds and 46 species of 
mammals am known to occur. Fourteen sensitive species ex
lot within this area.  

87 Collins. ... and O*arretl. T.P. 1935. 1934 
biotic study of Yucca Mountain. Nevada Test Site, 
Nye County. Nevada: EG&G report EGG 
10282-20S7. Goleta, CA. 28 p.  

The results of field tnvesliptions into the Yucca Moun
"tain mammals are presented. The vertebrate populations of 
Yucca Mountain are described and estimates of beckground 

. dosimetryare given.  

I8 Collins, Z.. and Rhoads. WV.A.. 1981. Field 
surveys for Lathyrus hitchcockianus at the Nevada 
Test Site and Dulifrog Illsli: EG&G report 
1 GG-1183-2431. Goleta. CA. I p.  

Surveys to determine the condition of Lathyrus Ihlclcocktanus, a plant of limited distritflion, as hI occurs In 
the Bullfrog Hills and at Yucca Mountain was conducted 

during the weeks of May 2J and June 1. 1980.  

39 Collins. •., SgUls, 1|.L., and O'Farrell.  
1913. Surveys for desert tortoise on the proposed 
site of a high-level nuclear waste repository at the 
Nevada Test Slte: EG&G report Goleta. CA. l0p.  

Preliminary field surveys Indicated the presence of the 
desert tortoise. a sensitive species within the ecosystem. A

more detailed study Is presented that Indicated the desert tor
oibe can be expected In small numbers ever a wide range of 

Mojavean and transitional habltats.  

90 Connolly, J.R.. a,2d Keill. K., 1935, FIeld.  
petrologic, and grochemical relations of the 
Grouse Canyon MN.mber of the Belted Range Tuft 
In the UTUF mechanics lest reas. UI2g tunnel. Ne
vada Test Sltee Sandia National Laboratories re
port SAND84-7206. Albuquerque. NM, 68 p.  

This report summaris te_ rests of petrochemical 
studies of welded luff in the 0-Tunnel Underground Rock 
Mechanics Pacili'y (OTUF) carrled out In support of ther
momechankal testing.  

91 Connolly, J.R.. et *1.. 191). Petrology and 
geochemistry of the Grouse Canyon Member of the 
Beeted Range Tufr, Rock-Nechanics Drift. U12i 
tunnel. Nevada Test Site: Sandia National Labora
tories report SANDII-1970. Albuquerque. NM, 73 

This report sumnmaris the petrology and gochemistry 
of the Grouse Canyon*Member of the Betled Range Tuff as 
exposed In G-Tunnel complex beneath Raines. Mesa. The 
report abe considers potential correlation of data from 0
Tunnel and the Topopeh Spring Member of the Psintbhnsh 
Tuft at Yucca Mountain.  

92 Connolly. J.R.. ot at., 1984. Petrology and 
geochemistry of samples from bed-contact sones 
InTunnel /Bed S. Ul2g tunnel. Nevada test site: 
Sandia National Laboratories report SANDi4
1060 Albuquerque. NM, 43 p.  

I his report summarim the detailed geologic charac
terizalion of samples of bed-contact sones and surrounding 
nonwelded bedued Cuffs. both within Tunnel Bed S. that are 
exposed In the 0-Tunnel complex beneath Rainier Mesa.  
Original planing studies treated the bed-contact ones in 
Tunnel Bed 5 as simple pla nar surfaces of relatively high per
meability. Detailed characterization Indicates that these 
zones have finite thickness, are depositional In origin, vary 
considerably over short vertical and horizontal distances.  
and are Internally complex. The similafity In composition of 
the clinoptilolites from Tunnel Bed S and those above the 
static water level at Yucca Mountain Indicates that many of 
the results of nuclide migration experiments In Tunnel Bed S 
would be transferable Io eolitized nonwelded tufts above the 
stalk water level at Yucca Mountain.  

93 Costin. L.S.. and Chenr. .P.. 1983. An 
analysis of the 0-Tunnel heated block experiment 
using a compliant joint rock mass model: Sandia 
National Laboratories report SANDS?- 19311C. Al
buquerque. NM. 8 p.  

The results of two-dimensional finite element anilyses 
of the G-Tunnel heated block experiment am presented.  
Good quarnitative agreement between the experimental and 
numeric results was obtained in most cam.  

94 Craig, R.W.. and Johnson, K.A.. 1984.  
Geohydrologic dais for test well UK-2Spol. Yucca 
Mountain area. Nye County. Nevada: L.S. Geo
logical Surveyaopen-flie report 84-43S. 63 p.  

Test well UIE2pa| Is located on the east flank of Yucca 
Mountain and is completed within the carbonates. The fol
lowing data are presented for this drillhole; drilling opera
lions. litholrgy. availability of borehole Ceophysical lop.  
water levels, water chemistry, pumping tests, borehole-now 
survey, and packer Injection atet.  

95 Craig, R.W.. Reed. R.L., and Spengler.  
R.W.. 1913, Geohydrologlc dale far test well USW 
11-4. Yucca Mountain area. Ny" County. Nevadat 
U.S. Geological Survey open-file reponi 8-356. 39 
p.  

This report p nresents the following dasta for test well 
USW H1-6: drilling operations. Ilthololy. avaiability el 
borehole geophysical lop. water levels. future avallabillty of 
core Analyses, water chemistry. pumping aests. and pecker 
Injection tests.
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9o Craig. R.W., end Robison, J.11., 1954.  
Oeohydrology of rocks penetrated by test well 
UK-25ipI, Yucca Mountain area, Nye County. No
"veda. U.S. Geological Survey Water Resources In
vestll atlons report 54-4248. S7 p.  

TWe results of hydraulic testing and hydraulic monitor
Ing of test well UE-25poI are presented. This drillhok Is Io
cated on the eastern flank of Yucca Mountain. The data pre
sented are as follows: water levels for various strata.  
,3rehok-flow surveys, conceptual model of groundwater 

flow. pump tests, recovery tests, packet injection tests, and 
groundwater chemistry.  

97 Crow*. O.M., and Care. W.J.. 1980. Pre
liminary assessment of the risk of volcanism at a 
proposed nuclear waste repository In the southern 

real assin U.S. Geological Survey open-file re
port 86-357. IS p.  

This report is chiefly concerned with characterizing the 
geOlogy, chronology. and tectonic settling of Pliocene and 
Quaternary vocanism In the Nevada Test Site region, and 
assessing volcanic risk through consequence and probability 
studies. particularly with respect to a potential site In the 
southwestern Nevada Test Site.  

98 Crows, e .M.. Johnson, M.E... and Be
ckman, R.J., 1982, Calculation of the probability 
of volcanic disruption of a high-level radioactive 
waste repository within southern Nevada, USA: 
Radioactive Waste Management and the Nuclear 
Fuel Cycle, vol. 3. no. 2. Dec. 1952. p 167-190.  

Calculations of the probability of disruption of a repast
atrye the Nevada Test Site by basalltc volcanic activity have 

been completed as one of a number of approaches to assess
inS the risk of volcanism. The results indicate an annual 
probability of disruption of the repository site at Yucca 
Mountain that ranges from 10-8 to 10-.0. The numbers are 
limited in application by the geologic assumptions necessary 
to allow the calculations.  

99 Crowe. B.. et al.. 1952. Aspects or possible 
magmatic disruption of a high-level radioactive 
waste repository In southern Nevada: Los Alamos 
National Laboratory report LA-9326-MS. Los 
Alamos. NIIM. 43 p.  

This paper describes the processes of basaltic magne
tibm on the Nevada Test Site. Each stage in the evolution 
and dispersal of basaltic magma is described, and the dis
ruption and potential dispersal of radionuclides Is evaluated.  

tOo Crows. B.M.. and Sargent. K.A.. 1979, 
Maejor-element geochemlstry of the Silent Can
yon-Black Mountain peralkallne volcanic centers.  
northwestern Nevada Test Site. applications to an 
assessment of renewed volcanism? U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 79-926, 25 p.  

The major-element geochemLrstry of the Black Moun
tain-Silent Canyon volcanic centers differs in the total range 
and distribution of 02. contents, the degree of peralkalinity.  
and in the values of total iron and alumina through the range 
of rock types. These differences indicate that the suites were 
unrelated and evolved from differing magma biodies. The 
Black Mountain volcanic cycle represents a renewed phase 
of volcanism following cessation of the Timber Mountain
Silent Canyon volcanic cycles. Consequently. there 1 a 
small but numerically incalculable probability of recurrence 
of Black Mountain-type volcanism within the Nevada Test 
Site. This represents a potential risk with respect to deep 
g IooJc storage of high-level radioactive waste at the Ne"vda Tst Site.  

11 Czarnecki, J.D., 198.3 Simulated effects of 
Increased recharge on the groundwater flow sys
tem of Yucca M*ountain and vicinity, Nevada-Call
fornae: U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources 
Investigations repurt 84-4344. 33 p.  

A study was performed to assess the potential effects of 
changes In future climatic conditions on the groundwater

system in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain by simulating the 
groundwater system using a two-dimensional. fInite-ek
ment groundwater flow model. The simulated position afthe 
water table rose as much as 130 m near the area of the te
pository for a simulation Involving a 100-percent Increase in 
precipitation.  

102 Czarnecki, J.D.. and Waddell, R.K.. 1984.  
Finite-element simulation or groundwater flow In 
the vicinity of Yucco Mtountain. Nevada-Callfor
nle: U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources In
vessiltatlons report 84-4349, 33 p.  

A finite-element model of t"e groundwater flow system 
In the vicinity of Yucca Mountain at the Nevada Test Silt 
was developed using parameter-esilmation techniques. The 
model simulated steady-state groundwater flow occurring In 
tuffaceous. volcanic. and carbonate rocks. and alluvial 
aquifers. Ilydraulk gradients in the modeled area range from 
0.00001 for carbonate aquifers to 0.19 for barriers in tuf
faceous rocks. Three modeled parameters were used In est
mating transmissivlties in six zones. Simulated hydraulic 
head values range from about 1200 m near Timber Mountain 
to about 300 m near Furnace Creek Ranch. Model residuals 
for simulated versus measured hydraulic heads range from 
-25.6 to .1.4 m; most are less than -7 m. Sensi':vlty analy
sea conducted on the effect of boundary fluxes on model 
transmissivltles indicated that varying the discharge at 
Franklin Lake and Furnace Creek had the greatest effect.  

i 

103 Dally. W.. Lin. W.. and Ituacheck. T., 
1957. Ilydrlotlical properties of Topopah Spring 

Turf- laboratory measurements: Journal of Geo
physical Research. vol. 92. no. D13. p. 7S14-7364.  

The purpose of this work is to study the transport of liq
uid and vapor water from the Topopah Spring welded unit 
under conditions expected in the near-field environment of a 
high-level nuclear waste container. A naturally fractured 
samnli of the Topopah Spring Tuff and well J-1 3 water were 
use.. During the more than 6-month experiment duration.  
water permeability decreased by approximately three orders 
of magnttude. The most likely mechanism Is the redeposition 
of silica in the fracture. Results also indicate that the sample 
dehydrates and rehydrates nonuniformly.  

104 Daniels. J.J.. and Scott, J.11., 1950.  
Borehole geophysical measurements for hole 
UE2SaU3. Nevada Teat Site. Nuclear Waste Isola
tion Program: U.S. Geological Survey open-file re
port 0-0126, 31 p.  

Borehole geophysical measurements made in drillhole 
UE25a#3 are presented in this paper. Well lop are presented 
for dual detector density, normal resistivity. gamma ray.  
neutron neutron, induced polarization, and magnetic sus
ceptibilty measurements.  

lOS Daniels, J.J.. and Scott. J.AI.. 1951. Inter
pretatlon or hole-to-surface resistivity mrasure
ments of Yucca Mountaln. Nevada Teat Site: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 11-1336. 23 p.  

Hole-to-surface measurements from drillholes 
UE23a- 1. -4. -5. and -6 illustrate procedures for gathering.  
reducing, and interpreting hole-lo-surface resistivity.  
Measurements conducted at Yucca Mountain Indicate the 
presence of io'ny near surface geololic inhomogeneties.  
with no definite indication of deep structural features. A re
sistive anrnmal near drillhole UE23a-6 Is interpreted as a 
thin. vertical. vesistlve body that nearly intersects the sur
face. and may be caused by a silc Ifled or calcified fracture 
zone. A resistive anomaly near UE2sa-7 Is probably caused 
by a near-surface, horizontal. lens-shaped body that may 
represent a devitrifled zone in the Tiva Canyon Member.  
Conductive anomalies to the southwest of UE2Sa-4 were in
terpmreted to be caused by variations In the thickness of the 
surface alluvium.  

106 "Daniels. J.J.. Scott, J.I1.. and lls,.,...  
J.T.. 1981. Interpretation of geophysical well-loog 
measurements in drillholes UEZSaU4, 85. 6, and
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r7, Yucca Mountain. Nevada Tesl Sitl: U.S. Oeo.  
logical Survey open-fite report 1- 339. 28p.  

Zxplorstory drillholes UP2M0554. UE22IS. 2506, 
&ad IWE250a7 were drilled to determine the suitability of 
pyroclsls deposits as storage siteo fof radSoactive wasta.  
Resistvth. density. neutron, Samma-ray, Induced polarita
don. =nd magnetic suceptibllity well log measurements 
were taken from these drillholes. Some mlnerslolk features 
In the drillholes can be identified on the amma ray. Induced 
polariautlon. and magnetic suacepllbillty wel lop.

1117 Daniels. W.R.. et at.. 1932, Summary re
port on the geochemistry of Yucca Mountain and 
." nvirona" Los Alamos National Laboratory report 
LA-9328-MS, Los Alamos. N.M. 364 p.  

This report addresses the variou aspects of sorption by 
' luff, physical and chemical makeup of tuff. diffusion proc
esses. luff/groundwaler chemistry, water element chemistry 
under exe cted repository cordillons. transport processes 
Involved porous and fracture flow. and geochemical and 
trans•port modeling.  

* Is$ Delany. J.M., 1935. Reaction or Topopah 
Spring Tuff with J-13 water: a geochemical model
Ing approach using the EQ316 reaction path code: 
Lawrence t.Ivermore National Laboratory report 
UCRL-S3S31. Livermore. CA. 46 p.  

EO316 geochemical modeling code was used to Investi 
gate the Interaction of the Topopa h Spring Member and J-1) 
water at high temperatures. EQ316 Input parameters were 
obtained from the results of laboratory experiments using 
USW 0-1 core and J-13 water.  

009 Dickey. D.D.. 1960. Thermoluminescence 
of some dolomite, tuft, end graniltc rock samples 
from the north-central part of the Nevada Test 
Site, Nye County, Nevada- a progress report: U.S.  
Geological Survey report TFI-765. 30 p.  

Thermoluminescence was determined for tuff !rom 
Rainler Mesa. dolomite and a quartz vin from Dolomite 
Hill. and granitic rock from the Climax Stock In the northero 
part of the Nevada Test Site. The results of the study showed 
that dolomite. granitic rockq, and tuff are thermolumines
cent. but further Investigations am necessary before ther
molumi~escence can be proved useful In correlating rock 
units In this area or determining effects of nuclear explosions 
on the tuffaceous rocks.  

Ito Dickey, D.D.. and Fmerick. WV.I.. 1961.  
Interim report on on geItlogic Investigations of the 
Ul2b tunnel system. Nevada Test Site. Nye 
County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey report 
TE• 799: 13 p.  

UI2b tunnel Is driven Into the eastern flank of Rainier 
Mesa into the Oak Spring Formation. The chemistry.  
stratfgraphy. and structure of the geoiogic units Intercepted 
by the Ut2b tunnel complex are described.  

III Dickey. D.D.. and Fmerick. W.L.. 1962.  
Interim geological Investigations In the U02b.09 
and UI2b.07 tunnels, Nevada Test Site, Nve 

County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey report 
TEI-797. 21 p.  

U02b.09 and Ul2b.07 drifts of the UIh tunnel com
plex penetrate bedded tuff. welded luff and tuffaceoos sand

S astone of the Indian Trail and Plapi Canyon Formation. The 
stratlgraphy. litholoy, and structure of these units. as they 
occur withlin the two drifts, are described. The results of a 
gamma radioactivity survey within Ulb.h07 and Ul2h.09 
drts am also presenIed.  

112 Diment, AiV.II. et ol.. 1951, Properties or 
Oak Sprring Formation In Area 12 ot the Nevada 
Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey report TFI-672.  

Various physical parameters are reported for the Oak 
gSprln Formation as Ii occurs in Rainier and Aqueduct Me

sas. The parameters Investigated are petrography. chemis
try, porosity, density, fluid permeability. fialctire perme-

",V
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abity, water content. thermal and setnk prperties. 01151' 
meering properties, and rndiochemical analysis.  

113 Dimenat W.11.o.. *ai.. 1953. Geological our
voy Investil gation In Ihe IJI2b.O Tunnel. Nevada 
Test Slite: U.S. Geologicat, "urvey report TM-2314.  
34 p.  

The geo•l p o , rosilty. detnlty end water 
content of the Oak Spring Unit& (Paintbrush Tuff) as i me
curs '.thin Ut2b.02 drift are reported. Ul2b tunnel I lo
cated on the eastern portlon of Rainier Mesa and i located at 
an approximate altiude of 6630 ft.  

114 Diment, W.ll.. ei &t., 1959. GOeological ef
recta of the Rainier underground nuclear esplo
slon: U.S. Geololical Survey report TKI-35S, 

The pre-shot stratigraphy, structure.physical propel
ties. and hydroeology are presented for UI2b tunnel. the 
site of the detonation. The changes; crested by the Rainier 
evnt and Its effect on structure. hidrogeology. chemistry.  
petrology, physical propenles. and aravltational field are 
alo ediscussed. The results of surve of the lamm-radia
lion produced by the detonation of Rainier are also reported.  

its Diment, tV.lf.. at at.. 1959. Geological 
Survey Investigations In the U02b.03 and Ul2b.04 
tunnels. Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey 
repnrl TF. 1-996. 7S p.  

The stratigraphy. structure, petrology, porosity, den
sily, water content. and groundwater occumnce andchem
i*try for the U12b.03 and Ul2b.04 drifts within Rainier Me
sa are reported.  

lIt Dlmenli. W.l. of al.. 1959. Gaologileaiur
vey Investligaions In the L12e.1S tunnel. Nevada 
Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey report TF..M-997.  70 p.  The stratigraphy. structure, petrology., porosity, den
oily. water content and chemical nature of the area directly 
surrounding the shot chamber are described.  

117 fltment. WA.L., et at., 1959. Geological sur
vey Investigations In the U02b.10 tunnel. Nevada 
Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey report TEM-992.  
39 Týhe straligraphy. structure, petrology., porosity, den
sity, and water content of the Ut 2b.00 drift ar described.  

It1 Dixon. G.I.., Sargent. K.A.. and Carr.  
W.J.. 1975. Changes In stratigraphic nomenclature 
by the U.S. Geological Survey. 197S: U.S. Geologi
cal Survey lulletlin 1422-A. p. 49-54.  

This report documents the abandonment of the Indian 
Trail Formation so that the Individual units can he correlated 
so others of the Test Site.  

119 Doyle. A.C.. and Meyer. G.L.. 192S. Sum
mary of hydraulic date and abridged lithologic log 
of groundwater test well 6(J-13) Jackass Flats. Ne
vada Test Site, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
Technical lAtter NTS-5S0.  

The hydraulic, geochemical, and llthologic data are 
presenled for well i-13. which is located several miles east of 
TucCa Mountain.  

120 Dulmsira, C.O.. 1931. In stra water minre
ilon/heater experlment-hardware mechanical de
sign definition: Sandia National Laboratories re
port SANI)-31-1048. Albuquerque. N.0M. l16 p.  

This report summarizes and documents the final design 
of the healer assembly. instrumentation placement, and 
packer• used at the (0-Tumnel site.  

121 E .akin, T.r.. Schofr.'S.L.. and Cohen. P..  
1963. Regional hydrology of a part of southern No
vadd, a reconialissance: U.S. Goologiltal Surveyte
port TE:I-333. 40 p.  

The groundwater hydrology of a region of 11.700 mi1 

encompassing the Nevada Test Silte Is reviewed on the hasis



efdata that an IOwlsod excoptt lbO Test SIhe. The diectioes 
of mnovment of the pndwatew Is tinferred fiom hydraulic 
gadlents. relatilone f discharge I1s rchair acear. geologic 
cosditom. and aqmeom chemairy. Thes data togaet that 
she wates moves rnerDo sol Oward of southwestward 
throuh the region but In a complex manner governed by dd
krentlat primary sad secondary permeabilltlie of Cenonevo 

leankle and Palkar4k carbonate rocks and by munttple 
souies of a.chargp and discharge. The mownimnt of 
grow idame through the bedrock between basns sear netoe 
a siSnificaut ellmewt In the hydrologic sylksm.  

21 Eaton. R.R., and Illaler. N.K. 19114.  
Analysis of a muttiphase. porous-flow Imthhltion 
experimenl in fractured volcanic luff: Sandia Na
fional lAboratorles report SAN)•)614?71C. Albu
querque. N.M. 13 p.  

A sub-met•rt-cale inbtol'tion cue rime'it has been 
analysed mini a fintoe clinial. muhiphas*-flow code. In 
the experiment. an Initially dry cylindrical core of fractured 
tuff was saturated by contacting the ends with pressurnted 
water. The model med discr•.tly accounts for Mvee primary 
frnaculre that may be present in the core. Results show that 
vapor transport has a small (Irs than 35.) effect on the 
speed of the wet•inI front. By wing experimental results to 
estimate apparent spatial variations In permeablitity along 
the core. good aglrement with measured. transient. satura
tion data was ac hieved. The senelthilv of predk led Ita nsotnl 
wetttng fronts to permeab4ilty data Indicales a need for more 
extensive measurements. It concluded that It will he diffi
c:lt to characterize al entire repository. where in
homogenetlies due so vnariaions tn matrix and fracture prop
ottles are not well known. solely from the results of sub-me
icr-scale laboratory etsting and delerministic modeling.  

123 Faton. R.3.. at @1.. 1983. /it tire luff water 
mliraelontheatcr eapertment post-test thermal 
analysis: Sandia National IAohnritorIes report 
SANIIsI-0aI2. Albuquerque. N... 71 p.  

This report dehcribs pist-lte laboralory experiments 
and thermal computations for the on sits heater tpenrmenl 
conducted in G-Tuaiul. Postl-til laborstor, experiments 
were designed to determine the accuacy oZ the temperatures 
measured by the rock waill thermocouples during the In fire 
test. The reults indicate that the true rock wall temperatures 
were 10 1o 20*C lower than the measured values.  

124 Foe. J.R.. IM97. In rotor siress measured at 
Rainier .%lea. Nevada. and a few geologic ImpIlca
tions: Phi) Dlisertatlon. Colorado School .#f 
MtInes. 172 p.  

Thirmen measurements of the three-dimemninnal stes 
field were obtai ned in several of the tunneb in Rainier Mesa.  
The maximum stress ranges from 117.2 to 6. It h ts. thre on
termcdIate strels ranges ftrm n6.0 1o 146.1 bar,, and the 
minimum sturs ranIs from 426 in 13 A bars The maxi
mum and Intermediate principal stresses lie In a northeast 
trending plane that is vertical 1o 430 inclined. These sims 
field data were related 10 local geology, faulting, and tec
lonics.  

121 Fee. J.R.. Carroll. R.n., 1l916. %iagner.  
J.L.. and Curnningham. 10.f.. V... (;eologIcal Sur
vey Invesligations In the tI2n.4I drift. Rainier 
Mtesa. Area I. Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geo;logical 
Surlv opern-fill report 80-1174. 29 p.  

Ulan.03 Hleo entirely within subunit 4 of Ihe hfiocene 
Tunnel beds. Paralkl faults and cbay rich tuff were encoun
tloed tsenealh tile aqueducl synclne which created severe 
riound support anld construction problems. Thi drift was 

eventually abandoned as a nuclear Wlet site Flows of up 10 
205 I/mn were encountered initially. These flows have 
dropped to apptoxlmalely 1.3 Il/min.  

312 Fge. J.R.. and Cunningtham. 44.J.. 1974.  
Geology of he Ulin.la Of -I horiconial drillhole.

RaInlier Mesa. Area It. Nevada Teoo Site. Nevada: 
U.S. Geoln gical Survey report US30-474-318. 2tp.  

The UII t.10 LK)- I bontanla eorloratory hbol was 
collared at NMeda Suam Ioordlntaw Z. 395.008 S4. E.  
63).702.941 soon altitude .123JO.. wmatrln the tunedlbeds 
of Rainier ftesa. This repont eontali straltiraphic. sinm
tual. geophysical sad mechanical popery data.  

127 Rge. J.R.. Panlichlck. W.. and reasel.  
C.T.. 1956. Geologyof the Ulln.t0 (Mdi Mitll drifl 
and Posrahot Closervallons. Rllanir Miea. Area IL 
Nevada Teat Slelt U.S. Geologic Survey report 
USGS--474-1i (Area 12-4S). 21 p.  

Ul2n 02 drift penetrates tunnel bed su- t - AD.  
4Cf). 4F. 4F. 40. 411. and 4). Two faults mapped nl the 
surface of Rainier fesa were identified as havnl cut the 
Ul 2n tunnel complex atdrift level. Visual Inspection showed 
that shot-induced effecIn the rsck med~um at the drif lee 
extended for 237.7 m from the work pasta l the term of frac
ures and mafn sheaf displacements along bedding planes.  

122 Fe., J.3... Dlodge, II.W.. %filter. DR..  
and %atner. J.K.. 19"96. )elermlnatlon of sit aft 
stress In Ult.l92 SRI Alcove. Aqueduct Mlesa. No* 
veda Test Steel U.S. Genlogkil Survoy report 
USGS-474-1J6 (Area 12-4ll. 16 p.  

Sires- -relief borehole-deformnation n•measuments were 
made In the U121.02 drifl. All str"ses were found so be conm
Lressll. The calculated vnrual-streis componelwn t of. .  
ba is ciovsslent with the estimated vertical stress attnbuuted 
1o overbunrdn. The maximum principal stress (3.8 heili 
trends N. 7140 . and is 4" off the vertical. The minimum 
stress (26 0 ban) trends S. 62 E and it 3b below horama
tal. These trtnds art similar to oethe stress measurements 
made aI the Nevada Test Site 

f1i Ego. J.R.. Mlller. ).R.. and D)anllchick.  
Wv., 1971. Schmidt hemmer test method for field 

delermtnation of phyIcal properties of eeolltlted 
tuff: U.S. Geolngical Survey open-lell report 
70-117. 23 p.  

This report documents the appIkcablity of the L-tvpe 
schmedt hamnoi, on volfiLeed tuff. Feld te singe of the device 
in Area 12 VAde" rock strength values for Rainier hiMe.  

I13 E.,tlnton. T.iV.. and f)relcer. 3.J.. 194.  
eleornl tlical design parameters for the candi

date site of a radioactIve-waste reposltory at Yucca 
%tounta n. Nevada: Sandia National Laboratories 
report S %N•l)4-0*44412. Albuquerque. NM.%.  

A coil Itions of tneieorok-pocal Information and data fot 
Ihe dolsiin aid construction of an installation at the caldi
date location e. a relpostlory for radioactive waste at Yucca 
Mountain is pfn.rnted Climate and weather data provided 
in this summary that ar essential to the proper architectural 
engineenng of surface and sulshurface fac dlims and schedul
ing of rtiosilory activities include: precipitation, lightning.  
temperature. relative humidity, s•ola radiation. cloud cover
age. wind. and ale pressure.  

1I1 .hglrtner. It.1... 1987. Sensttlvtll analyses 
of underground drift temperature, stresses. and 
safelt faldnrs In variation in the rock mass ;.ropor
ties of luff for a nuclear waste reposliory located at 
Yucca Mtnuntaln. %evada: Sandie National I.labo 
rtonrles report SANDl)l-12S0. Albuquerque. N.%j, u•p.  

Preliminary twe-dtmem winalI IhermiaI and therma|ljme
chanical sensitivity analyses of the design of the honnontal 
emplacement drift wien performed for ilmes pat 1o 100 yeans 
after waste emplacement the purpose of the analysis is so 
Provide fugilht Into the relative li'or••ice tof the lheranl 
and thermal/thermal mechanical properties that impactl the 
stability Of the empIAial1nt drift. specIfIcall,: helat cape
ii,. conducti•tTi, thermal expansion. in itle thermai grladi
ent. fit lie It Oflss. )oinal, Che%$-on. and friction angle, elastic 
modules. Poisson's ratio. ro' k IrKition angls. and mo k cott.  
presstve ard tlenillrenngth Rceults Indkae lhal lhe desjgn 
ol the horitontal emplacement ortll can tolertate the @spet *ed
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I
S variability In the thermal and thermal mechanical proper

tIke..  

132 Ekren. E.D.. 1963. Geologic selling of No
vads Test Site and Nellie Air Force Range: in 
Eckel E.B.. Nevada Test Site: Geological Society 
of America Memoir 110. p77-86.  

The general stratigraphy, structure, geologic history 
and economic deposits of the Nevada Test Site are briefly 
discussed.  

133 Ekren. E.8.. Anderson. R.E.. Rogers.  
- C.L. and Noble. D.C.. 1971. Geology of the north

em Nellie Air Force Base BombInt and Gunnery 
* Range. Nye County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Sur

vey professional paper 6SI, 91 p.  
* The stratigraphy and structure of a 2.400 mt2 area dl

recily north of Rainier Mesa are described. The area is com
posed of dominantly Tertiary volcanic rocks. A brief de
scriptilon of at al. mines and prospects within the area Is 
given as wel 

134 Ellis. W.L., and Eie. J.R.. 1975, Determi
nation of in situ stress in UI2g tunnel. Rainier Mesa.  
Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
report USGS-474-219. 18p.  

Stress relief borehole-deformation measurements uii
izing the overcore technique were made at a depth of 442 m 
below Rainier Mesa. All stresses were compressive. The cal
culated vertical stress is 67 bars. The maximum principal 
stress (SS bars) trends N. 21 ' E. and the minimum principal 
stress (26 bars) trends N. 65* W. : both are nearly horizontal.  

135 Ellis. W.L.. and Kibler. J.D.. 1993. Explo.  
slon-Induced stress changes estimated from vi
brating-wire stressmeler measurements near the 
Mighty Epic event. Nevada Test Site: L.S. Geologi
cal Survey open-file report 83-642. IS p.  

Explosion-induced compressive stresses have been pre
dicted by computer calculations, but have never been con
firmed by fiel' measurements. Vibratlin-wire stressmeter 
measurements made near the Mighty Epic nuclear detona
lion. however, qualitatively Indicate that within ISO m of the 
working point, permanent compressive stress increases of 
several meSapascals were present 13 weeks after the event.  
Variations between the calculated and measured value did 
occur. For the ran:qe of field measurements from the working 
point, the computer model predicted the largest stress 
change to be radial from the detonation point while field data 
indicate the transverse component of stress change to be the 
most compressive.  

136 Ellis. W.L.. and Magner. J.E.. 1930. Cam
pitlion of results or three-dtmensionat stress ele
terrmuinations made In Rainier and Aqueduct .oe
ass.. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 10-1093. 27 p.  

Since 1971. the U.S. Bureau of Mines overcort method 
hbs been used to determine stress at nine locations within 
MaInier and Aqueduct Mesa. Results indicate a generally 
consbtent pattern of relatively high stress in a northeast 
southwest direction and relatively low stress in a northwest 
southeast direction within the mesas. The pattern is consis
tent with estimates of the regional stress orientation based on 

eological and geophysical evidence. The state of stress in 
Inler and Aqueduct Mesas is probably tectonic in origin.  

with significant modifications in stress magnitude and orien
lateon owing to the topography, elevations, and local geology 
of the measurement sites.  

137 Ellis. W.L.. and Swolra. II.S.. 1983. Pre
liminary assessment of in situ geomechanical char
acteritics In drillhole USW G-I. Yucca Mountain.  
Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
83-401. 22 p.  

Observations made during drilling and subsequent test
Ing of the USW G-I drillhole at Yucca Mountain provide
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qualitstlve insights Into the in iltu geomechanical character
blics of the layered luff units penetrated by the hole.  

135 Emerlck. W.L.. 1962. Interim Geological 
Investigations In the U12e.06 tunnel. Nevada Test 
Site. Nye County. Nevada. with a section on: 
Gamma-radloactivily: U.S. Geological Survey re
port TEI-773. 31 p.  

The geologyof the tunnel bed 4. as it occurs In Ul2e.06 
drift is described. The structue. pelrology, physical proper
ties and chet..-al nature of the tuffs are described. A gamma 
radioactivity survey of the tuff was conducted within the 
drift. The results Indicate that this method cannot be used for 
strtllgraphic correlation. however It can determine radiolso
lope distribution resulting from nucl,'ar tests. Anomalous rn
dioactivity is apparently r-tated to areas containing a higher 
degree of fracturing and fa,.,n,1g.  

139 Emerick. W.L.. and Dickey. D.D. 1962. In
terim geological Investigations In the UIZe.03a and 
Ul2e.03b gunnels. Nevada Test Site. Nye County.  
Nevada. with a section on gamma-radioactivity 
survey of Ul2e.03a tunnel by C.M. Bunker: U.S.  
Geological Survey report TEI-506. 216 p.  

The Ul2ce tunnel conmplex is driven southwestward be
neath Rainier Mesa. The geologic investigations examined 
the nonwelded. zeolitlzed luffs of the Informal tunnel bed 
units. A gamma-radioactivity survey showed very little vari
ation in ltie luffs with respect to gamma radiation.  

140 Fmerick. V. I... Dickey. r).D.. and 
Ntckeown. V.A.. 1962. Interim geological Investiga
tions In the U12e.04 tunnel. Nevada Test Site. Nye 
Coounty. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey report 
TEI-776. 27 p.  

Ul2e.04 drift was mined entirely in the E and F subunits 
of the tunnel beds. The stratigraphy, structure. llthology.  
chemistry and physical properties of the units IntersectinS 
this drift are described.  

14! Emerick. W.I.. and Ilouser, P.N., 1962.  
Interim geological investigations in the Ul2b.08 
tunnel. Nevada Test Site, Nye Colnty. Nevada: 
U.S. Geological Survey report TRF-514. 23 p.  

U12h.0R drift Is part of the Ul2b tunnel complex driven 
into the eastern flank of Rainier Mesa within the Survey 
Butte Member of the Oak Spring Formation. The strati
graphy. structure, mineralogy, chemistry. artd physical 
properties of the units intersected by the U12b.0, drift are 
presented 

142 Erdal. fl.R.. et al.. 1978. Sorption and mi
gratlon of radionuclides in geologic media: Los 
A!..mos National laboratory report LA
UR-71-27J6. l.os Alamos. NM 

The Interactions of a quartz monzonite. an argillite. an 
alluvium, asid several lufls with various radioi.uclides in se
lected phrestic waters have been studied.  

143 Erdal. n.R.. et at.. 1980. Parameteri ar
feeling radionticlide migration in geologic media: 
In Northrup. C.J. M,. I edl h Scientific Basis for Nuclear 
Waite Management. Plenum Publishing Corporation.  
New York. NY. p. 609-616.  

Studies conducted by Los Alamos National Laboratory 
on quartz monzonite porphyry (Climax stock), an argtillite 
(Eleana Formation), and rhyolitic tuff (Jackass Flat) are 
pr'iented. These studies are primarily concerned with sorp
tion ratios and the parameters which affect it.  

144 Erdal. D.R.. el al.. 1931. Nuclide Migra
lion Field Experiments- Program Plan: Los 
Alamos National laboratory report LA-34S7-MS.  
[LOs Alamos. N.I, 7.1 p.  

A description of Los Alamos nuclide migration field 
studies is given. The field studies are an attempt to determine 
Ihe parameters that control radionuclide migration in a tuf
faceous environment similar to Yucca Mountain. The field 
experiments will be located within UI2g tunnel in Rainier 
Mesa.



'15 Krdal. D.R.. t at., 19112, Some eo.-chemi
,t. cal considerations for a potential repository allt In 

-turf at Yucca Mountain: Los Alamos National 
Laboratory report LA-UR-83-1304. los Alamos, 

-' NM. 20 P.  
Geochemical considerations from Yucca Mountain ame 

presented In order to show some of the geochemical factors 
that must be considered before any "guarantee" can be made 
that potential rekases of radioactive conlaminaots will not 
affect the health and safety of present and future genera

* lions. Site specific tuff geochemical Information that is im
portant for sIlte selection ar, repository performance is dbs
glossed.  

146 Erickson. J.R., Waddell. R.K.. 1953. Iden
* ilficallot and characterization of hydrologic prop

erties of fractured tuft usin g hydraulic and tracer 
cstsl: Test well USW 11-4. Yucca Mountain. Nye 

County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey Water
Resources report 85-4066, 30 p.  

The tset well penetrates volcanic fuffs througth whict, 
water moves primarily along fractures. Data collected from 
hydrologic and tracer tests and an acoustic-televiewer "Og.  
were used to quantify intrawell-hore flow directions and 
rates, permeability distribution. fracture porosity. and ori
entations of the hydraulic conductivity ellipsoid for the test 
well. This report also presents results and interpretations of 
hydrologic and tracer tests used to identify and characterize 
fractures contnbuting to groundwater flow in the well.  

147 Fenix and Scisson. 1986. NNWVSI hole his.  
tories UVE-2Sal. UP.-2sa#3, UK-2iSa4. UE-2SaII.  
UE-ISRAU. UE-2$3a7: Fenix and Sclsson report 
DOEINVII0322-9. Tulsa. OK. 63 p.  

Data presented in this document includes the hole histo
ries, locations, daily activities, coring records. review of 
hole conditions, and geophysical logs of drillholes 
UE-25a#I. UE-25a#3. UEB-5104. UE-25a05. UE
25aU6. UE-23a7. These wells are located in Drillhole 
Wash. on the east flank of Yucca Mountain.  

143 Fenl and Scisson. 1936. ,•.•%SI hole his
tory UE-2Sbel: Fenis and Scisson report D)O)E/ 
NV/10322-13. Tulsa. OK. 37 p.  

Data presented In this document Include% the hole histo
ries. locations, daily activities. coring records, review of 
hole conditions, and geophysical logs of drillholes 
UE-2$SIb.  

149 Fenix and Scisson. 19116. N,*%VSI hole his
tories UE-2$c#I. UE-25cIZ. and UE-25•.t: Fenix 
and Scisson report DOk./NV1032.-l4. Tulsa. OK.  
s9 p.  

Data presented in this document includes the hole histo
ries. geophysical log and video tape listingts, and microfiche 
copies of all geophysical logs run in drillholes Ur'-2Sc#l.  
U?2Sct2. UE25ctriby Fenix and Scisson. These wells are 
located on Yucca Mountain.  

ISO Fenix and Scisson. 1936. NNW%,SI hole his
tory UE-2Shfl: Fenix and Scisson report DOEI 
NVII0322-1S, Tulsa. OK. 14 p.  

This borehole was drilled to provide continuous core 
samples far the geologic Investigiation of the Topopah Spring 
Member as a possible site for an adit in which to conduct 
nuclide migration field experiments. Data presented include 
location, daily activities, review of hole conditions. geo
physical loglistings. video tape listing and microfiche copies 
o fall geophysical lop run by the F&S subconlrarior.  

ISI Fenix and Sclssaon. 1936. NNWST ho'. til

tortes UE-2Sp8I: Fenix and Scisson report .lJ-I.  
NV/10322-16. Tulsa. OK, 39 p.  

Data presented include locations, daily activities. re
* views of hole condition, geophysical log listings. video taps 

listings, and microfiche copies of all geophysical lop run by 
F&S subcontractors. This drillhole Is located on the eastern 
flank of Yucca Mountain.

152 Fenis and Sclsson. 191i. NNWSI hole his
tories U1-25 RN II. UE-2s RrI2. Ur-2$ RFUI3.  
UP-IS RrU311. UFR-25 RF#4. UE-25 RYD$, UK-2$ 
RFr7, UE-2S RFU7A. UK-246 RN I. UR-25 RF#9.  
UK-2I RVOI1. Up-iS RFrII: Fenix and Scisson re
port DOEINV/1032O-11. Tulsa. OK. 60 p.  

The 12 holes were drilled to provide samples and alhl
vial thickness determinaltonls for the repository surface fa
cilitles, especially with respect to foundation conditions.  
Data presented In the hole histories include all locations.  
daily activities and review of hole conditions.  

153 Fenix and Scisson. 1936. NNiWSI hole his
tories UK-2S %VT#3, UK-iS •VT#4. UE-25 WTIS, 
UKE-iS WT6. UE-2S WTfTI2. U.-iS W18lI3. UK-IS 
WTUrI4. 'E2-S WT/IS. LE-25 WTI," G. UK-2$ 
WT817. UK-iS WTrll. USW WiT-I. USW WT-i, 
USW WT-7. USW WrT-I0, USW YVT-II: Fenix and 
Scisson report DOEINV/I0322-10, Tulsa, OK. III 
p.  

Data presented Include locations. daily activities. re
views of hoic conditions, geophysical log listings, video tape 
listings. and microfiche copies of all geophysical logp run by 
F&S subcontractors.  

154 Fenix and Scissaon..1986. %.NWSI hole his
tories tiE-29a#I. UV'-29a12: Fenis and Sclsson re
port I)O-/NV/103Z.1-12. Tulsa. O)K. 23 p.  

Dalt 4presented in this document includes the hole hLsto
rics, locations, daily activities. coring records, review of 
hole conditions, and jeophysical lop of drillholes UE
29a11 and UE29aUf2. These wells are located in Fortymile 
Canyon, just east of Yucca Mountain.  

155 Fenix and Scisson. 1916. NNWSI hole his
torles USNW VII-I and USW VII-2: Fenix and Scla
son report D)O:INV/10322-17. Tulsa. OK. 57 p.  

These horeholes were drilled to obtain hydrologic, geo
logic, and geophysical data to help determine the volcanic 
eruption rate in Crater Flat. the aeromagnetic anomalies 
east of Red and Black volcanic cones, and to help define the 
rate of vertical teclonism In western Crater Flat. Data pre
sented include locations, daily activities. review of hole con
ditions, geophysical lolg listings, video lape listings, and mi
crofiche copies of all geophysical lop run by F&S subcon
traclors.  

156 Fenix and Scisson. 1987.. NNVWSI drilling 
and mining summary: Fenix and Scisson report 
I)OEINV/i0322-24. Tulsa. OK. 45 p.  

A summary report for all boreholes drilled prior to July 
1. 1917 in support of the NNWSI is presented. The 
borehotes were drilled in Areas I. S. 16. 17. 25. 26. 29. and 
30 of the Nevada Test Site and in the Bureau of Land Man
agement land adjacent to the Nevada Test Site.  

157 Fenix and Scisson. 1987. NNWSI hole his
tories; unsatterated zone-neutron holes; 76 bare
holes drilled between May 1984 and February 1916: 
Fenix and Scisson report DOFlNV110322-21 Tulsa, 
OK. 310 p.  

This is a compilation of data from 74 shallnw alluvial 
exploratory core holes and two shallow cailibratiO.t core 
holes. The horeholes were drilled to obtain undisturbed allu
vial cores. to determine vertical distribution of moisture con
tent and water potential, and to run neutron moisture logs.  
Data presented In the hole histories include all locations.  
daily activities and review of hole conditions.  

Ist Fenix and Sclsson. 1917. NNWSI hale his
torinls USW ;-I, USWV G-2. USW G-3, USWV G-4.  
US1W GA-i. USW 0.U-i: Fenis aid Scisson report 
DOEINVl10322-19. Tulsa. OK. 137 p.  

This Is a compilation of data from six exploratory 
boreholes drilled to characterize the geologic, geophysical 
and hydrologic data for the Yucca Mountain block. The in
Tormatton presenied include%* loclklions, daily activities. core 
records, mud records, review of hole conditions. geophysical 
log listings, video tape listings, and microfiche copies of all 
geophysical logs run by F&S subcontractors.
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IO9 Fenix and Scisson. 1937. NNWVSI hole his
"tories USW i1-1. USW 11-3, USW 11-4. USW Il-S.  
USW 11-4t Fenix and Sciason report DOWI 
NVIIS32.-18, Tulsa. OK. 43 p.  

"This Is a compllalion of data From five boueholes drilled 
"within the Bureau of Land Management lands adjacent to 
the Nevada Test Site. The Information presented includes 
locations, daily activities. review of hole condittons. po
physical log liings. video tape listinlp. and microfiche cop
i of an geophysical lops run by F&$ subcontraotors.  

• 11 Fenix and Sclsson. 197. NNWSI hole his
tortes USW UZI. USW UZ 14. USw UZ vs. USW 
U7.86. VSW UZ86s. USW U717. USW UZ#1. USW 
UZII3: Fenix and Scisson report DOI:INVI 
10322-20. Tulsa. OK. l4p.  

This is a compilation of data from five boreholes drilled 
within the Bureau of Land Management lands adjacent to 
the Nevada Test Site. The information presented includes 
locations. daily activities, review of hole condilions. geo

Ihysikal loll listings, video tape listinp. and microfiche cop
esof aU geophysical logs run by F&S subcontractors.  

161 Fenske. P.R.. and Carnahan. C.I... 1975.  
Water table and related maps for Nevada Test Site 
and central Nevada test area: Ilesert Research In
stitute Publication 845009. Reno. NV. IN p.  

Water Table Maps. water table gm.dient maps. and 
depth-so-waler maps have been constructed for the Nevada 
Test Site and the Central Nevada Test Area by empirical 
simulation using a digital computer.  

162 Flanlgan. V.J.. 1911. A slingram survey at 
Yucca Mountain on the Nevada Test Site: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-rile report 1-930, .37 p.  

The purpose of this study is to determine whether or not 
various EM methods could determine the location of fault 
zones within northwest-trending valleys In the Yucca Moun
tain area. The methods tried included slinlram. turam and 
VLF. The data suggest that some of the northwest-trending 
valleys contain EM conductors that may be related to frac
luring and faulting.  

163 Flood. T.P.. Schurvtis. II.C.. and Vogel.  
T.A.. 193. Maligma mixing due to disruption or a 
compositional Interface: Iawrence Livermore Na.  
tional Laboratory report UCRL-1SA21. i.lvermore.  
CA. 44 p.  

The chemical compositions of glassy pumices are used 
to Investigate the relationship between two ash-flows sheets 
that were erupted from the same volcanic center. The first 
ash-flows sheet, the larite volume Topopah Spring Member.  
represents an eruption from a magma bxdy that contained a 
sharp compositional Interface between a high-silica rhyolite 
and a lower-silica quartz latlhe. The second ash-flows sheet 
is the smaller volume Pah Canyon Member. It represents an 
eruption of a relatively homogeneous magma that is Interme
diats in composition to the compo-tilons of the Topopah 
Spring Member.  

164 Fouty. S.C.. 1934. Index to pshlished ieo
logic maps In the region around the potential Yucca 
Mountain nuclear waste repository site. southern 
Nya County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
open-file report 84-524. 20 p.  

A series of Index maps are presented in this report in 
provide an up-to-date reference of published geological 
maps covering the candidate area. The published maps 
range in scak from 1: 1.200 through 1:700.000 and Include 
maps published ba nhe USGS, slioe and sommercil orasl
mapions, universities. aSd professional socie ales.  

!lil$ Free.e. R.A.. et al.. 1917, report or the 
Technical Advisory Committee on **Uncartaintles 
In groundwater travel time calculations at Yucca 
Mountain, Nevada": Technical Advisory Commit-

iee report. Sandia National Laboratories. Albu
querque. NM. 19 p.  

This report summarizes the meeting of the Technical 
Advisory Committee held at the Ramada Classic Inn in Al
buquerque. NM. on June 15-16. 1917. The relative infhl
ence of the uncertainty of various parameters on the 
groundwater travel time and the cumulative denitly function 
are expressed.  

1I" French. R.I_.. 1193. rreclpitation In south
ern Nevada: Journal of IHydraulic Englneerlng.  
vol. 109. no. 7, p. 1023-103a.  

The distribution of precipitation In both time and space 
In the southern Nevada area is examined. It is concluded 
that this area can be divided Into two zones of precipitation 
leparat ed by a transition aone on the basis of annual average 
precipitation. One reison, relative to the other, Is defined to 
to be a deficit annual average precipitation region. in addl
lion. precipitation records at two stations in the southern Ne
vada area were examined and point intensitylduration rela
tionships were derived.  

167 French. R.Ii., Elseftawy, A.. B1-. J.. El
liot, !.. 1984. Ilydrology and water resources over
view for the Nevada Nuclear Waste Siorage Inves
tigatlons. Nevada Test Site. Nye County. Nevada: 
Desert Research Institute report DEIS0801SO. Las 
Vegas, NV. Si p.  

A sunmfary is presented of the literature and available 
unpublished data regarding hydrology and water resources 
utilization in the Nevada Test Site area is presented.  

Id3 French, R.it.. Elseftawy. A.. FIlSol. n..  
1934. Ilydrology and water resources overview ror 
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storaie Investigations.  
Nevada Test Site. Nye County. Nevada- anno
tated bibliography: Desert Research Institute re
port 1)8O5001349. Las Vegas. NV, 79 p.  

The literature available regarding hidrology and utilize
lion of water resources In the southwestern Nevada Test Site 
area is reviewed.  

169 Galloway. D.l... and .rickson. J.R.. 1985.  
Tracer test for evaluating nonpumptng Intra-bore
hole flow In fractured media: Transaction of the 
American Nuclear Society. vol. $0, p. 192.  

A short-term tracer test wing 1311 was conducted In 
USW 114 under non-pumping conditions to determine intra
horehole flow directions, magnitudes, points of groundwater 
borehole ingress and egress, and to correlate these move
ments with the occurrence and properties of fractures.  

170 Gibbons. A.Bl.. 1952. Geologic effects of 
the Rainier underground test- preliminary report: 
U.S. Geological Survey report TEI-71?, 35 p.  

The ieOiolgc effects of the Rainier nuclear test con
ducted at Rainier Mesa are documented. The area of study 
includes the UI2h portal and adits and surficial expression of 
the area above the blast.  

171 Gibbons. A.B.. IlInrichs. E.N.. and 
Dullnelly. T.. 1960. The role of Impermeable rocks 
In controlling seolitic alteration of tuff: U.S. Geo
logical Survey profeasional paper 400-B.  
11473- 1471.  

This report documents the effects Impermeable rocks.  
welded luff. rhyolite. and pre-volcanic rocks have had on 
the seolitization of more permeable, overlying tuffaceous 
units.  

172 Gibbons. A.Bl.. ItInrichs. E.N.. Ilansen.  
W.R.. and I.emke, R.W.. 1963. Geology of the 
Rainier %Mesa Quadrangle Nye County. Nevada: 
U.S. Geological Survey MapGQ-2IS.  

A geoiogic map of Rainier Mesa is presented.  

173 Glansman. V.M.. 1915. BIbliography of re
ports hy U.S. Geological Survey personnel on stud
ies of underground nuclear test sites and on waste
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nmanagioement studies at the Nevada Test Site and 
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. NM. January 
1, 1913. to December 31. 1914: U.S. Geological Sur
tray open-file report 35-163. 24 p.  

reports within this bibliography Include Information on 
underground nuclear testnlg and waste managiement projects 
it the Nervda Test Site and radioactive was" projects at the 
WIU' she in NM.  

371 Gusowski. L.V.. Nlmick. F.D.. Siegel.  
M.D.. and Finley, N.C.. 1983. Repository site data 
report for tuff: Yucca Mountain. Nevada: Sandia 
National Laboratories report SAND82- 2105. Albu
querque. NMl. 312 p.  

SItN specific data concernlng the high level repository at 
"Yucca Mountain ar Integrated as pen of the NRXC ask as
sessment methodology development program. The tectonic 
setning. elsmicity. igneous activity, geothermal gradient.  
surface geologic processes. natural resources. stra•tgraphy.  
structure, and nomenclature and classification of tuffs am 
discussed. Also dlictrised are the hydrology and geochemb
try of Yucca Mountain.  

17S Iildley. O.R.. 1914. Water transport 
through welded turff Sandia National Laboratories 
report SANI)I52-*043. Albuquerque. Slot. 32 p.  

Water transport through welded tuff was studied with 
the aid of three drying experiments and one Imbibition ix
periment performed on a single 0.15-m-long core. The 
specimen was saturated using a novel technique which menas
ures the volume of water imbibed as a function of time In or
der to Insure complete saturation. Profiles of saturation vt.  
axial position along the core were provided by measuring the 

Intensity of a tbem of 662 KeV gamma ray photons after 
passing through the sample in a direction normal to the axis 
of the cylinder. Results indicate that the drying process is. in 

C neral. not characterized by a receding evaporation front as 
s been previously assumed, but rather by evaporation 

througbout the sample.  

176 Iladley. G.R.. and Turner. Jr.. J.R.. 1910.  
Evaporative water loss from welded tufr: Sandia 
National Laboratories. Albuquerque. NM,. SAND 
report 80-0201. 19 p.  

This paper reports the measurement of water loss rate 
for welded tuff at various temperatures due to the action of 
evaporative drying. The resulting data show that the water 
loss rate declines monotonically with time at a given tem
perature and Increases with increasing temperature as ex
peceld. Surprisingly 90% of the sample moisture was Inst to 
evaporation within 72 hours at room temperature.  

177 Illsgitrum. J.T.. Daniels. J.J.. and Sc•rtl.  
J.11.. 1930. Analysis of the maignetic susceptibility 
well log in drillhole UI25sa-. Yucca %fountain. Ne
vada Test Slit: U.S. Ge'ologicai Survey open-rile 
report 310- 1263. 3S p.  

An analysis was conducted to determine the ficior(s) 
responsible the variation In magnetic susceptibility measure
ments from drillhole UE25aff &t Yucca Mtountain. Results 
Indicate a correlation between magnetite grain sire and sus
ceptibility variation. The association of magnetic suscepti
bility anomalies with the crrstl-rich zones of the welded 
tufs will aid in the Identification and correlation of the erup
the sequences at the Nevada Test Site.  

273 logstrum. J.T.. Daniels. J.J.. and Scott.  
J.11.. 1990. interpretation of geophysical weil-iol 
measurements In drillhole UP2SaUI. Nevada Test 
Site Radioactive Waste rrogrim: U.S. Geologlcal 
Survey open-fIle report USGS- OVR-10-941. 3

6
.p.  

This report deals with the Interpretation of physical 
properties for the tuff units from geophysical well-log meas
urements. To characterize these units, resistivity. dens•ity.  
nieulon. gamma ray. Induced polarization, and malnetic 
susceptlbilily geophysical lop were made.

179 Ilflmson. D.C.. 1932, A comparative study 
of deep hydrofrecturing and overcorlng stress 
measurements at slx locations with particular in
terest to the Nevada Test Site: ins Zoback. M.D..  
and lialmson. D.C.. ledsh. 1982. Proceedings of 
workshop 17, workshop on hydraulic fracturing 
stress measurements. vol. I* U.S. Geological Sur
vey open-file report 12-107S. p. 277-304 

Six Case historin. including 12 from RaInier Mesa. are 
described in which deep hole hydrofracturrnl; stess measure

rmbm., wete compietd w•.h Indspendently conducmed over
coring tesws. Al the comparisons show good to excellent 
agreement with respect o both sims magnitudes and dime
lions.  

1114 Hlansen. W.R.. and Lemke.R.W.. 1953.  
Geology of the USGS and Rainier tunnel areas. Ne
vada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey report 
TEI-716. lisp.  

In ISP?. the Rainler and USGS tunnels were the sites of 
experimental explosions designed to test the feasibility of 
deep-underground detonation as a method of testing nuclear 
devices. The geology of these areas was mapped In detail so 
that the geiologic effects of the blasts could be fully evaluated.  

III Ilasen.. W.R.. Lemke. R.W.. Caster
mole. J.M.. and Gibbons. A.B.. 1963. Stratlgraphy 

nad structure of the Rainier and USGS tunnel ar
eas. Ne~sda Test Site: -. S. Genlogical Survey pro
fessional paper 312-A, 41ip.  

In 19573 the Rainier and USGS tunnels were the sites of 
experimental explosions designed to test the feasibility of 
deep-underground detonation as a method of testing nuclear 
devices. The geology of these areas was mapped in detail so 
that the geologic effects of the blasts could be fully evaluated.  

132 liasler. J.W.. 1963. Interim geological In
vestlatilons In the US2e.e? tunnel. Nevada Test 
Site. Nye County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
report TFI-834. 19 p.  

Ul2e.0
7 

drift was driven into the eastern flank of Rain
ler Mesa into the nonweided tuff of the lower member of the 
Indian Trail Formation. The stratigraphy. lithology. struc
lure. petrology, chemistry, and physical properlies of this 
unit as it occurs In the vicinity of the U12e.07 drift are de
scribed.  

133 Ilawkins. D. B.. 1911. Kinetics of gilass dis
solution and zeolite formation under hydrother
mal conditions: Clays and Clay Minerals. vol. 29.  
no. 5. p. 331-340.  

The kinetics of the dissolution of rhyolittc glass and the 
multant diagenesis of minerals are Investigated.  

134 Ilaxlewood. R. %.. 1961. Interim report on 
seismic velocities or the Oak Spring Formation 
UI2e and Ulib tunnel systems. Nevada Test Site.  
Nye Cnunty. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey re
port TI:I-79S. 12p.  

A summary of seismic velocity profiles taken in Ul2b 
and Ul2e tunnels within Rainier Mesa Is pmented. The 
seismic surveys were done to determine the average velocity 
for the mapped lithologic units in the tunnels and to set soeis
mic stations tn each tunnel system for which velocity data are 
known or can be computed.  

135 Ifealy. J.lt.. Iickman. SA.11. Zoback.  
'.1.D.. and Eltls. W.L., 1911. report on televiewer 
Ion and stress measurements In core hole USW 
G-1. Nevada Test Site. December 13-22. 1981: U.S.  
Geolngical Surveylopen-file report 84-15, 47 p.  

This document describes Ihe operations and prelimi
nary results of televiewer logging and stress measurements 
conducted in USW-GI drIllhole on the eastern flank of 
Yucca Mountain.  

i36 Ilealey. D.|.. Clutsom. PG.. and Glover, 

I).A., 1934. Ilorehole gravity meter surveys In 
drlilholes USW G-3. U.-2SpRI and UF-2S¢0l.
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Yucca Mountain area. Nevada- U.S. Geologieal 
Survey open-fite report 94-472. 16 p.  

The primary purpose of the study was to measure the In 
Attu bull densities of the lithostrtligraphic units penetrated 
by these drillhole. wing, borehole gravity meter surveys.  

117 hleoaey. D.L.. Clulsom. F.C.. and Glover, 
D.A.. 1936. Borehole gravity meter survey In 
drillhole USW 0-4. Yucca Mountain ares. Nye 
County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file 
report gg-205. 23 p.  

Drillhoie USW 8-4 was logged with a borehole gravity 
mete? In Order to obtain a more accurate estimate Of t** lhi 
sits averag bulk density of the geologic units. This data 
should be helpful for planning the construction of the pro
posed shahl.  

133I Ilealey. D.L.. Wahl. R.R.. and Currey.  
pg.,. 1981. Principal facts, accuracies, sources, 
and hase station descriptions for gravity stations In 

the Nevada part of the Goldfield and %laripas a 20 
sheets: U.S. Geological Survey report tUSGS
474-311. l1ip.  

More than 12.000 gravity observations have been taken 
since 19S3 in the Nevada part of the Goldfield and Mariposa 
2* sheets. Numerous reports are available that present dis
crete ports of the data. This report Is a compilation of all 
these dlata after conversion to the International Guravity Stan
dardization Network. The repoft provides descriptive infor
mation and offers a source for, principal facts.  

139 Ileatey. JAL,. flicluman. SAL, 7.ohack.  
M.D.. and Ellis, WI... 19114. report on televiewer 
loll and stress measurements In core hole USWV 
G-1. Nevada Test Site. D~ecember 13-12. 193 1: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 34-1S, S0 p.  

The operations and the preliminary results of televiewer 
logging and stress measurements in IJSW 0-1 at Yucca 
Mountain. carried out on December 13anid22. 1981 aredis
cussed. USW G-1 is located on the eastern flank of Yucca 
Mountain.  

190l Ifeikan. GALi. flevier. M~..1979. Prtrot
ogy of turf units from the J-13S drill site. Jackass 
Flats, Nevada: Los Alamos National Laboratory 
LA-7S43-MS. Los Alamos. N14. 55 p.  

The purpose of this report is to provide basic petrologic 
data for the luff encountered in the J-13 drill site. It d
scribes zonation of authiglenic minerals with depth and com
Ma re the zonation to other areas of the Test Site and weqt 

exs. The zonation is developed by leaching of glass phasesi 
and deposition of authigenic minerals in open hydrologic 
systems.  

19 flernns. M.S.. 1932. The dissolution of 
Rainier Mtesam volcanic tuffs. and Its application to 
the analysis of the giroundwater envlronrnen-t: LUri
versity of Nevada. Kenn %faster% Thesis, lieno.  
NV. 113 p.  

Dissolution sntuiles of Rainier Mlesa volcanic glasts were 
conducted to determine the time-dependency of various sili
cate reactions. These studies yielded the following relation
ship between silica concentrations In the groundwater (0).) 
time (t). and the luff surface area to water volume ratio.  

0Qa 3. 5X 1- -66 

W~th this relationship the retention time of water in the turfs 

was estimated to be about three months.  

192 ilinricha. P..N.. and (Irkild, P'.P.. 1961.  
Eight members of the Oak Spring Formation. Ne
vada Test Site. Nye and Litncoln Counties. Nevada: 
U.S. Geologic Survey professional paper 424-1). p.  
96-103.  

The Oat Spring Formation is divided Into seven formal 
members and an linformal lower member. These members

aft: Tub Springt Grouse Canyon. Survey Sutte. Stockade 
Wash. Topopa i Sprint. Tiva. Canyon. and Rainier Mesa.  

193 Ilo. D.M.. Sayre. K.L.. and WVu. CI...  
1936. Suitability of natural soils for foundations for 
surface facilities ot the prospective Yucca Moun
tain Nuclear Waol* Repository: Sandia National 
La boratories report SAN D8S-7 107, Albuquerque.  
NM 

The natural soils of Yucca Mountain are evaluated for 
the purpose of assessing the suitabili,, of the soils (fo the 
foundations of the surface facilities at the prospective reposi
tory.  

194 ioffmon. I..R.. and Mooney. WI).. 1934.  
A seismic study of Yucca Mountain and vicinity.  
southern Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey open
file report 53-583. 57 p.  

Seismic refraction studies were conducted at the Ne
vada Test Site to aid In the Investigation of the regional crus
tat structure near Yucca Mountain. Results Indicate that Pa
leozoic rocks lie at a minimum depth of 3 km beneath part of 
Yucca Mountain. These results confirm earlier eatimates 
based on the modeling of detailed gravity data. A mid-crus
taI boundary at Is a.2km beneath Yucca Mountain is evi
dent as are ones identified at 24 and 30 km.  

iCS ltotcomb. D.J.. and Teufel. L.W.. 1982.  
Acoutistc emissions during deformation of Intact 
and jointed welded tuff: Sandia National Labora
tortes report SANDi-92-10OJ. Albuquerque. NS1, 41 
p.  

As an aid to understanding and monitoring the behavior 
ofjolnted rock masses, a series of experiments on Intact and 
artificially jointed samples of Grouse Canyon luff have been 
done. The tuft was selected because Ills similar to units un
der consicleratlon ats a disposal medium (fo nuclear wastes.  
The samples were Instrumented to measure &%aia and trans
verse displacements and AE rates.  

196 hloover. D.fl.. Chornack. sM.r.. and Bro
ker. M.. 1932. 1:-field telluric traverses near 
Fortymile Wash. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 32-1042. 1S p.  

E-flidk ratio teituric traverses have Identified abrupt 
changes in resistivity at several piaces along the Fortymile 
Wash dra in& oe. These estistlviiy changes have been Iiner
preted to result from Basin and Range normal faulting along 
the wash. East of the Yucca Mounwatnsite, four north-south 
trending faults have been identified..  

197 floover. 1).1.. 1963. Genesis of aeolites.  
Nevada Test Site: In Eckel. h.fl.. 1963. Nevada 
Teit Site: G;eotogticat society of America Memoir 

The eolgy.hydrology, mineralogy and chemistry in
dicate that icolitizat 10 nat the Nevada Test Site took place in 
an unsaturated environment In which vitric rocks were al
tered by teaching and deposition. 7eolites were formed just 
above permeability barriers where the cation content of the 
groundwater and the saturation of vitric rocks were high 
eniough to produce teoliles. Zeohite zoning took place after 
the formation of ctinoptilloilte and consisted mostly of a re
placement of calcium and magnesium by sodium.  

193 floover. 0.1... Swadley. W.C., and Gor
don. A.J.. 1931. Correlation characteristics of our
ficial deposits with a description of surfictat 
stratigtraphy In the Nevada Test Site regtion: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 31-512. 26 p.  

Surficila deposits in the Nevada Teat Site region have 
been corre'.ated between valleys employing topography.  
drainage, topographic relationship .soils. desert pavement.  
depoisitional environment, and fit 'logy as correlation char
acterIstics. Areas with detailed maipping are centered around 
the southwest portion of the Nevada Test Site Including 
Yuccfa Mountain and the Lathrop Wells quadrangle.  

199 itouser. F.N.. 1962. Outline orf geology of 
the UlIlu and U12k.01 tunnels, Area 12. Nevada
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Test Site: U.S. Geological Sur%ey report TEI-1117.  
32 TPShe U12k tunnel complex was mined into Aqueduct 
Mesa which is to the northwest of Rainier Mesa. The strati
graphy. structure, mineralogy, chemistry. and physical 
properties of the Grouse Canyon and Survey Butte Members 
of the Oak Sprli•Formation am described as they occur in 
this runnsal complex.  

200 llouaer. V.N. and Poole. F.G.. 19611. Struc
tural features of pyroclastie rocks of the Oak 
Spring Formation at the Nevada Test Site. Nye 
County. Nevada. as related to the topography of 
the underlying surface: U.S. Geological survey 
professional paper 400-11. p. 11266-11fl.  

The structural features of the former Oak Spring For
mation in the general area of Rainier Mesa Is related to pre
Tertiary topography.  

201 Iman. R.L.. et mi., 1979. Sensitivity study 
on the parameters of the regional hydrology model 
for the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investila
lions: Sandia National Laboratories report 
SAND79-1197C. Albuquerque. N.M. 31 p.  

Statistical techniques including Latin Hypercube sam
plingt were used to perform a sensititvity analysis on a two
dimensional finite-element code'of 16 hydropeolc.ltic zones 
used to model the regional groundwater flow syitem From 
the results it was found that (1) the ranking of the relative 
importance of Input variables between locations within the 
same hvdrogeololtc zone was similar, hut not Identical: and 
(2) inclusion of a correlation structure for input variables 
had a svinificant effec ,n the ranking of their relative impor
lance. The significan of these results Is discussed with re
spect to the hydroloS f the region.  

202 Johnson. M.S. and Illbbard. D).C.. 1957.  
Geololgyof the Atomic Energy Commission Nevada 
Proving Grounds Area. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey Duiletin 1021-K, p. 333-354.  

The straltigraphy. lithology, and structure of the Nevada 
Test Site Is compiled and documented in a comprehensioe 
manner (or the first time. Since its publication. numerous re
visions to stratigraphy have been puhhished.  

203 Johnson. G.WV.. Ilggilins. GA.L. and Violet.  
C.E.. 1959. Undergiroutnd nueclear detnnations: 
Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 64. no. Ill.  
p. 1457-1470.  

The major experimental data from several ealI nuclear 
tests conducted within Rainier Mesa are presented here. The 
data are primanly concerned with the location. yield. phe
nomenology and radiochemical effects of the devices and the 
chemical, mechanical. thermal. and physical properties of 
the tunnel bed tufts surrounding the work points.  

204 Johnson. R.I... and liauer. N.J.. 1987. Unit 
evaluation at Yucca Mountain. Nevalda lest Site.  
near-field thermal and mechanical calcutlat•ons 
using the SANI)IA-AI)INA code: Sandia Natllinal 
Laboratories report SANI)83-0010. Albuquerqtte.  
60M. 43 p.  

The results of a comparative study of the Tpopah 
Spring Memberand the Tuffaceous Beds of the Calico Ills 
are presented. The mechanical and lhermomechanical re
sponse of these two honzons were assessed "sing a two
dimensional version of SANDIA-A[lINA. A comparison is 
made with a similar underground opening geometry located 
in the G-Tunnel complex within Rainier Mesa. The unit un
der investigation there is the (;rouse Canyon Memher of the 
Belted Range Tuff.  

26S Johnstone. J.K.. 1950. ito situ lfif water ml
I ration/heater experiment-experimental plan: 
andia National L.aboratories report S.%,')-79

1276. Albuquerque. NM. i66 p.  
The experimental plan descrihes an in jitu experiment 

intended as an initial assessment of water generation r- : *i
tlon In response to a thermal input. The experiment will he

conducted In the Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted 
Range Tuff in Ul2g tunnel within Rainier Mesa. While this 
unil is not a potential repository medium. it has physical.  
thermal, and mechanical properties very similar to those 
tufls currently under consideration and Is accessible at depth 
in an ekisting facility. The experimental layout is discussed 
In detail.  

206 Johnstone. J.K.. Itadley. G.R.. and 
waymirie, D.f., 9asI. In situ tuff water migrallon/ 
heater experiment, final report: Sandia National 
Laboratories report SAND3II-1911. Albuquerque.  
.NM, 106 p.  

A summation is presented of the results of the in sitr tuff 
water mllgramionheater experiment operated in the welded 
porion of the Grouse Canyon Memher of the Belied Range 
Tuff in U12g-tunnel at Rainier Mesa. The experiment was 
designed to provide an initial assessment of the thermally In
duced behavior of the potentially large volumes of water 
available in near saturated tuffaceous rocks. The results In
dicate that the pore water In these rofks was highly mobile.  
probably by a vapor diffusion/condensaiion process.  

207 Johnstone. J.K.. and WVolfsberl. K. ledal.  
190. .valuallon of iuff as a medium for a nuclear 
waste repository; Interim status report on the 
properties or turf: Sandia National Laboratories 
report SAN)80-1,464. Albuquerqute. NNM. 134 p.  

Thwinterim stalus of studies oi tuff properties deter
mined on samples obtained from Yucca Mountain and Rain
ier hlea te-Tunnel) located on the Nevada Test Site is dis
cussed 

Z031 Kane. M.F.. and Ilracken. R.E.. 1983.  
Aerunsiagnetic map of Yuicca Mountain and sur
rounding regions. southwest Nevada: U.S. GZeo
iogical Sturvey open-file report 83-616. 78 p.  

Magnetic anomalies over Yucca Mountain and sur
round'ng areas am largely caused by variations in magnetic 
properties and shapes including structural offsets of the ex
tensive volcanic units that underlie the region. in a few 
p laces, the anomalies are caused by intrusions. Three major 

unJaries ate tndkiled by contrasts in regional magnetic 
expressions 

2109 Keller. G.A.. 1960. Physical properties of 
the Oak Spring Formation. Nevada: U.S. Gesloi1
cal Survey professional paper 400-11. p. 11396
114011.  

A brief presentation of the porositi, density, perfeahil
Mo, altet content. acoutic %ieocilies, thermal properties 
and electrical properties are gien lot the Oak Spring lorma
iuon as It occurs within Rainier Mesa.  

"%10 Keller, G.'V.. 1962. Electrical resistivity of 
r)cks In the Area 12 tuonels. Nevada Test Site. Nye 
C.iountv. Nevada: Geophysics. veil. 27. no. 2. p.  

rlectfical resistivity measurements were made in U12h 
tunnel within Rainier Mesa in order to determine water con
tent of the luffaceeus units found them. The results of this 
early experiment proved the usefulness of resistivity neaq
urements lot this task.  

211 Kelmers. A.I).. 1995. Concerns relative to 
the applicability or the Yucca Mountain sorption 
information for site performance assessment pur
poses: Oak Ridge National Laboratory ORN0 4 
WS-41740. 10 p.  

Outline of concerns about the amount of data available 
and the timeliness of the data heing released on sorption ex
prerirents are presented.  

I12 Kerrlsk. J.F.. 1987. Groundwater chemis
try at Yucca Mountain. Nevada. and vicinity: Los 
Alamos Nalltonal L.aburatory report ,A-10l929
M.S. Less Alamos. N%1. 1"19 p.  

The chemistry of groundwater at Yucca Mfountain and 
vicinity has been reviewed and compared with the chemistry 
of water Irom the Nevada Test Site and surrounding areas
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trakh as Amarolose Volley and Oasis Valley. Sodium Is the 
primary cation and carbonate s the primary anion in water 
from the saturated zone of the tuffaceous aquifer at Yucca 
Mountain. Other major cations present are calcium, potas 
slum. aind magnesium: other major anions are sulfate and 
chloride. with lesser quantities of fluoride and nitrate. Aque
oun silka Is also present. Ma)or cation concentrations are 
controlled by rock dissolution and mineral precipitation re
actions as well as by calion exchange with existing minerals.  
A ous carbonate Initially comes from almospherfe and 

o- C03. bul ther is evidence at Yucca Mountain lhai 

CO In the gas phase of the unsaturated zone supplies addi
tional carbonate to saturated zone water in the tulfaceous 
aquifer as mineral dissolution and precipitation reactions 
fals the pH of the water. A carbon model for this process is 
discussed; one conclusion of the model a thai the true age of 
water that has obtained significant amounts of carbonate 
from the gas phase of the unsaturated zonm Is older than its 
appamrent age. The primary source of aqueous chloride and 
sulfate is probably precipitation; ihere do"s not appear to be 
any mineralogica conlrob on these species at Yucca Moun
tain. Them is some evidence that the water in the deep satu
fated zone may he reducing. %'aer near the static water level 
Is oxidizing. Water in the western part of Yucca Mountain is 
lower in caicium than water to the east Carbonatl and fluo
ride tend to be mom concentrated in the water in t1. south
westward pan of the mountain.  

113 Kerrisk. J.P.. 1903. Iteuctlon-path calcu
lations of groundwater chemistry and mineral frer
mation at Rainier %lesa, Nevada: Los Alamnos Na
tional Laboratory report I.A-o912-MS. Los 
Alamos, NM. dl p.  

This paper studies reaclion-palh calculations of 
g roundwater chemistry and mineral formation at Rainier 

asa. This was done using a model of •oicank glass disso
lution by water that is initially saturated with C01.  
Groundwater chembitr is related to the relative dissolution 
rates of species from the glass and the minerals that precipi
tate during the dissolution process. A sequence of mineral 
evolution has been defined in this study. The results will he 
used In support of geochemical models of Yucca ltoiintain 

114 Kerrisk. J.F.. 1915. An assessment of the 
important radlonuclides In nuclear waste: L.ot 
Alamos National Laboratory report I.A-10414
MS. Los Alamos. NM. 1S p.  

The relative Importance of the various radionuclides 
contained in nuclear waste has been assessed by considera
lion of: 1) the quantity of each radionuclide present; 2) the 
Environmental Protection Agency's release limits for red
ionuclldes; 3) how retardation processes such as solubility 
and sorption affect radionuclide transport; and 4) the physi
cal and chemical forms of the radionuclcies in the waste 

Three types of waste were reviewed: spent fuel. high level 
waste, and defense high level waste. Conditions specific to 
the NNWSI project's proposed site at Yucca Mountain were 
used to describe radionuclide transport The aciinide, Am.  
Pu. Np. and U were identified as the waste elements for 
which solubility and sorption data were most u gently 
needed. Other Important waste elements were Idenlified as 
Sr. Cs. C. NI. Zr. Tc. Th. Ra. and Sn Under some condi
tions, the radionuclides of C. Tc. and I may have high solu
blUly and negligible sorption. The potential for transport of 
some waste elements (C and I) in the gas phase must also he 
evaluated for the Yucca Mountain site.  

i1s King. K.W.. and Fngdahl. F..R.. 1984.  
Southern Greast Basin seismological data report for 
1930 and preliminary data analysis: Sandia Na
tional Laboratories report SANI)113-26ZS. Alhu
querque. N,.M 

Earthquake data for the calendar year 19110 are pre
sented for earthquakes occurring within and adjacent to the 
southern Nevada seismograph network. L.ocations. magni
tudes. and selected focal mechanism for thcse events and 
events from prior years of network operation are presented 
and discussedin relation to the geologic framework of the re
Sion. The principal results are that (I) earthquakes concen-

irate in fault sones having a northeast orientation. (2) fault 
mones having a northwest orientation erg quiescent or neaofrb 
to. and (3) no earthquakes have been detected closer than 
12 km to the proposed Yucca Mountain nuclear waste re
pository area.  

216 Klavetter. 1.A.. and Peters. R.R.. 1926.  
Fastimation of hydrologic properties of an unalitu
rated. fractured rock mase: Sandia National Labo
ratoriea. Albuquerque. NM. report SAND 54-2641.  
unlimited release. UC-7?. 49 p.  

This document presents a general discussion of (1) the 
hydrology of Yucca Mountain and the conceptual hydrologic 
model curently being used for the Yucca Mountain site. (2) 
the deveiopmenl of models that may he used to simulate flow 
in a fractured porous medium, and (3) comparison of these 
models.  

217 Knauss. K.G.. 1933. retrologlc and 
11eochemical characterisationl of ohs Bulfrrog 
Member of the Crater Flat Tuftr-oulcrop samples 
used in wasle package experiments: Lawrence 
Livermore Natilonal laboratory report UCRL
53470. Livermore. CA. 21 p.  

This report summarizes the characterization done on 
samples of the Bullfrog Memher of the Crater iFlat Tuff. Ex
pertments include hvdrothermal water/rock interactions.  
corrosion. thermomec hanks. and geochemical modeling 

1 

Ila Knauss. K.G., 1924. Ilydrothermal Inter
action studies of itIslifrol ,Mlember tuft core waters 
In J-1I water at I$0"C: quantitative analyses of 
aqieonus and solid phases: Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory UCKi.-$I$21. livermore. CA.  
24 p.  

This paper describes the work conducted to understand 
the water chemistry In the near-field surroundtng a nuclear 
waste repository in the Bullfrog Mhemher of the Crater Fiat 
Tuff arid to study any changes in the rock itself due to 
hydrothermal alteration. Samples were collected from the 
southwestern portion of Yucca Mountain. Stalti hydrolher
ral experiments with polished core wafers were run for 60 

days. .nlution chemitr, for both crushed tuff and the core 
wafers are in good agreement Exvent of the reaction over the 
60 days Is minor, even though solution effects were ob
served.  

219 Knauss. K.G.. 1984. Petrologic and 
g1eochemical characterization of the Topopah 
Spring Mlemher of the Paintbrush Tuff. oulcrop 
samples used in waste package experiments: 
lawrence Livermore Nationai Labutalory report 

UCRI.-53$55. l.lvcrmnre. CA. 36 p.  
Charactertation studies conducted with outcrop sam

pies of trpopah Spnng Member of the Painthnush Tuff are 
summa rized.  

1210 Knouis. K.G.. 1917. Z.ellilallsonn of glassy 
Topospah Spring Tuft under hydrothermal condi
tions: Lawrence i.ivermore National L.aboatnory 
report UCI|I.-94A64. L.ivermore. CA. 10 p.  

Solid walers of glassy luff were reacted with a dilute 
rouidweter for several months at i10 and 2506C at 100 
".0 pressure in Dickson-type. oild-hal rocking autociaves.  

The a nl tu chemistry of the hydrothermal fluids were mod
eled and the chemical affinities for ill possible mineral pre
cipitalion reactions were calculated using the E0316 pro
gram. In general. the observations ar in relatively good 
agreement with the geochemical model calculations.  

221 Knausa. K.G.. and fneirlier. W.I.. 1914.  
report on static hydrolhermal alteration sitodies of 
Toporpah Spring Tuff waters In J-13 water at IS0*C: 
Lawrence l.ivermore National Laboratory report 
UCKiI.-53376. Livermore. CA. 29 p.  

Sitaic hydrothemnal alteration experimenit were run fo 
four months using polished wafers either fully submerged in 
an appropriate natural 11roundwater or exposed to water
saturated air with enough excess water to allow refluxing.  
The retults predict relatively minor changes in water chemis-
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try. w7ry minor altention of the haot rock, and the produc
tion of alight amounts of secondary minerals.  

211 Knausa. K.G.. Detriger. W.J.. and Pelter, 
D.W.. 1915, Ilydrothermal interaction of crushed 
Topopah SprIng Turf and J-13 water at 90, IS0. and 
2500C using Dickson-!ype. gold bag autoclaves: 
Lawrence l.ivermore National Laboratory report 
UCRL-S3430, Livermore. CA. 2? p.  

The data. derived from hydrothermal Interaction of 
cranhed Topopeh Spring Member samples and well J-13 
water, can be wed to: assess the ability to use acotaerated" 

Iss based on the surface arealvolume parameter and teon
perature: allow the measurement of chemical changes due to 
reaction phases present in the tuff before traction: and per
tit the Identlfcation and chemical analysis of secondary 
phases multing from hydrothermal reactions.  

123 Knauss. K.G.. Delrlger. W.J.. Pelter.  
D.W.. Plwinski. A.J.. 1935. Ilydrothermal Interac
lion or solid waters of Topopah Spring Ttf with 
J-13 water and distilled water at 90, 1 50. and 1'0'C.  
using Dickson-type. gold-bagt rocktng autoclaves: 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory report 
UCRL-31415. Livermore. CA. SS p.  

The NNWSI project has conducted experiments to 
study the hydrothermal interaction of rock and water repre
sentattve of a potential high-level waste repository at Yucca 
Mountatn. The results obtained from the experiment, have 

eetn used to evaluate the modeled results produced hvy alcu
lations using the geochemical reaction process cde El036.  

214 Knausa. K.G.. iteirloger. W.J.. and Pelter.  
D.Y.. 1937. flydrothermal Interaction oa solid wa
fer oar Topopah Spring Tutf with J-13 water at 90* 
and 19S0Cusing DIckson-type gold bog rocking 
autoclaves; longi-term experiments: Lawrence 
Livermare National Laboratory report UCRI.
S3721. Livermore. CA. I1 p.  

The experiment was designed to augrment shorter term 
hydrothermal interaction expenrments Results Indicate that 
a kinetic inhibition exists for the precipitation of zeolhtes in 
hydrothermal waters.  

213 Knauss. K.G.. et al.. 19114. Ilydrothermal 
interaction of Topnpah Spring Tuff with J-l water 
as a function of temperature: Lawrence LIvermore 
National Laboratory report L'CRI.- 901153. I.iver
more. CA. 9 p.  

Experiments were conducted to study the hvdrothermal 
interaction of rock and wstet representative of a potential re
postiory In tuff. Crushed tuff and poltihed wafen were re
acted with a natural groundwater tn Dickson- type gold-hba 
rocking ausoclas. Results were compared with predictions 
based on the R1034 geochemical modeltng code 

126 Knaoss. K.G.. and Pelter. DV.. 1936, Re
action of vitric Topopah Spring ttrr and J-13 
groundwater under hydrothermal cnndilinns using 
Dickson-type gold-barn rocking autnclave,: 
Lawrence l.lvermore National Laboratory report 
UCRL-S379S. L.ivermore. CA. 39 p.  

Experiments were conducted to study the effects of re
ltory-geierated heal on glassy tulf present at Yucca 

ountain. The tn sit. chemistry of the htdrnohermal fluids 
was modeled for several temperatures, and the chemical af
finities for all possible mineral rreclpttatin reactions tor 
species contained within the databas were calculated using 
E031O. For the 250"C experiment, the cakulations t' 
dicted the precipitation of a icolite mineral. Analysis of the 
runshowed that the wafer had been extensively corroded, the 
glass shards were replaced by clinoptilolite. and pure clihop
tilollie precipitated from solution. Modeling of the 1 500C • 
experiment Indicated that, although clay minerah were more 
highly supersaturated than zeoilaes in the first half of the ex
periment. by the end of the run a zeolite wa, also predicted to 
precipitate. Analysis of the run showed no well crystallized 
secondary minerals had formed. In the 90'C run. ite degree
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of supersaturation for both clays and zeollies was lower than 
at either of the higher temperatures. The relative change in 
supersaturation for any one mineral was lower as the run 
progressed. Slow precipitation kinetics may preclude the for
mation of the minerals of Interest durtng the time span of the 
experiment.  

227 L.ahoud. R.G.. Iobmeyer. DII.. and 
Whltrield.NI.S. Jr.. 1914. (eohydrolog y of volcanic 
tutf penetrated by test well UK-ISb#Il. Yucca 
Mountain. Nye County. N'4evada: U.S. Geological 
Survey Water Resources Investigations report 
84-4253. 44 p.  

Average hydraulic conductivity was measured along 
with hydraulic head on the water In the well. Chemical 
analyses indicated the wster is a soft sodium bicarbonate.  
slightly alkaline. with large concentrations of dissolved silki 
and sulfate. Carfon-14 age dates of the water were 14.100 
and 13.400 years.  

lif t.Angkopr. D.S.. and Rshcom. F... 1912. Site 
explhration for rock mechanics field test In the 
Grouse Canyon Member. Belted Range Tutf. UI2llg 
Tunnel Complex. Nevada Test Site: Sandia Na
tional Laboratories report SAND-l1i-1897. Albu
querrlue. NM. 62 p.  

This report describes site exploration work compleled in 
support of planned rock-mechanics field tests in the Grouse 
Canyor Member of the Belted Range Tuff at the Nevada 
Test Site. G-Tunnel. As part of this work. the rock mechan
ks drift and the rock mass properly alcove were mined and 
three coreholes were drllled. The results of the mappIng and 
coring are displayed, described and analyzed.  

229 L.angkopt. I1.S.. and Gnirk. P.R.. 1916.  
Rock-masa classification oa candidate repository 
units at Yucca Mountain. Ny* County. Nevada: 
Sandia National Laboratories report SANI)12
,034. Albuquerque. NM. 136.p.  

Availahle s1te-specific Information from drillholes.  
supplemented by the needed Information from tuff units at 
other locations, was used in conjunction with two rock-mass 
classification systems to evaluate the relative excavation sta
bility of these units. The four units within Yucca Mountain 
which were evaluated were the welded. devitrifled portion of 
the Tnpnpah S pring Member: the seolitized. nonweded por
tion of the Tuffacerou Beds of the Calico Ililis; the welded.  
devitrifled portion of the Bullfrog memher; and the 
devatrifled portion of the Tram Member. Two other units lo
crted at Rainier Mesa. the welded portion of the Grouse 
Canvon Member of the Belted Range Tuff and the non
welded Tunnel Fled 5 were also evaluated. The welded.  
devitribied portion of the Topopah Spring Member and the 
welded portion of the Grouse Canyon Member ranked high
eol in stability 

2310 Langtkopr. M.S.. and Mallory. LII.. 1984.  
Natural language saolution to a tuff problem: San
dia National laboraitries report SAND84-07f4C.  
Albuquerque. SM. 12 p.  

The Tull database. is being created for use by scientists 
and engineers investigating the feasibility of locatini a high
level radioactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain. This 
paper gives a brief description of the Tuff database and its 
associated systems.  

131 Lappin. A.R.. 1930. Preliminary thermal 
expansion screening data far turrs: Sandia Na
tional Laboratories report SAND7TI-1147, Albu
querque, NM. 34 p.  

A major variable In evaluating the potential of silicit 
luffs for use in geologic disposal of heat-producing nuclear 
wastes is thermal expansion. Results of ambient-pressure 
linear-expansion measurements on a group of tuffs that vary 
greatly in porosity and mineralogy are presented. Samples 
were taken from rJE-25s#I at Yucca Mountain. well J-13 
on the uestern edge of Jackass Flat. and the O-Tunnelcom
plea Ileneath Rainier Mesa.  

232 L.appln, A.R.. 1931. Thermal conductivity 
of illicic turfs, predictive formalism and comparl-



son swlth preliminary experimental results: Sandia 
National Laboratories report SANDII)00769, Albu
querque. NM. 46 p.  

The available thermal conductivity data for silicate 
phases within tuffaceous units are summarized and several 
prain density and conductivity trends which may result fron 
post emplacement alteration are described. A formalism for 
the prediction of luff thermal conductivity is discussed. A 
boundlln• curve is drawn that predicts the minimum theoreti
col matrix (zero porosity) conducti .ty for most tuffs as a 
function ol gtain density. Comparison of experimental re
silgts with this curve shows that experimental conductlivities 
are consistently lower at any given grain density. Samples 
were laken fromdrtllhole UE-2$saI at Yucca Mountain and 
the 0-Tunnel complex at Ralniet Mesa.  

23) Lappln. A.R., and Nimick. r.|.. 1i95.  
Bulk and thermal properties of functional tuf
faceous beds In holes USW.V G-I. V.-2S*ei. and 
USW G-2. Yucca Mountain. Nevada: Sandia %a
tional Laboratories report SANI132-1434. Albu
querque. NS, 55 p.  

A possible emplacement horizon, known as the tuf
faceous beds. Is delineated In three boreholes below Yucca 
Mountain. Physical parameters measured are gramin densi
ties. thickness. porosity, and thermal conductivity and ex
pansion.  

234 |.apptn, A.R.. and NImIck. F.D1.. 1955.  
Thermal properties of tie Grouse Canyon Member 
of the Ilelted Range Tuff and of Tunnel lied S, G
Tunnel, Nevada Test Site: Sandia National Labo
ralorles report SANI)32-2203, Albuquerque. NM.  
d7 p.  Thermal conductivity and thermal expansion data for 
tuffs of the devitrified welded Grouse Canyon Member and 
for the zeolitized nonwelded Tunnel Bed 5 are presented.  
Thermal properties have been found to be a function of min
emlogy and saturation. Thermal conductivity results also re 
affected by matrix and fracture porosity. and thermal expan
sion behavior is a function of conflning and fluid pressures.  

235 Lappin, A.R., et al.. 1982, Thermal con
ducilvity, bulk properties, and thermal strati
graphy of sllicic tuffs from the upper portion of 
Iole USWV-GI, Yucca Mountain, .Nye County. Ne
vada: Sandia National L.aboratorles report 
SANDIII-1?73., Albuquerque. % M. 46 p.  

Thermal-conductivity and bulk property measurements 
were made on welded and non-welded silick lulls from Ih' 
upper portion of Ifole USW-•l. located al Yucca Xioun 
gain. Extrapolated measurements suftest that matrix ther
mal conductivity of both zeolitized and deviltified luffs is in
dependent of stratigraphic position, depth, and location.  

236 Laraway. W.1I.. and Ilouser. F.N.. 1962.  
Outline or geology of the Ui2J and U12J.tl itunnels.  
Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological Stirvey report 
TEI-121, 12 p.  

The U12J tunnel complex is located within Aqueduct 
Mesa to the nonheast of Rainier Mesa. The tunnel is driven 
entirely Into the Survey Bulle Member of the Piapi Canyon 
Formation. The stratllrsphy. structure. itthology. chemis
try. and physical properties of the units Intersected by this 
tunnel are presented.  

237 Levy. S.S.. 1934. Petrology of samples 
from drlllholes USW 11-3., 11-4. and i1-S. Yucca 
Mountain: i.os Alamos National L.aboratory re
port LA-9706-StS, Ios Alamos. N%,. 512 p.  

The petrology of altered volcnicIastlic rocks and asso
ciated secondary minerals was studied from sample% ob
tained from drllholes USW I-3. 11-4, Il-S in Yucca Moun
tain. Products of zeolitization were analyzed in the Paint
brush Tuff. luff of Calko Hills. and Crater Flat Tuff.  

233 Ievy. S.S., 1984. Stusdies "of altered 
vitrophyre for the prediction of nuclear waste re
pository-induced thermal alteralion at Yticca

Mountain, Nevada: Los Alamos National Labora
tory; In Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Man
agement VII: Symposium held November 1983 In 
flosion. Massachuselts: Malerials Research Socl
ely Symposla Proceedings. vol. 26. pp.95

9
-
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.  

The susceptibility of a S0 it-thick vilrophyre to thermal 
alteration by examining alteration that occurred In the rock 
as it cooled fer deposition is evaluated. An Increase of 
60*C or more Is likely to result In alteration and formation of 
holites and smectites. Alteration will be concentrated near 
the top of the vitlrophyre and slons fractures. Zeolites and 
smect tie. newly-crystallized *long fluid flow paths below the 
waste repository, could provide an enhanced sorptlve barier 
to radionuclide migration.  

139 |Jn. W.. and atily. W.. 1934, Transport 
properties of Topopoh Spring Turf: Lawrence 
i.lvermore National Laboratory report UCRL
53602. L.ivermore, CA. 20 p.  

Eleclrcal resbtivity. ultrasonic P-wave velocity and 
waler permeability were measured simultaneously on both 
Intact and fractured Topopah Spring Tuff samples at a con
fining pressure of s.O.NiPa. pore pressure to 2.5 MPa. and 
temperstures to 140"C. Results Indicate that the fractured 
sample dehydrates and rehydrates nonuniformly. whereas 
the intact sample does so uniformly. The wetting front 
moved 100-times fasier within the dry fractured sample rela
live to that of the drs intact sample. The welling and drying 
cycle decreased the fracture permeability as a result of frac
lure healing caused by silica dissolution and redeposition.  

.140 Lipman. P.•V.. and Christiansen. R.L..  
1964. Zonal features of an ash-flows sheet In the 
Palpi Canyon Formation. southern Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey professional paper 501-H. p.  
1174-1171.  

Chemical analyses from devilrifled. lithophysal and va
por- phase zones of an ash-flows sheet In southern Nevada.  
newly named the Yucca Mountain Mlemrber. lndicate limited 
compositional variation. Nonwelded vttrtc luff at the edges 
of the ash-flows sheet differs appreciably In composition 
from crystallized luff because of incipient secondary altera
tion of metastable glass shards.  

241 Lipman. P."1V.. Christiansen. R.I.. and 
O'Conner. J.T.. 1966. A composlonnally toned 
ash-flows sheet In southern Nevada: U.h. Geologi
cal Survey professionrl paper 524-F. 47 p.  

Several ash-flows sheets in southern Nevada display 
sYstemaic chemical and mineralogical zonatlions in each of 
these toned sheets, basal crItal-poor rhyolile grades up
ward into crystal-rich quartz latle. These compositional 
changes appear io reflect verlical variations in the magmas 
from which the ash-flows sheets erupted. The Topopah 
Spring lember of the Painlbrush Tuff is typical of such com
positionally zoned units and is discussed in detail. Variations 
in welding, crystallization, composition, mineralogy, tax
ture. and chemistry mre discussed. The varitilons of the 
ahove patameters are Interpreted with respect to magmatic 
differentia tion.  

242 Iobmeyer. DAiL. 1936. Geohydrology of 
rocks penetrated by test well LSW G-4. Yucca 
Mountain. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey. Wiater Resources Investigations report 
96-4015, 34 p.  

Test well USW G-4 was drilled on the eastern flank of 
Yucca Mountain to a depth of 915 meters. The well is near 
the site proposed for a exploratory shaft that would aid site 
characterization. Two pumping itsts were run. Tranamts
sivity lot the entire saturated section is asout 600-melers 
squi red per day. Mostl of this flow is thought to come from a 
single tone 10-meters thick below a depth of 892 meiers.  
Tests indicated that the section above A92 meters has a 
tranamissO•vty ot only 7 meters per day.  

243 I.cbmeyer. 1).1L;. Whitfleld. Mt.S..  
L.ahoud. R.G.. and Itruckheimer, I... 1953.  
Geohydrologic data for test well L'i-2Sh#I. Nevada
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Test Iifo. N47e County. N.o ads: U.S. Geological 
Suroy open-flie report 81- 855. 41 p.  

Data ma drilling operations. bitholong. cor analyses.  
boebole geophysics, hydrologic monitorin hydraulic est

in, and goundwater chembiry for well UE-2564i are pre
eated. Ths welE is located on the east flank of Yucca Moie

244 L,1s. 3.W.. of at.. 191). Prediction of 
downhole weveforms: Sandia National laborato
rise report SAND82-2473. Albuquerque. NM. d42 

A heatlqriarem lInear prediction method "mSn an opti
mnist finia Impulse rspase filter was mod to predict a 
downbolo-volocity waveform. A filltr wa, determined from 
surface and dowhole-welocilt ",awformas from several un
deefgmUnd nuclear test events at -ach of several locations 
Separate fienrs were determined for vertical, radial, and tan
gerial components. Filters for each component lor several 
events were averaged. The measured surface velocity 
waeform for an event was used with the riser to predict the 
downhokl-velocity waveform for that event The coherence 
between the measured and predicted velocity wavefnrrns was 
evaluated using a nornaltired mean squa red error. The simu
ised downhole wavoform was compared with the downhoie

"velocit waveform measured on that event The method was 
A plNd to velocity waveforms gneralted bv lost events of 
pahte iMesa and in Yucca Flat. There is insuffkient data to 
date from a recently installed surfaceldownhole pair In 
Yucca Mountain Io apply the method as it was applied to 
other pairs. Them is a similanty in geology of Yucca Moun

lain and Rainier Mesa. Therefore. the average filter from 
Rainier Mesa was applied so the surface-velocity wavreforms 
at Yucca Mountain from one event in predict the dounhole 
waveform. The coherence between the predicted and mess
uied verlical and tangential waveforms was better than he
tweon the predicted and meatured waveforms at Rainier 
Mesa. The coherence for the radial component was poorer.  

24S Maldonado. J.. 198s. Geologic map of the 
Jackass Fiats area. Nye County. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey Map 1-1519.  

A olokgi map of Jackass Flat. Including Yucca 
Mountain. Is presented.  

246 Mtaldonado. F.. Koether. 5.1... 19113.  
Stratllgraphv. structure, and some petrographic 
features of Tertiary volcanic rocks at the USW G-2 
drillhole. Yucca Mountain. Nye County. Nevada: 
U.S. Geological Survey open-rile report 3-7312. 83 
P.  

This study examined the stratlgraphv. petrology, and 
fault and fracture frequency in the drillhole. The Paintbrush 
Tuff. tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills. Crater Flat Tuff. lava 
and flow breccia. luff of Lithic Ridge. bedded and ash-flows 
tuff. lava and flow breccia. bedded tuff conglomerate and 
ash-flows tuff. and older tuffs of USW (i-2 were penetrated 
in descending order. A fracture analysi was performed 
along with Identification of fault zones.  

U47 Maldonado. F.. Steele. S.0G.. and 
Townsend. D.R., 1979. Supplementary ltthologic 
logs of selected vertical drilihnles in Area I.. Ne
vada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey report 
USGS-474-261 (Area 12-St). 61 p.  

Ljihologk data has been collected from drillholes in the 
Rainier and Aqueduct Mesas since 1970. Dais presented In 
this report include locations and lilhologi"e for one slant and 
22 vortical driliholes Sreater than 152.4 m In depth.  

248 Malmbern. G.T.. and Fakln. T.P.. 1962.  
Groundwater appraisal of Sarcobatus Flat and Oa
sis Valleyi Nye and Ksmeralda Counties. Nevada: 
Slate of Nevada Department of Conservation and 
Natural Resources. Groundwater Resnurces-iRe
connaissance Series report 10. 38 p.  

The estimated average annual recharge and discharge 
from the Vroundwaler reservoir In Sarcohalul Flat is 3.500 
mce-feet. Twelve-hundred-acre-feet of the recharge ate

thought is he derived from basin precipitation and 2.310 
acre-feet am altributed in groundwater andernow from 
Stonewall Flat and Gold Flat A groundwater budget le cal
culated for the basin and suggests that up to 3.500 acre-feet 
could he pumped from the basin without exceeding perennial 
=ld. Groundwater chemistry is high in sodium and bleat

nate. The estimated avera annual rechare to and dis
charge from Oasis Valky in on the order of 2.000 acre-fet.  
About 250-acr-feet am derived from precipllatlon willtl 
the hasin and about 1.300-acre-feet am derved from under
flow from Gold Flat. Groundwater development is restricted 
to sprinp salong the flood plain of the Amargosa Rivet. Six of 
thee sprinp provide wafer fs Beaty evn though the fluoride 
content is about four times above the recommended imis. A 
considerable amount of water with low lewvs of fluoride may 
exbt in the alluvial aquifer adjacent to the Bullfro HiUb.  
Unmifed mcharge to this srtem pmvents the exclhlive mc of 
this aquifer fot municipal supply 

249 P4tansure. A.J.. and Ortiz. T.S.. 1934. Pr,
liminary evaluation or the subsurface area avail
able for a potential nuclear waste repository at 
Yucca Mountain.: .andla National Laboratories 
report SANI)54-0175. Albuquerque. NM. 26 p.  

The fint purpose of this study was to determine it adi
quale ara exists to contain the underground facilities of the 
repository within the devitlrfied. denselv welded. Topopah 
Spring Member in areas that contain less than I-°2o0b 
lithophysee. The second purpose was in identify a probmi
nary location within the primarv sarea oi exploration, where 
conditions are favorable for the proporied underground fecill
tis. Results indicate that an area significantly larger than 
the proposed underground facilities of the repository exsts 
flowever. because the primary area of exploration has been 
the central portion of Yucca Mountain. adjacent areas am 
less well c ha rac lertld. Portions of the a reas identified in this 
study may not meet all of the above criteria. The study also 
Identified an area with favorable conditions for the proposed 
repository. This area is a slab that dips S*6"NE from a strike 
direction of Ni 1I"I'W. The area of the slab is about 1150 
acres.  

ISO Mlckay. r.J.. and Sargent. K.A.. 1971.  
Geologic me;a"-f st*e lathrop Wells quadrangle.  
Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey Mlap 
GQ-833.  

A geologic map of southern Yucca Moantamn and 
Lathrop Wells is presented.  

21 McGovern T.F.. 1983. An evaluation of 
seismic reflectlon .tudles in the %'sccam Mountain 
area. Nevada Test Site: L.S. Geological Survey 
open-file report 83-912. 57 p.  

An evaluation of vanouc seismic studies conducted oa 
Yucca Mountain was undertaken in order to assess its suit
ability in that environment. A wide variety of techniques 
were employed ranging from the most simple to elaborate 
3-D surveys In each case. extensive nonse studies were con
ducted, and based upon their results, parameters were cho
sen for multifold CDP recording. In ever) case the signal-to
noise ratio was such that no reflection& were 1iscemible 

232 Stckeown. I.A.. and Dickey. r.l).. i9t.  
Interim report on fienlo.ic Investigations of the 
UlIe Itannel system. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: 
U.S Geological Survey report T-I-?72. 17 p.  

A descriptin of the Itihology. structure,.and geochem
itry of the tunnel be.3 as they occur in the Ule tunnel sys

iem is presented.  

253 %1ckeown. V.A., and Dickey. D.D.. 1960.  
Some relation between geology and effects of un
dergtround nuiclear explosions at Nevada Test Site, 
Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Genlogical Survey pro
resslonal paper 400-it. p. II41S-lf41?.  t htq report examines the extent and intensity of fractur

ing and concurrentl tunnel damage from nuclear tests as it re
lales In local petrologic and physical properties and pm-ex
Isling fracture sets.
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234 McKinley. P.W., and Benson. 9..V., 1936.  
Groundwater chemistr ast selected site$ In the 
Yucca Mountain area. Ny. County. Nevada: U.S.  
osological Survey, open-tile report. s4 p.  

Oesondwserl chemistry of wlls and prilnls is presented 
b1276 selicted Ites In the Yucca Mountain ares. Whee tIhe 
data arn avoilable. Information on will depth, yield. water 
depbt. and pumpnlg time is &be staoed 

235 Medica, P.A., O'Farrell. T.P.. and Col
line. T.P.. 1981. Survey of Yucca Mountain. For

ltlie Canyon. and Jackass Flats In Nye County.  
= do for desert tortoise. Gnpherus algassil: 

KG&G report KGG-11I3-2431. Goleta. CA. 14 p.  
The objecttve of tMis brlie survey was to determine if Co.  

asslt is pmrsent west of Forymlmile Canyon in the Yucca 
mountain area or salng the -raoer access roads which lead 
through Jackass Flats to FsINymile Canvon and Yucca 
Moustalt.  

334 Mlhevic. T.M.. and Tyler. .. W.. 1917.  
Overview of Impacts of Rainier %tesa wastewater 
disposal facilities: Desert Rese# rch Institute Letter 
report. 22 p.  

An Initial assessment of the Area 12 funnel ponds as 
waste disposal sies Is given A brief discussion of ihe hydrol
og of Rainier Mesa and the total discharpe from each tunnel 
Is given as aan initial estimate of each tunnels radionuclide 
inventory contained within one-years discharge 

237 %filler. C.1l,. 1976. A melhod ror stress de
termtnation In N. C and T tunnel%. Nevada Test 
Site, by hydraulic fracturing. with a cnmpmrison of 
overcortng methods: L'.S. Geological Survey re
port USGS-474-21. 13p.  

Twenty-nine intervlb in 1O care holes were hydrauli
eally fractured in N. E. and T tunnel% The maximum and 
minimurm stress*s from these holes were favorably compared 
to stres••s determined by nearb oercore methods. If frac
ture orientation can be measured, then the direction of mini
mum principal compressive itress can be determined and the 
orientation of the plane of the maximum and intermerdiate 
principal compressive stmses can also be determined.  

233 %tiller. C.II. Cunningham. MR.K.. and 
Cunningham. M.J.. 1972. rermeameler studies In 
UIg. If experimental drift. Rainier lesa. %evada 
Test iote: L.S. Geological Survey report iRatlner 
Mesa-lI). il p.  

A melhod s presented that Is uttlihnd to determine the 
depth I* which natural, strevs-induced and tasl-induced 
fractures extend around tunnel openingp driven in volcanic 
rocks at Rainier Mesa. S4clions of three-inch drtllbhules were 
pecked off and wee injected with air. The rate of decay of 

r" an is cornelatable to the degree of Ifracturin in the geo
imdilum Permeantlltles within the I-loot packed off 

intervals ranged from 1.000 to 0.001 millldarcies.  

ISO Miller. C.II.. Kibler. J. D.. and Flig. J.R..  
197S. A new permanent-Installallon device for 
monitoring stress changes In NX care hole%: U.S.  
Geological Survey report UGS-474-214. S4 p.  

A solid-inclusion probe was developed to monitor stress 
changes In rock. The probe can deecl sitress changes from O 
eS.00 psi from a few millsecondi to lew Years in the time 
domain. Eight permarent probes were field tested in the G.  
0. N. and T htnnl complesea. The changes in the stress 
field with respect to tine Is discussed. The ellects of nuclear 
intost1 on the local stress field were aiso measured.  

260 Mllter. C.If., and Mtiller. D.R.. 1977. Orl
entallon of explosion-induced surface fractures 
elsimeled rrom preexploslon fractures and in siat 
Stress measurements: flullelln of the EnInlneering 
Geololist. vol. II. no. I. p. 17-37.  

An uifdergiround nuclear test caused suflace cfacks that 
were orientated as eslimated from the measurement of 
prettplosion fractures and in sita alms. Theortical frac
ture planes are orientated N. 290 E. within the Aqueduct

Mesa and the explo lon-produced fractures above U12t 02 
drift were generallv orientated in this direction.  

21 %Miller. CA.L. Miller. D.R.. Ellis. W.L. and 
g.le. J.R.. 1975. [etermination of in sit. stress at 

Ulle.tI working point. Rainier Meas. Nevada Teat 
Site: U.S. Geological Survey relort USVS-474-211.  
l1p.  

A three-dimensional stress determinatlion was Ikite is 
UI2e. II drift. The magnitude and orientation of ik mash
mum. intergrediate and minimum pjlncipal @tesms are 
1.006 Otuln

1 
and S. 4* W.. 164 lbs/in' and S. 21" W. and 

404 lMs/Inn and S. 7?$ E. Potential planes of fracture Are es
timated from the orientation o1 the principal stresses so strlke 
about N. 14" E. and dip about 710 NW.  

262 Mitchell. DI. ... 1954. Evaluation of habitat 
restoration needs at Yucca Mountain. Nevada Test 
Site: .G&G report I.GG-102i3*-300. Golela. CA. I1 
P.  

TIh extent of restoration needed to minimize the impact 
of a proposed high-level radioactive waste repository is 
evaluated. 'roeneralied techniques to minimize resloration 
efforts and the need for demonstration pro)ects ae also pm
seated.  

263 Moncsre. G.K.. Surdam. R.C.. and 
.lclKagie, 19.0... I91. Zeolite dlagenesse below 
I'ahiste Mesa. Nevada Test Site: Clay and Clay 
Minerals. vol. 29. no. S. p. 315-396.  

The Tertiary vOlcanKS in the Silent Canyon Caldera be
neath Pahute klesa have been divided into three vertical 
minerak)igcal zones that vary in Ihickness and transgress 
stratlaraphic boundaries. Zone I. the uppermost zone. in
cludes unaltered of incipiently-altered thyohik I glass. Zone 
2 is charaiterned by a predominance o: clinoptilalfle and 
subordinate amounts of smec•ite. crisotoblite. and mor
denite. Zone 3 is a complex mineral assemblage that in
cludes analkime. quartz. calcite. authigenk K-feldspat and 
albite. kaclintlle. chlorlte, and mixed layer of illlle'ssectile.  
The genesis of these three mineral zones is also described.  

264 Montarer. p.. Weeks, K".P.. Thamir. F..  
Yard. S.N.. and Ilinfrichier. P. F.. 1915. .lonlinring 
the vadose zone In fractured uff,. Yucca %fountain.  
Nevada: L.S. Geological Survey. l)enver Colo
rado. 30 p.  

The U.S. nleological Survey has been conducvinp by
dmololK. igeolotk. and geophysical studies at Yucca Moun
tain to provide data for the potential suitability of the site.  
Hydrologic investigations were started in the unsaturated 
zone in 1982. A 17.3-Inch borehok was drilled tn a depth l 
1.269 feel. Thermocouple psychrometers and pressure 
transducers were inqtalled at screened Intervals and moni
toand for two years with satisfactory results.  

163 ,Montazer. r.. and WIlson, W.F.. 1914.  
C:onceptual hydroltoic model or flow In the unsatu
rated zone. Yucca Mountain. Nevada: U.S. Gen
logical SNurvey Water-Kenaurces Investillatlon re
port 54-4345. SS p.  

A conceptual model k proposed that describes the flnow 
of fluids through the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain.  
The geology. struclure. porosity, permeability, and fracture 
density ol the various hrdroreolgic units are used to con
tarucl a hypothetical model lor now through porous layers in
tercalated with double-porosity layers. In this model, flow 
through fractures can occur at almost all stages of satura
tion, but the flux magnitude In fractures is largtly a factorof 
the contrast between the matrix and fracture-hydrauln prop
eslies and the mainitude of the pe.rurhation of flux at the 
flow boundaries. In this model, iowb s retarded by capillary 
harirf'rn that occur at the conlActs' between nonwelded and 
welded units. The ellectiveness of this capillary barrer de
pends-on the mainitude ol the flux and hydraulic-head dis;..  
tributeon. lysteresis during welling phases and air enmrp
ment may result in greater flux in fractures than would other
wtse be predicted. Initiation of lateral flow ablo results. Both
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vapor transport and klquid flow can occur simultaneously 
wit•hinf the fractured layers of this model. Net infiltration is 
"eltimated at 0.S to 4.3mmlyr. Water Infiltrates primarily 

into the Tics Canyon welded unit, but abo into the alluvium.  
ailntbirh nonwelded unit. and Topopsh Spring welded 

unit. Eastward lateral flow occurs within and above the up
per contact of the Paintbrush Tuff nonwelded unit. This let
eml flow is Intercepted by smtctural features, which transmit 
mosi of the Infiltrating water to the water table. Percolation 
through the matrix occurs principally vertically In the welded 
asts and both lateraly and verlically in the nonwelded units.  
Fracture flow is dominant in the Tlve Canyon welded unit 
during Intense puIlses of Infiltration and is insignia'•,•;a- In the 
Topopoh Spring welded unit except eatr the upper contact 
and near the structural features. Temporary development of 
perched water is possible near the structural features within 
and above the nonwelded units. This water drains inso the 
structural flow paths and much of il itavels directly to the 
watre table. Possible flux ranges of 95.0 so I i 10"are 
gl%,in fot various units that occur within Yucca Mountain.  

is$ Moore. J.7... 1961. Records of wells, test 
holes. and springs in the Nevada Test Site and sur
rounding area: U.S. Geological Survey report 
TEI-7?i. 22 p.  

This report summarizes all ofthe availahle Information 
of she source, occurrence, quality, quantity. temperature.  
and other information on 49 wells and teet holes within the 
Nevada Test Site. Some of these are located on or near Rain
ler Mesa or Yucca Mountain.  

267 Moore. J.F... 1962. Selected Iogs and drill.  
Ing records of wells and test holes drilled at the Ne
vada Test Site prior so 19": U.S. Geololtical ISurvey 
report TF•.l-04. SI p.  

Lithologli lop, drillers lop. drilling records, and by
drologl data for 13 wells and lest holes an the Nevada Test 
Site are presented. All of these wells were drilled prior so 
1960 and have not been documented in prior reports.  

243 Moore. D.E.. Morrow. C.A.. and nlyerlee.  
J.D., 1984, Changes in permeability and fluid 
chemistry of the Topopah Spring Member of the 
Paintbrush Tuff (Nevada Test Site) when held In a 
temperature gradient: summary of results: 
Lawrence Livermore National I.aboratory report 
UCRL-IS420. Livermore. CA. 33 p.  

Petrmeability measurements made an samples of ihe 
Topopah Spring Member of the Painthnnh Tufl at room
temperature and In a temperature gradient show that the In
itially high ()-65 p da) permeahililtes are little affected by 
heating to at least $0"(C. The fluids discharged from the 
samples of tufl during the experiments am dilute, nearly neu
tral solutions that differ only slightly from the starting 
groundwvaler composition.  

249 Moore. D.E.. Mtorrow. C.A., and flverlee.  
J.D.. 1935. Permeability and fluid chemistry stud
ies of the Tnpopah Spring Member of the Paint
brush Tuff. Nevada Test Site: Part It: lawrence 
Livermore Nalinnal laboratory report 
UCRL-156?7. Livermore. CA. 41 p.  

This paper reports the results of a second set of expert
ments dealing with the effects of pore pressure. sample oin
entation. =nd flow direction on the permeability and pore 
Ifuid chemistry of this tuft. The tuff samples used are from 
outcrop material collecled at Fran Ridge near Yucca iorun
lain.  

276 Morales. A.R.. 19113. Technical correspon
dence In support of the final environmentil assess
ment: Sandia National Laboratorles report 
SANDIS-2509. Albuquerque. NNM. 43 p.  

This document contains five separale technical memo
randa and letters that were published in order to be cited in 
the Final Environmental Assessment.

271 Morey. G.W.. 1953. The action of halt and 
of superheated steam on the tuff of the Oak Spring 
Formation: U.S Geological Survey report TF.I729.  
13 PSamples of the Oak Spring tuff were heated to 1200"C 
and subjected so high pressures. The full becomes fluid 
enough to flow a abhout 12000C. however. it remains viscous 
as even higher temperatures. The recrystallization of heulsa
diie is plagiociase feldspar is Indicative of the presence of 
steam &t high pressure and temperature during mcrystalltia
lion.  

272 Morrow. C.. and lRyerlee. J.. 1954. Frli
tional sliding and fracture behavior of some Ne
vtade Tess Site tuffs: In Dowding. C.11.. and Slngh, 
M.M.. tedsl Rock Mechanics In Productivity and 
Protection: American Institute of Mining. Metal
lurgical, and Petroleum FKnolneers. p. 467- 474.  

Deformation studies were performed on tuffaceoum 
rocks from Yucca Mountain to determine the slrenglths and 
coefficlents of friction under confining pressures from 10 
$0 MPa at room temperature. Frictional strengths of 300 
sawcut samples Increased with pressure and reached valies 
of around 150 MPa as the higher confining pressures. How
ever, the failure strengths or the intact samples were quite 
unpredictable. The coefficients of friction ranged between 
0 7and 0.9 for all samples. These data can be reed In con
junction with in s t.u slress measurements at Yucca Mountain 
so evalualf the potential for earthquake activity in the region 

273 Morrow. C.. Mnore. D.. flyerlee. J.. 1983.  
rermeabillty end pore-fluid chemistry of the Bull
frrlt tuff In a temperature gradient: 24th U.S. Sym

return on Rock Mechanics. June IS-lU. 1953. p.  
19-927.  

The purpose of this project is so Investigate the changes 
that take place %ath time when groundwater comes in contact 
with healP0 sock. and to detlermine the ease with which po
tential radionucllde-hearingl groundwater could he carried 
into the environment. The permeability of the samples in
cressed by several millidarcies due so thermal cracking. Ex
posure to hot fluids over time reduced the permeability of the 
sample by 25-30% of the initial heated samples. Chemical 
analyses of the discharging fluids Indicate that the growth of 
minerals such as evolles and smectiles are responsible for 
the observed pearmeabilily reductions.  

274 Morrow, C.A.. Mtoore. D.IF.. and 1yorlee.  
J.D.. 1984. Permeability and pore-fluid chemistry 
of the Tnpopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush 
Tuft. Nevada Test Site. In a temperature gradient 
appItcalinn to nuclear waste storage: Materials Re
%earch Society Symposia Proceedings. vol. 26. p.  
8113-1190.  

Chanjes with tirm of the perfeability and fluid chemis
try of she Topopah Sprsng Member have been measured In a 
temperature gradient Maximum temperatures of the im
posed gradients ranged from 90 to 250"C. minimum wrns
pertaures were 36 to 136C Confining and pore pesure 
simulated a depth of ahout I 2 km Ileasing she sulfa 
duced little c hnge in the permehtablit of the lulf. The fluids 
that drichartged from the sull were of neutral pH and t11101 
litle from the original fluid composition 

275 Moss. M.. et al.. 1932. Effects of compool
lion. porosity, bedding plane orientation. water 
content and a joins on the thermal conductivity of 
tuff: Sandia Natsional laboratories report 
SANDi)P4-1t44. Albuquerque. %'%1. 12 p.  

This study deals with the effects of composition. pores.  
ity. bedding-plane orientation, water content and a joint on 
the thermal conductivity of tuff from the Grouse Canyon 
Member of the Belied Range Tuff as dt occurs within Rainier 
Mesa.  

176 Moss. M.. and Iliaeman. G.M.. 1933. Pro.  
posed model for the thermal conductivity of dry 
and water saturated tuff: Sandia National Labors.



torles report SANDII34535C. Albuquerque. N.M. 9 
•. The room-sempereture thermal conductivlltes of two 

kinds of nlff from the Nevada Test Site have been measured 
on a linear heal-flow thermal comparator. The results are 
th ebasi for an empirical model of the conductlity of these 
rocks in the dry and water-saturaled conditions as a function 
of porosity. Results ndWicale that If justiflable to use a sin
Ile equation to predict with good accuracy the ratio of satu
ratd so dry-rock conductivitly.  

277 Muller. D.C.. and Klbler. J.E.. 1933. Com
merclal geophysical well logs from the USW G-I 
drIllhole. Nevada Test Site, Nevada: U.S. Geologl
cal Survey open-file report USGS- OFR-3' 321, 22 
P Well logo ran at USW G-1 drillhok show only ltmited 

Sthgllgraphic correlation but correlate reasonably well with 
the weldlng of the ash-flows and ash-fall tuffs. Rocks in the 
upper pan of the section have highly variable physical prop

,rtles. but an mon uniform and predictable lower in the sec
tion.  

273 Muller. D.C.. and Kibler. J.E.. 1914. Pre
Ilmlnar, analysis of geophysical togs from drillhole 
UK-2Spl. Yucca Mountain. Nevada: L..S. Geo
logical Survey open-file report 84-649. 14 p.  

Oeophysical lops from drillhole UE-25pO1 correlate 
wen with lop through the same geologic units from other 
drillholes at Yucca ,ountain. The following geophysical 
lop were used in drillhole UE-2ps'l; caliper, neutron. den
sity. porosity, velocity. calculated. dielectric, resistivity.  
spontaneous powential. and gamma ray. The methodology 
and results of each technique are discussed.  

279 Muller. D.C.. and KIbler. J.E.. 1986. Pre
liminary analysis of geophysical logs from the WT 
series of drillholes. Yucca Mountain. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 16-46. 310 p.  

Geophysical lop from the WT series of drillholes are 
presented and correlale well with similar lop from other 
drillboles at Yucca Mountain in the unsaturated zone 
through the same geologic units.  

230 Neff. R.L.. Maxey. G.D.. and Kaufmann.  
R.F.. 1974. Interbasin groundwater flow In south
ern Nevada: Nevada Bureau of NItnes and Geology 
report 20. 21 p.  

A guide to the hydrogeology of the southern Amariosa 
Deser and adjacent areas in southern Nve County. Nevada 
and nearby California. Flow systems for Las Vegas and Pah
rump Valleys and the Amargosa Desert and Nevada Test 
Site are described and compared. Focus is on the effects of 
Interbasin flow on quality and quantity of water discharged in 
the Ash Meadows area.  

231 Neal. J.T.. 1916. Preliminary validation of 
geology at site for repository surface facilities, 
Yucca Mvountaln. Nevada: Sandia National Labo
ratories report SANDI1S-0I. Albuquerque. NM, 

B Poreholes and slesmic refraction studies have con
firned that the eastward dipping Tiva Canyon cap rock unit 
underlies much of the reference conceptual site for repository 
surface facilitles. The style of faulting east of Exile Hill is 
Imbricate normal, as seen elsewhere at the Yucca Mountain 
site. The alluvial cover ranges In thickness from zero at Exile 
Hill to 27 m at a point 500 m to Ihe east. In uiu primary wave 
velocities average about I km/sec In alluvium and 1.4 km/ 
sec In luff. The range and overlap In velocliltes virtually pre
cludes uing velocity Io differentiate between the two types of 
units.  

112 Nimilck. F. R.. etal.. 199S. Unlaxtala nd tri
axlal compression lest series on Topopah Spring 
Tuft from USW G-4, Yucca Mountain. Nevada:

Sandia National LAboratorles report 
SANI)I4-11l0. Albuquerque. NM. 105 p.  

Fifty-seven uniaxial and Irltaial compression experi
ments were performed on cylindrical samples taken from the 
Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuft from 
drillhole USW -4 at Yucca Mountain.  

213 Nimick. F.B., and Schwartz. B.M.. 1937.  
Bulk. thermal. and mechanical properties of the 
Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuft.  
Yucca Mountain. Nevada: Sandia National Labo
ratories report SANDIS-0762. Albuquerque. NM 

Experimental data on matztx porosity. grain dewity.  
thermal expansion. compressive strength. Younl's 
modulus. Poisson's ratio and axial strain at fallure for sam
ples from the Topo ph Spring Member of the Paintbrush 

uff are compiled. Healcapacity and emissivity alo are di
cussed.  

214 Nimick. 1P.R.. Van Buskirk. R.G.. and 
McFarland. A.F.. 1937. Unlaxtal and triaxial com
pression test series on the Topopah Spring Mem
ber from LUSWG-2. Yucca Msountaln. Nevada: San
dia National Laboratories report SAND2S- 0703.  
Albuquerque. NSM 

Thiny-six unlaxial and triaxial compression experi
ments were performed on cylindrical samples taken from the 

To !a UpringMember of the Painthrush Tuft from core 
hole US0-2q at Yucca Mountain in southern Nevada.  

,35 Nimick. F.fl.. and Williams. R.|.. 1934. A 
Ihree-dimensional geologic model or Yucca Moun
tain, Sonuhern Nevada: Sandia National Laboralo
ries report SANDI3-2593. Albuquerque. NM. 63 p.  

An initial version of a three dimensional model of 
Yucca Mountain Is presented. The Initial implementation of 
the model is a collection of surface representations- one 
surface for the base of each stratigraphic zone. The primary 
method of surface definition Is an analytical interpretation 
lechniuue called Trend Modulation by Mullikernel summa
tion. C.omparison of predicted and actual elevations In 
drillholes indicates that the method predicted the elevations 
at those drillholes to withtn 71 It. or less with 95 percent con
fidence.  

216 Norris. A.1.. ,volfsberg. K.. and Girford, 
S.K.. I1SS, Chlorine-36 measurements of the un
saturated zone flux at Yucca Mountain: Los 
Alamos National Laboratory report L.A-UR
SS-24111. Los Alamos. NM. 10 p.  

A new technique that measures the chlorine-36 content 
of the luff from the exploratory shaft at Yucca Mountain will 
be used to calculate flux through the unsaturated zone over 
longer periods than possible with carbon-14. Measurements 
of the chlorine-36 'bomb pulse" In soil samples from Yucca 
Mountain have been used to confirm that infiltration in not 
an important recharge mechanism.  

237 Norris. A.K.. et I&.. 1932. Geochemistry 
studies pertaining to the G-Tunnel radlonuclide 
migration rleld experiment: Los Alamos National 
report i.A-933.-MS. Los Alamos. NM, 43p.  

This report presents the results of geochemical studies 
of Tunnel Bed tuff that were performed by Los Alamos Na
tional Laboratory as a part of the Nevada Test Site 0-Tun
nel Radionuclide Migration Field Experiment. A luff
treated water was prepared and used in laboratory scale 
measurements of radionuclide sorption onto crushed Tunnel 
Bed tuff, pulverized fracture-fill material. tuff wafers, and a 
solid luff core. Modeling studies were undertaken to deter
mine Ihe effects of matrix diffusion and unsaturated lull on 
proposed fracture-flow experiments. Laboralory studies In
dicate that Tunnel Bed 5 lull would be of questionable suit
ability for a fracture-flow nuclide-migration experiment ow
ing to poor reproducibility of the data in comparison to sorp
tion ratio measurements with other tuffs. Modeling efforts 
showed the difficulty of performing a fracture-flow experi
ment hecause of matrix capillary action, which resulted In 
adsorption of water in the fracture.
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us1 Norris. A.R.. et at.. 1956. Fran Ridge horl
iontal coring summary report hole UE-2Sh no. I, 

Yucca Mountain area. Nye County. Nevada: Los 
Alamos National Laboratory report LA-1011S9-.%S.  
Los Alamos. NM. 10 p.  

Hole UE-25hU1 was core-drilled during December 
1982 and January 1933 within several degrees of due west 
and 400 ft. horizontally Into the southeast slope of Fran ridge 
at an altitude of 3409 ft. The drilling history and mineralogy 
of the recovered core and fractures are discussed.  

no9 Obert. L.. 1964. In situ stresses In rock, 
Rainier Mesa. Nevada Test Site: U.S. fureou of 
Mines report WT-1369, 95p.  

Stress measurements and mechanical properties were 
taken in Tunnels 0. B. E. P. N. and at the Madison and 
Yuba event sites were taken to determine preshot conditions 
in the rock surrounding the shot rooms and at the massive 
concrete plugs.  

290 O'Conner. J.T.. 1963. PetrographIc char
acteristics of some welded tufts or the Plapi Can
yon Formation. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey professional paper 475-nl. p.  
S2-59.  

This rmponi utilizes sections from the Jackass Flat area 
for earty work in differentiating between Tertiary voicanic 
units. Two significant petrographic charactertstics of four 
welded-tuff cooling units are the quartz-alkali feldspar-pla
Sloclase feldspar ralios of the phenocrysts and the 

1 0-Na O ratios of the alkali feldspar phenocrysts. Some 
weldjed luff previously thought to belong to the cooling unit of 
the Tiva Canyon tembher is actually part of the Rainier 
Mesa Member.  

291 O'Farrell. T.P.. and Collins, F.. 1943. 19112 
biotic survey of Yucec Mountaln. Nevada Test 
Site, Nye County, Nevada: F GAG report no EGG 
10282-2004. 33 p.  

The results of freld and literature investigations into the 
Yucca Mountain blots are presented. The veltetatton asso
clations and vertebrate populations are described as is an im
pact analysis of proposed characterization activities.  

292 O'Farrell. T.r.. and Collins. E.. 1984. 1983 
biotic survey of Yucca Mountain. Nevada Test 
Site. Nye County. Nevada: EG&G report EGG 
10282-2031. 38 p.  

The results of continued field Inmemlgationi into the 
Yucca Mountain biola are presenled. Veletatinn anatsis, 
small-mammal live-trapping studies, and desert-lortoise 
surveys were conducted. The impact of propo•sed site char
acterization activities were also investigated.  

293 O'Farrell. T.P.. and lmery, I..A.. 1976.  
Ecology of the Nevada Test Site: A narrative sum
mary and annotated bibliography: D)escrt Re
a-qrch Institute report NVO-167, Iloulder City.  
Nt. 249 p.  

A summary of the ecology of the Nevada Te.i Site is 
presented. This summary was developed through exiting 
documents which are included in an annotated bibliography.  
Included are a list of ERDAINSF Desert Biome Research 
Memoranda. lists of Nevada Test Site flora and fauna. a list 
of citations concerning the fate and effects of nuclear and 
nonnuclear disturbances on the environment, and a compi
lalion of references which were used to develops the docu
meat.  

294 Ogard. A.R.. and Kerrisk. J.F.. 1984.  
Groundwaierchemistry along flow paths between a 
proposed repository site and the accessible envi
ronment: Los Alamos National L.aboratory report 
LA-1-11181S I.os Alamns,. N.M. 411 p..  

Groundwater from all of Ith wi:ldi in and arounJ Yucca 
Mountain have been sampled and analyzed. The results are 
reported In this document. The specialion and solubility of 
nuclear waste elements in these groundwater have been cal-

culaied using the E03/6 computer code. Estimates have also 
been made of the pH and Eh buffering capacity of the water/ 
rock system of Yucca Mountain.  

293 Og1ard, A.F.., at &L. 1934. Retardation oa 
radionuclides by rock units along the path to the 
accessible environment: In ,McVay, G.L.. led), S$i
inrf€lC Bs4s for Nuclifar Waste MengamitMen. Elsevier 
Science Publishing Company. Inc., p. 329-336.  

The most important retardation process in the luffs of 
Yucca Mountain is sotptlon. Based on Information from the 
mineralopy petrology data there is a total Ion exchange ca
aicity of the Calic' hills and Prow pass units to sorb 
25 x IOS metric tons of waste elements if the enlirtay'of each 

unit Is exposed to the waste elements.  

296 Olason, WV.A., 1932. Effects of elevated 
temperature and pore pressure on the mechanical 
behavior of Biullfrog Turr: Sandia National Labo
ratorles report fSANDiI-1664, Albuquerque. NM.  
14 p.  

Samples of the Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat Tuff 
from drillhole USW-01 on Yucca Mountain were tested in 
triaxlal compression The results suggest that the presence of 
water causes the strength to decrease.  

297 Olason. WV.A.. and Jones. A.K.. 1950.  
Rock michmnica properties of volcanic tutis from 
the Ne eads Test Site: Sandia National Laborato
ries report SANI)N0-14S3. Albuquerque. NM. 39 p.  

Untaxial and triaxia• compression tests at constant 
strain-rale were run on samples of volcanic tuff from hole 
UE23AI at Yucca Mountain and 0-Tunnel from Rainier 
Mesa. The test results show that the degree of welding, re
flected in the porosity, is the dominant variable affecting 
strength and modulus. The presence of water, decreased 
strain- rate, and elevated temperatures can cause reduced 
strength under some experimental conditions.  

293 Orkild. P.P. 1964. Paintbrush Turr ,And 
Timber ,%nuntaln Turf or Nye County. Nevada: in 
Coheeo G.V.. and West. IV.S.. Changes in 
stratigraphic nomenclature by the U.S. Geological 
Sturvey. 1964: U.S. Geological Survey I3ulletin 
1224-A. p. 32-36.  

The Piapi Canyon Formation is redefined and raised to 
the rank of Group. This group Includes two new formations 
known as the Paintbrush Tuff and the Timber Mountain 
Tuff.  

199 Orkild. P.P.. flyers. F.M., Iloover. D.?...  
and Sargent. K.A., 1963, Subsurface geologyof ,I
lent Canyon Caldera. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: in 
Eckcl. 1. U.. 19611, Nevada Test Site: Geological So
ciety or America Mlemoir. 110. p77-116.  

Deep drtlllng in the vicinity of Silent Canyon on eastern 
I'aht.e Mesa has revealed a Tertiary volcanic section locally 
thicket than 14.000 ft. The area drilled covers most of the 
Silent Canyon Caldera and some of the surrounding area.  
The caldera is rudely elliptical in plan and measures 10 by 14 
miles. The structure. originally inferred from surface map
pIng and a 20 mgal gravity low. has been confirmed by drill
nag at 21 sites. Petrographic. chemtcal and magnetic studies 

of more than 4000 ft. of drill core have revealed a complex 
sequence of volcanic rocks.  

300 Ortla. T.S., et al.. 1985. Three-dimension
al model or reference thermal/mechanical and hy
drological stratigraphy at Ytlcca ,%otintaln, south
ern Nevada: Sandia National Loaboratorles report 
SANI)114-1076, Albuquerque. NM. 80 p.  

A three-dimensional model of the thermal/mechanicst 
and hydrological reference stratigraphy at Yucca Mountain 
has been developed for use in performance assessment and 
reposilory design studies inyolving matcrlal properties data.  
I he reference siraigfraphy defines units with distinct ther
mal. physical. mechanical, and hydrologic properties.  
Thickness of the repository unit and depth to groundwater 
are also discussed.
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301 Oversby. V.M.. 1983. Performance testing 
"of waste forms In a turf environment: L.awrence 
Livermore National laboratory report 
UCRL-90045. Livermore, CA. 24 p.  

Thin paper describes experimental work conducted to 
establish the chemical composition or water shich will have 
reacted with Topopah Spring Member tuff prior to contact 
with waste paCkaoes. This water is then reacted with 
borosillicae glass. 304L slainless steel. and fuel segments in 
order to determine the geochemical processes likely to occur 
within the proposed repository.  

301 Oversby, V.M., 1934. Reaclion or the 
Topopah Spring Tuft with J-I1 well water at 90*C 
and 1S0*C: Lawrence Livermore National Labora
tory report VCRL-S3552. Livermore. CA. 69 p.  

This repon describes a series of hydrothermal experi
ments using crushed luff from the To poph Spritng Member 
and naturli groundwater from well J-f3. The purpose of 
these experiments isto define the changes in waterchembitry 
that would result from temperature changes caused by em
r•lacement of high-level nuclear &sie in a repository in the Topopoh Spring Tuft. The main conelu.,on that can be 

drawn from this work is that changes In the water chemistry 
due to heating of the rock-Asier system can he expected to 
he very minor.  

303 Oversby, V.M.. 194, Reaction or the 
Topopah Spring Turf with J-13 water at l10*C: 
lawrence l.ivermore National I.ahoratory report 

UCRL-53574. Livermore. CA, I9 p.  
This report describes a series of hvdrothermal experi

ments using crushed tuff from the Topopah Spring Member 
and natural groundwater from well J- 13. The main conclu
sion is thai changes in the water chemistry due to heating of 
the rock-water system can he expected to be very mtnor.  

304 Oversaby. V,.. 1935. Trhe reaction of 
Topopsh Spring Turf with J-13 water at ISn*C
samples from drill cores US, (;-I, L'SW GU-3.  
USW G-4 and UF-2Shfl: L.awrence L.ivermore Na
tionil Laboratory report XCRL.-.-.19. Livermore.  
CA. 26 p.  

Samples of Topopah Spring tuff from drillholes USW 
G-I, USWGU-3. and G-4 and fmm the air-drilled horizon
tal hole at Fran Ridge were reacted with well J-13 water at 
1500C. The results were comparable to those obtained in 
similar experiments.  

305 tiversby, V.%1., and Knat,,. K.(;.. 1983.  
Reaction of nfullfrol Tufr with J-13 well water at 
900C and IlSrC: Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory report UCKI.-$3442. Livermore. CA. S1 
P.  A series of experiments wetr conducted to determine 
the nature and extent of reaction between the [lulfrog Meem
ber of the Crater Fiat Tuff and natural groundwater from well 
J-13. Results indicate the iollowings I I Increasing the ratio 
of rock to water increases the rate of approach to steady
state concentrations in solultn. 2) Surface outcrup samples 
contain a minor component of highly soluble material he
Ileved to be a residue from the evaporation of surface runoIf 
water in the pores of the rock. 31 Solution analvyes for unfil
tered samples that have reacted for short periods of time 
show higher concentrations of Ai and Fe than filtered sam
ples. The results from crushed rock samples and wafer sam
ples favorably compare.  

306 Palas. I.. 198S. Application of geophysical 
logs 1o estimate moisturc-content profiles In un
saturated tuff. Yucca Mountain. Nevada: Proceed
Inos from Conference on Characteriztilon and 
Monitoring of the Vhdoe Zone. IDenver. CO. 15 p.  

This paper compares the reaultiq o analvyes of various 
geophysical logs that were ohtained from two larte diameier.  
air-drilled horeholes at Yucca Mountain with the intent of 
determining the moisture content of the units. Results indi-

cale that borehole geophysical lops are reliable in determin
Ing moisture-content profiles.  

307 Pankrats, L.W.. 1932. Reconnaissance 
seismic retraction studies at Calico IllllS. WVah
monie. and Yucca Mountain-Southwest Nevada 
Test Site. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 12-478. 27 p.  

Reconnaissance refraction surveys consisting of a total 
of five spreads were conducted in the Calio Hills. Wah
monie. and Yucca Mountain areas. At Yucca Mountain.  
; reliminary interpretations suggest the occurrence of a ma

t, steeply inclined velocity interface 500 m away from the 
southwest end of of the Yucca C spread. this Interface may 
represent a major fault or erosional feature separating the 
Topopah Spring and Tiva Canyon members at depth. On the 
basis of poor-quality data obtained at Yucca Mountain. the 
subsurface velocity distribution appears to be complex.  

308 Peters. R.R.. Gauthier. J.11.. and Dudley.  
A.R... 1935. Frfect of percolation rate on water
travel lime In deep. partially saturated zones: San
dia National Laboratories report SAND8$-OI54C, 
Albuquerque. NM.1, 43 p.  

A composite-porosity. continuum model was developed 
to model flow in a fractured, porous medium. Simulations 
usin% data from the Yucca Mountain site and this model in 
the one-l imenional code TarSAC indicate that current es
timates 6f the percolation rate result in waler movement con
fined to the matrix and that the water-travwl time from the 
repository to the water table is on the order of hundreds of 
thousands of years This result Is sensitive to the percolation 
rate, a ten-fold increase in the rate of percolation may initi
ate water movement in the fractures. reJucing the travel time 
significantly.  

3109 Peters. R.R., Klavetter. .. A.. George.  
J.T.. and Gauthier, J.AI.. 1936. Measuring and 
modeling water Imbibition Into tuff: Sandia Na
tional Laboratories report SAND36-17S7C, Albu
querque. NM. 26 p.  

To increase a basic understanding of holh the hydro
logic proi rties of luffs and the modeling of now in partially 
saturatcd regimes, the followin* tasks were performed and 
the results are reported: (i) Uter imbibition experiment 
into a cylinder of tuft (from a Yucca Mountain drill core) 
was measured by immersing one end of a dry sample in water 
and noting it0 weight at various times. (2) Computer simula
lion of the experiment using the model TOPSAC with data 
currently considered for use in site-scale modeling of a re
positorv in Yucca Mountain. The measurements and the re
iulls of the modeling are compared.  

.310 Peters. R.R.. Klevetter. F.A.. Ilall. I.J..  
llair. S.C.. Ileller. G.W,. end Gee. G.W.. 1934.  

Fracture and matrix characteristics or turfaceous 
materials from Yucca Mountain. Nye County. Ne
vada: Sandia National Laboratories report SAND 
R4-1471. Albuquerque N.1, fi3 p.  

lvydraulic tests were performed on fuffaceous samples 
from 4A different locations on Yucca Mountain. A wide vari
ety of water retention values existed between the different 
Yucca Mountain lithologics studied. Fracture hydraulic con
ductivities were I.,gher than matrio hydraulic conductivitles 
in all cases.  

311 Pippin. I..C.." Clerico. R.I... lnd Reno, 
R.I... 193.2. An archaeological reconnaissance of 
the NNWSI Yucca Mountain Project Area. south
ern N•ye County. Nevada: ileserl Research Insti
tute. Social Sciences Center Publication no. 38.  
Reno. N%,'. Ill p.  

An archaeological reconnaissance of the 4.361 hectare 
NN\VSI Yucca Mountain Project Area has disclosed 178 
prehistoric and E historic cultural resources sites.  

12 Pippin. I..C., and ?.erga. i).l.., 1983. Cul
tural resources overview for the Nevada Nuclear 
Waste Storage Investigations. Nevada Test Site.
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14m Countyr. Neads: U.S. Dept. of Inergy report 
11fo- 2".as Vegas. NV. 122 p.  

Chaptrs nare devoed Iw: natural selting: history of at
€haelogiCAll reseakh on the Nevada Test Site. cultural set
iS|." and known hiiorkc and pehlistoric cultural resources 
irlld"l th NN%3I Iproject area.  

31) Pippin. L.C.. and ?erea. D.L., 1913. An
notaied bib lography of cultural resources liters
lure for the Nvada Na.¢eear Waste Storage Invesil
V ationst U.S. Dept. of Energy report NVO-267. Las 

gegs. N V 
Thb annotated O•Mlopaphai contains 19) references 

compiled In suport of the assessment of the cultural ye
somees In the N% WSI project area.  

314 Ponce. D.A.. Wu. .. S.C.. and Splelman.  
J.H.. 1915. Comparison of survey and photolram
mairi methods to position gravity date. Yucca 
Mountain. Nevada: V.S. Geologtlal Survey open
file report 35-36. II p.  

Locations of grasvlv stations at Yucca Mountain were 
determined by a survey ming an electronic distance-measur
Ing device and by a photogrammeiric method The data from 
both methods were compared to determine if horizontal and 

irtiesl coordinates developed from photogrammetrv are 
sufficientli accurate to position gravity data at the site. Re
suilts show that the two nmth.ids have a mean difference of 
0.57* 0.70 m in elevation and 0.01 minute horizontally.  

315 Poole. FG.. *llouser. F N., and Orkild.  
P.P.. 1961. Eleana Formation of Nevada Test Site 
and vicinity. Nye County. •evada: U.S. Geological 
Survey professional paper 424-1). p. 104-lll.  

TheEleana For•ation as mapped by Johnson and Ilhb
berd (1957) Is correlated to various similar clastilc units of 
Late Devontan and early Missusippian ate found in and 
around the Nevada Test Site.  

316 Poole. ".G.. and .elKeown. F.A.. 192.  
Oak Spring Group of the Nevada Test Site and vl
cinilty. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey profes
sional paper dSI-C. p. 60-62.  

The Oak Spring F-urmalion is given group status and is 
subdivided into two new fotmatiohix. the 'ndtan Trail and the 
Piapt Canyon 

317 Poole. F.G.. and Roller. J.C.. 1959. Stnum
mry or physical data five vertical drillhoiles over 
the L;Ib.UJ (Evans) explosion chainher. Nevada 
Test Site. Nye County. Nevada: L'.S. Gieololical 
Survey report TEI-762. 30 p.  

Five core holes were drilled shove the U12hb.04 drift 
within Rainier Mesa. The composition, texture. Prosity.  
perme•bility. density and water content of the tufts inter
sected by the drillholes are presented Acoustic velocity 
measurement% taken within the drillholes and drilling records 
are also ditcussed.  

ill Price. R.I.. 1933. Analysis of rack me
chanics properties of volcanic turf units from 
Yucca Mountain. Nevada Test Site: Sandia NA
fional Laboratories report SANI)12-1315. Albu
querque NM. 73 p.  

Over 250 mechanical experiments have been ni on 
samples of ruff from Yucca Mnuntain. Cores from the 
Topopah Spring. Calico Hills. Bullfrog and Tram ruff units 
were deformed to collecl data to make an initial evaluation of 
elastic and strength properties for potential repository hori
zons. In addition. mechanka: test results conducted on 
Rainier Mesa tufts are discussed as they overlap and aug
ment Yucca Mountain data.  

319 Price. RA.. 1938. F.rrects of sample site 
on the mechanical behavior of Trupopah Spring

Tuff. Sandia Nalinnal Laboratories report 
SAN• g$5-0709. Albuquerque. NI. St p.  

Thirty-four mechanical experiments were performed on 
intact cylindrical samples of the Topopah Spring Tuff taken 
from Busied Butte neat Yucca Mountain. Resulta indicated 
that ultimate strength and axial strain al failure were both in
versely related to sample diameter, with simple power law 
models fitling the data trends very well.  

3S2 Price. R.I. and flaunt. S.J., 1915, Anily
ilt of the elastic and strength properties of Yucca 
Mountain turf, Nevada: Sandia Nationil Labora
tories report SANI)S4-2145C, Albuquerque. NIM. 9 
p.  

A large database from more than 100 experiments on 
drillhole core samples of Yucca Mountain silcic tuff has 
been assembled. These dais have been analyzed and emptri
cal expression% were found which relate elastic properlies 
and strength with porosity plus clay content. These relation
ships am presented here, in addition to an application of 
simple elastic composite theory to explain the observed vari
alion of bulk modulus with functional porosity.  

321 Price. R.1I.. Connolly. J.R., and Kell. K..  
49111,. Petrologic and mechanical properties of out
crop samples of the welded, devitriried Topopsh 
Spring Member of the l'aInibruth Tuff: Sandia Na
tional lAboratories report SAND1)36-1131, Albu
querque. N•M. 72 p.  

More than SO outcrop samples of the Topopah Spring 
?,lember of the Paintbrush Tuft have been analysed for their 
petrololtgc or mechanical properties In general. the compo
sitions of these samples are very similar in each other and to 
straitgraphically equivalent samples from drillholes within 
Yucca Mountain. Iowever. textural features. porosity.  
elAsticity. and strength of the samples exhibited some vari
abilily.  

31-2 Price. RiL.. and Jones. A.K. 1981.  
Unlaxisl and triasial compression test series on 
Callcn IlilIsTuff: Sandia National Laboratorlesre
port SAN3)32-1314. Albuquerque. NM. 39 p.  

Forty-four unsaxial and triaxial compressive expert
ments were performed on samples ol the Tuffaceous Reds of 
the Calico ilills. obtained from drillhole USW-Csl at Yucca 
Mountain Resultant unconfined compressive strengths, ax
gal strains to failure. Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios 
ranged from 142 to 42.0 MPa. .0037Oio.0087 . :S52 to 9.72 
(;['a and .17 to .37. respectively.  

323 Price. .II.. Jones. A.K.. and NImIck, 
K.(;.. 1932. L'nlatial compression test series on 
ilulilrrng Tufr: Sandla National laboratories re
port NAN I)X2-04111. Albuquerque. NM. 37 p.  

Nineteen untaxial compressive experiments were per
formed on samples o1 the RullFrog Member 01 the Ctrater 
Flalt Tuff. obtained from drillhole USW-Co at Yisc. Moun
tain on the Nevada Test Site. Resultant unconl:-ced com
pressive Strengths. axial strains to failure. Yoting's moduli 
and Poisson's ratios ranged from 4.63 to 13..0 MI'a. .0028 
to .005A. 2.03 to A31.9 (;Ps and .08 to .16. respectively.  

3;24 Price. itl. and Nimick. K.G.. 1982.  
Unlaxial compression test series on Tram turf: 
Sandia National Laboralorics report SANDs8
IOSS. Albuquerque. NM. 2.1 p.  

Twenty-five uniaxial compression experiments were 
Performed on samples of the Tram Member of the Crater 

Iat Tuff obtained from drillhole USW-G I at Yucca Moun
tain. Resultant unconfined compressive strengths, axial 
strains to failure, Young*s moduli. and Poisson's ratios 
ranged from 14.3 to69.2 UPll. .0029 to.0032. 5.17 to22.S 
(0'a. and .09 to .38 respectively.  

325 Price, RA.11. Nimick, F.R., Connally.  
J.R., Keill. K.. Schwartz, lR.M., and Spence. S.j..  
1915. I'relimlnnry characterization of the petro
Iogic, bulk, and mechanical properties or a 
llhophyVsal zone wilhin the Topopah Spring Men-
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ber of the Paintbrush Tuff: Sandia Nallunal Labo
rotories report SAND54-0160. Albuquerque. NM.  
104 %ae large samples of lithophysal tuft were studied as 

parSt of the nuclear waste repository protect at Yucca Moun
tain. Macroscopic and microscopic examination led to divi
sion of the luff into three components: (I) very fine-grained.  
relatively nonporous, feldspar- and cristohalite-rich matrix.  
(2) coarser more porous, feldspar- and tridymite-och va
por-phase altered material usually found encircling and. (3) 
lithophysse. which are cavitles often lined with trihlymile and 
occasionally contain carbonate-rich fillings Results from 
mechanical tests provided compressive strengths which are 
lower, and Young's module which are higher, than values 
predicted from effective porosity.  

326 Price. R.I. NlmiLk, K.G.. and Zlrtow.  
J.A.. 1982. Unlaxlal and traaxial compression lest 

aeries on Topopah Spring Turf. Sandia Nailonal 
laboratories report SANA)12-1723. Albuquerquie.  
NM. 33 p.  

Fifteen uniaxial and triaxial compressesn esperiments 
were performed on samples of the Topopah Sprinf Member 

of the Paintbrush Tuff obtained from drillhonle UNW-G1 at 
Yucca Mountain The water -saturated iesl s.ocimgens were 
deformed at nominal strain rates of l0"'. It'. s-1. confin
ing pressures of 0 1. $ and 10 .IPa, and roorn temperature 
Resultant unconfined compressive %trengths. axial si*ains to 
failure. Young's moduli and Poisso*,n's ratios ranged from 
44.9 to 176.6 MPa. .0034 to .)0515, "2 9 to 44) A (d'a and 
.1S to 33. respectively 

327 Price. RA.. Spence. S.J.. and Jones.  
A.K.. 1934, Lnlaxial compression test series on 
Topopah Spring Tuff from t.S% GVU-.1. Yucca 
Mountain. southern Nevada: Sandia National 
Laboratories report SANI)113-1646. Albuquerque.  
NM. 61 p.  

Thirty-five uniaxial compression experiments were per
formed on c ylindncal samples of the Tropopah Spring Mem
ber of the Painthrush Tuff obtained from driliholc USW 
GU-3 at Yucca Mountain 

3211 Prickett. T.A., 193o. Specifications for the 
development of a fully three-dimensionnal numeri
cal groundwater model for regional mass transport 
of radlonuclides from a deep -Ansle repositorv: 
Camp Dresser and Mckee. Inc.. Champailne. It..  
436 p.  

Specifications are given which are neceqsary tn dcveltp 
a three-dimensional numerical model ,:apalle of •imul.atirno 

regional mass transport of radionuclides from a deep waste 
repository.  

329 Pruesa. K.. Trsonj. V.W.. n anti Wain, 
J.S.Y.. 1934. Numerical stumlles of fluld and heat 
flow near hIgh-level nuclear anste packalges 
emplaced In partially saturated fractured tuff: 
Lawrence Ilerkeley I.aboratrory report 1.11I.I1I15S2.  
Ilerkeley, CA. 46 p.  

The computer code TOUGII was used to model the si
multaneous transport of heal. liquid water, vapor. and air in 
partially saturated, fractured porous rock. Formatiun pa
rameters were chosen as representative of the potential re
pository horizon in the Topopa h Spring unit of tIle Paintbrush 

330 Purson, Ji... 1983. I.vnalation of 
geochemical properties used Its area-to-liocation 
screening of a nuclear waste repotslitir at the Ne

vada Test Site: L~oa Alamts Natinnnal LabItoratory 
report L.A-91110-,IS. Los Alamos. N.M. 37 p.  

This report describes three gseochemical factors or at
tributes and their appIlilcon to an area-tn-location ,ereen

Ing of the soulhwestern quadrant ot the Nevada TtI Silte anti 
contiguous areas. Twelve potential hoyt rocks situated in 20 
locations are examined. The four units that appearl most fa
vorable by geochemical measures are Ihe luffaceonts beds of

Calico Hills. granite intrusives. the densely welded Topopah 
Spnng Tuff, and the Crater Flat Tuff a& Yucca Mountain.  

331 Quade., J.. and Tingley, J.V., 1933, A min
eral Inventory of the Nevada Test Site, and por
lions of the Nellie Bombing and Gunnery Range.  

southern Nye County. Nevada' Nevada Pureau of 
.Mines report l)OFINVII0295-1. Reno. NV, 104 p.  

. A comprehensive economic mineral Inventory is pre
sented for the Nevada Test Site and su-,ounding areas.  

332 Ramirez. A.L., and Daily. W.D.. 1934. Pre
liminary evaluation of alterant geophysical tomog
raphy In welded tuff: Lawrence Livermore Na
tional l.aboralory report UCID-20239. Ilerkeley.  
CA. 39 p.  

In situ electromagnetic measurements have been per
formed at 300 MHz to evaluate the applicability of alterant 
geophysical tomography to delineate flow paths in a welded 
uff lonck mass. The measurements were made before, dunng 

and alter a water-hased tracer flowed through the rock 
mass. Alterant geophysical tomographs are compared with 
independent evidence- horescope lop. neutron lop and 
dyed-rock samples. Anomalies imaged in the tomograph 
match fractures mapped with the horoscope. and the ioca
tIon of tracer-stained fractures coincides with the location of 
some image anomalies; other geophysical anomalies exist 
where riacer-stained fractures were not observed. The field 
studies ,were conducted at U12a tunnel at Rainier Mesa in an 
environment similar to that of the proposed repository hori
zon at Yucca Mountain.  

.133 Ramirez. A.I.. and t)ally. W.D.. 1987.  
Evahlallon oif atterant geophysical tomography In 
welded turf: Journal Or Geophysical Research. voi.  
92. no. Ill. p 7943-7853.  

Alterani geophysical tomography was operated and 
evaluated in a welded lull In order to lest its applicabilil%.  
The field test was conducted in G-Tunnel in Rainier Mesa 
and Aas supplemented with a lest bed experiment and com
puter simulation.  

334 Red. D).C.. 1935. Liquid permeability 
measurements on densely welded luff over the 
temperature range 25* to 9)*C: SandIa National 
Laboratories report SANDSS-2412. Albuquerlque.  
N %I 

Liquid permeability experiments were conducted on a 
sample of the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush 
Tull. The sample was derived from an outcrop of the forms
lion on Busted Oulte. Results indicate liquid permeability us
ing di•tilled and de-'aeraied water. io be approximatelh 
3 x l'lm2 independent of temperature.  

335 Reds. f).C.. 1936. Influence of tranverse 
mlcrofractures on the Iniblbitlon of water into In
ItIally dry tufraceou- rock: Sandia National lebo
ratories report SANI)D16-04JIC. Albuquerque.N.  
40 p.  

The isothermal imbibition of liquid water into initially 
dry, welded, tuffaceous rock was studied. Results indicate 
that transverse microfractures were a significant impedence 
to liquid Irans% rl. Comparison of salutation vs time meas
ured up and down gradient of the mocroftactures indicated 
the potential occurrence of vapor-driven transport of water 
val•r from the fracture apertures into the matrix pore vol
ume down tradient II is postulated that adsorption of this 
vapor onto pore surlaces resulted in the formation of a thin 
liquid film. which was eventually overrun by the fracture-de
layed wetllint front C.omhined results of this and previous in
vestigatinns suggest that the diatled hl)drologic characteri
zation of tuffaceous rocks on a submeter scale will he most 
difficult.  

336" Rehels. %1.C.. 1986.' Prelimlnary study of 
Qisalernary freilting ton the east side of flare Moun
tain-. Nye Contity. Nevada: V.S. Gaiilosgical Survty 
open-file reporl 86-57*. 14 p.  

Active fatuli bound the east side of Hare Mountain. IS 
km wesl ol the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain. (;eo-
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morphk features. stfairliaphy. and soil development Indi
cate that two 3-km-long segomnts of the range front fault 
probably moved In Holocene or late Pleistocene time.  

337 Rice. W.A.. 1914. Preliminary two
dimensional regional hydrology model of the No
voadl Test Site and vicinity: Sandia National Labo
ratorles report SANDI3-7466. Albuquerque. NM.  
91 p.  

Pacific National Laboratory documented the data re
unirements. boundary conditions. and calllbration of a two
imenslonal. finite difference. hydrologic model of the Ne

vada Test Site and vicinity.  

335 Robinson. I.P., and neetem. %V.A.. 1975.  
Quality or water In aquifers of the Amargosa l)e
sort and vicinity. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
report USGS-474-21, 64 p.  

The USGS has Interpreted the rate and direction of 
Iouidwatler movement away from the Nevada Test Site by 
using hydrologic data Including the results of hydraulic tests 
and pophysical surveys in deep wells. This report - a com
pilation of the analytical data resulting from an intensive 
samplins program.  

339 Robinson. G.r).. Siructure of pre-Ceno
nolr rocks in the vicinity of Yucca Mlountain. Nye 

County. Nevadla- A potential nuclear-waste dis
posal site: U.S. Geological Survey Itulletin 1647. 22 
p.  This report is a preliminary interpretation of the gross 
distribution and present structure of the largely hured pre 
volcanic rocks In the study area of about 2.200 km2 sut
rounding ihe site.  

340 Roblison. J.1l., 1934. Groundwater level 
data and preliminary potentlometric surface 
maps. Yucca .fountain and vicinity. Nye County.  
Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey Water Resources 
Investigation 14-4197, 11 p.  

This report contains data on groundwater levels and 
Cpreliminary maps of the potentiometric surface beneath 

ucca Mountain and adjacent areas. The water le~el surface 
shown generally represents unconfined conditfcns 

341 Rogers. A.M.. Ilarmsen. S.C.. and Carr.  
W.J.. 1931, Southern Great flasin seismological 
data report for 1980 and preliminary data analvls: 
U.S. Geological Survey open-rite report 01-1086.  
ISI p.  

Earthquake data for the calendar year 1980 are reported 
for earthquakes occurring within and adjacenl to the south
ern Great Basin seismograph network. Locations. magnt
rudes and selected focal mechanisms fon these and prior 
events are compiled and presented in relation to the geolog1 
of the region. The principal results are that (I I earlhquakes 
concentrate In fault zones having a northeast outentatinn.  
(2) fault zones having a northwest orienistion are quieticent 
or nearly so. and (3) no earthquakes have been detected 
closet than 12 km to the proposed Yucca Mountain reposi
tory site.  

342 Roters. A.MI.. Ilarmsen S.C.. Carr. W.J..  
and Spence. W., 1933. Snuthern Great Ilesin seis
mololgcal data report for 19A1 and prellmliary 
date analysis: U.S. Geological Survey open-file re
port 23-669. 240 p.  

Earthquake data for the calendar vear 19A I are reported 
for earthquakes occurring within and adjacent to the south
emn Great Basin seismograph network. Locations. magni
tudes and selected local mechanisms for these and prior 
events are compiled and presented in relation to the geology 
of the region. The data Is collected to aid In the evaluation of 
the setismic hazard to Yucca Mountain and the proposed re
posillory slit. Yucca Mountain lies within a large area of 
relatively low level seismlcity. One M 2.T eaithquake has 
been located In the Yucca Mountain block In about one year 
of Intense moniloring. At present, somewhat conflicting 
gtologic. seismologic. and stress evidence hinders accurate
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conclusions about the seismic hazard at the proposed reposi
tory site.  

343 Rogers. A. hM., Perkins 1). M., and 
McKeown. V.A.. 1976. A catalog of seismicity 
within 400 km or the Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geo
logical Survey open-file report 76-832. 44 p.  

SThis catalog contains two tables. Table I contains all 
the historical earthquakes since 1939 within 400 km of the 
Retrievable Surface Sotsr e Facility (RSSF) prime site on 
the Nevada Teot Site with Modih;ed Mercalli intensity 4.0 a 

rseater through 1974. Table 2 contains all known earth
quakes of magnitude 3.0 or greater within 70 km of the RSSF 
prmin site.  

344 Rosenbaum. J.G.. Rivers. W.C., 1984.  
Paleomagnetlc orientation of core from drillhole 
US%, GU-3 Yucca Mountain, Nevada: Tlva Canyon 
Member of the Paintbrush Tuff: U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 35-43. 116 p.  

This report presents the results of the application of the 
paleomagnetic technique to the orientation of 83 core sel
ments from drillhole USW (OU-3. All the core is from the 
reversely ma neticed Tiva Canyon Member of the PaInt
brush Tuff. Oerientaltions for the core segments were deter
mined by comparing the remnant dircctions from the core 
segments to a paleomagnelta reference direction.  

345 "Rosenbaum. J.G.. Snyder. D.D.. 1984.  
Preliminary Interpretatlin of paleomagnetic and 
magnetic property data from drlllholes US%, G-1.  
U-2. (,;U-3. 6-3. and VII-I and surface localities Ii' 
the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Nye County. Ne
vada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
115-49. 73 p.  

The purpose of this report is to document magnetic 
pro lrty data for samples collected from these dninholes as 
well as from surface sampling localities on and around 
Yucca Mountain. The directional data obtained establishes 
p kleomagnetic polarities fot the various members of the 
Pinthrush and Crater Flat Tutfs. and for the Tuffaceous 
Beds of Calico Hills.  

.146 Ross. Il.. 1934. A conceptual model ordeep 
unsaturated aoner with negoligible recharge: •Aater 
Reswurces Research vol. 20. no. II. p. 1627-1629.  

When net recharge is less than about 0.03 mmlyr.  
moisture movement in deep unsaturated zones at sleady state 
will he dominated by upward movement of vapor driven by 
the geothermal radlent. With zero-net recharge, there will 
he a downward owof liquid water equal to the upward vapor 
flux. This will produce a profile of suction potential versus 
depth qualitatively similar to thaI expected if recharg• is not 
negligible. Consequently. the existence of a region of uni
form potential is not In itself evidence of recharge.  

347 Ross. C.S.. and Smith. R.L.. 1941. ash
flaos turrs. their origin. geologic relations and 
identification: U.S. Geological Survey profteslonal 
paper 366. 77 p.  

This report deals with the history of the conceptual ori
gins for ash-flows tuffs, gives detailed descriptions of their 
geologic characteristics. mode of occurrence, criteria for 
their recognition; and considers their distribution and con
solida lion.  

3411 Rundberg. R.S.. 1987. Assessment report 
on the kinetics or radionuclide adsorption on 
Yucca Mountain itifr: L.os Alamos National Labo
ratory report |.A-11026-SIS., Los Alamos. N.'Vl 93 
p.  

The kinetics of sorption was measured by observing the 
uptake of radionuclides by tuff wafers and crushed tuff as a 
function of time. In addition, the broadening of break
through curves for cations eluied through crushed"tuif col
umns was interpreted in terms of adsorption kinetics. The r
suits of these me isufrements are consistent with a diffusion
limited adsorption mechanism for simple cations, such as 
itrontium, cesium, and bariunm. The adsorption kinetics for 
•heose simple cations i. sufficlently fast so that equilibrium
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"carn be assumed for the retardation of these chemical species 
ti the groundwater velocities that would he reasonable for 
most release scenarlos. The actlinides. in particular pluto
alum. exhibited a slow time d.pendence for adsorption. The 
lack of rproduclhility in sorption measurements makes the 
Interpretation of those resulats tenuous. The further study of 
ettllnde sorplion kinetics it therelore. recommended.  

349 Rush. FP.Z.. 1971. Regional ground•water 
systems in the Nevada Test Site area. Ny. .In
coin. and Clark Counties. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Surviy Water Reconnaissance Series. report 54. 23 
p.  

A mass balance approach Is utilized to estimate total 
gfountdwater flowing through the Pahute Mesa. Ash Mead
ows and Sarcobetus Flat groundwater basins. The total 
groundwater in storage and perennial yields are also esti
mated.  

3S8 Rush. F.P... Thordarson. WV.. and flruck
helmet. 1... 1933. Geohydrologic and drillhole data 
for test well USW 11-1. adjacent to Nevada Test 
Site. tye County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
open-frile report 83-141. 43 p.  

This report presents data collected so determine the hy
draulic characteristics of rocks penetrsted in test welt L)SW 
H-I. Dlla on drilling operations. hilsholoey. Inrehole geo
physics. hydrologic monitoring. caor analysis., gftoundwaler 
chemistryand pumping and injection tests for well US'V 11-1 
are presented 

351 Rush. F.F... Thordarson. %V.. and Irmck
helmetr. 1.. 1954. Geuhydrnilosy tif test well ,S.V 
I1-1. Yucca Mountain, Nye County. Nevada: U.%.  
Geological Survey open-file report Water Re
sources investliations 84-4032. 62 p.  

This report contains the results of hvdraulic testing, hy
drologk monitoring, and geophvsical ologing of lest %ell 
USW H-1.  

352 Rush. F. f... Thordarson. %V.. and Pyles.  
D.G.. 9114. Geohydrnlogy of test well 'SV l-1, 
Yucca Mountain. Nye Cnunty. Nevada: '.S. Geo
logical Survey Waler-Resources Inveselitallons re
port 34-4032. 55 p.  

The drilling procedures. leohydrologic setlling. Iithol
ogy. geophysical lop. radioactive tracer surveys, core 
analyses. slatic-water levels, aquifer test, and groundwater 
chemistry for well USW I1-1 at Yucca Mountain are pre
sented. Seeps were noted with a down-hole tletvideo logger 
in the unsaturated zone. It was not known if ihiq was detcr
gent of groundwater from a perched tone.  

3S3 Russell, C.F.. 19137. 1lydrogeentolhc Invesil
gallons of flow In fractured tufts in Ra Inier MesA.  
Nevada Test Site: Universliv of Nevada. l.as 
Vo'e~s, Masters Thesis. 156 p.  

A hydrogeologic studs was conducted within the mesa 
with emphasis on several parameters I) the source or frac
tare water within the tunnel beds, 2) period of principal re
charge. 3) hydraulic residence time. 4)h)dtas:hc response 
lag time. S) totalamount of recharge pet year intillraling into 
the UI2n tunnel catchment hasin. 61 exient ol mixing he
tween fracture systems and. 71 the effects of nuclear testing 
on localized groundwater chemrisry and discharge. The suc
ceos in determining the various parameters was mixed 

334 Russo. A.J.. and Reda. D).C.. 19115. I)rVing 
of an Initially saturated fractured volcanlc tuff: 
Sandla Nalional I.aboratorles report 
SAND[o7-0293C. Albuquerque. NSM. 6 p.  

The isothermal drying of a Topopah Spring smnple was 
studied. The specimen contained several micrafracturems 
transversely orienltated to the direction of water of vapor mi
gration. These fractures were found U) be regions of rapid 
ryout and during imbihition studies, the microfraclures in

hibited liquid transport.

355 Sargent, K.A., Noble, D.C.. and Fkren.  
R.11.. 1964. Belted Range Tuff of Nye and I.Incoln 
Counties. Nevada: In Cohee. G.V., and West.  
W.S.. Changes in siratilraphic nomenclature by 
the U.S. Geological Survey. 1964: U.S. Geological 
Survey Itulletin 1224-A. p. 32-36.  

The Indian Trail Formation is restricted to the eastem 
half of the Nevada Test Site an-" the Tub Spring and Grouse 
Canvon Members are placed in a new formation named the 
Belted Range Tuff.  

356 Sargeenl. K.A.. and Orkild. r.r.. 1973.  
Geologic map of the Wheelbarrow Peak-Rainier 
Mesa area. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations 
Map 1-754.  

This map contains a geologic mapof Rainier Mesa and 
the area to the north and northeast.  

357 Sass. J.1I.. and L.achenbruch. A.11.. 1932.  
rreliminary interpretation or thermal dait from 
the Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey 
open-file report USGS- OFR-8Z*973. 30 p.  

Analysts of data from 60 wells in and around the Ne
vada Test Site. Including i6 In the Yucca Mountain Area. in
dicates a thermal regime characterized by large, vertical and 
lateral gradients in heat flow. Estimates in heat flow indicale 
constdera4i, variation on both regional and local scales The 
variations am attributable primarily to hydrologic processes 
Involving inter-basin flow with a vertical component of ve
locity of a few mm/yr.  

35115 ason, J.Il.. Iachenbruch. A.1i.. and 
Mase. C.W.*.. 1910. Analysis of thermal dait from 
drillholes L'l2.4a#3 and U25aaffl. Calico IlIIll and 
Yucca .Mountain. Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geologi
cat Suirvey open-rile report 30-526. 25 p.  

Thermal data from two sites about 20 km apart tndicate 
that heat flow holh within and helow the upper 300 mim sa
lected silitnllanllv by hydrothermal convection. The thir
mal data indicates a net upward flow beneath callko Hills 
and a net downward flow beneath Yucca Mountain.  

359 Schorf. S.L.. and Moore. J.K.. 1964.  
Chemistry and Mfovement or groundwater. Nevada 
Test Site: U.S. Geologlcal Survey Trace Element 
Investigations TFI-238. 73p.  

Three chemical types of water are distinguished at the 
Nevada Test Site and vicinity: I) Na-k water is related to 
luff and to alluvium containing delrital lull. 2) Ca-Mg water 
Is nmlated it limestone and dolomite, or to alluvium contain
lap delrtlus of these rock tvpes and. 3) a mixed chemical type 
derived from mixed rock types. Distribution of these water 
typcs and the progressive changes in the dissolved solids sug
pesl that the groundwater in the Nevada Tesl Sit moves to
ward the Amargosae Desert.  

360 Schorr. a.1.., and Moore. J.".. 1968. So
dium is a clhe Iln direction of groundwater move* 
ment. Nevada Test Slite: U.S. Geological Survey 
professional paper 6010-1). p. 1)30-1)33.  

.odiim di•,•sived in waler generally stays in solution. It 
is the predominant calion in groundwater in volcanic aqui
fern In the Nevada Test Site. hut is nearly lacklnp in alluvial 
and carhonate-rock aquifers in southern Indian Sprtnp Val
ley soulh of the Nevada Test Site. The low content of sodium 
in the water of Indian Spring valley shows that the water has 
not mlitgated into the valley from the Nevada Test Site.  

361 Schoff. S.I... and WilmmArlh. V.R., 1961.  
Review of hydrology of Areas 3 and 12. Nevada 
Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey Technical Letter 
NTS-2. 10 p.  

, The geological surveys studies of subsurface water eon
dillons in areas 3 and 12 were documented. Two new 
drillholes were drilled within Area 12. these were test wells 
one and Iwo. The elevation of the regional water table was 
delined within these wels.
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342 Schoff. S.i.. and Wlnograd. I.J.. 1961.  
llydrologIc significance of six core holes In carbon
ate rocks of the Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological 
Survey report T.I-787. 97 p.  

Six cor holes drilled in the northern part of Yucca Vai
lay pentratme paleosoic carbonateb to depths of hundreds of 
feet. None of these drillholes reached the regional water ta
ble. however. two entered a perched mone of saturation in 
marble. Several Unies of evidence suggest that the carbonate 
rocks. if saturated, would yield water to almroprlatel con
trjcted wells penetrating them. Yields of 6 groi mL.- ae ex

pected.  

363 Schorr. S.L.. and WVInogtrad. 1.J.. 1962.  
Potential aquifers In carbonate rocks. Nevada Test 
Site. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey professlonal 
paper 450-C. p. CI1I-CI13.  

Two drillholes. Ul2e. M-1 drilled within the U12e tun
nel complex of Rainier Mesa and ME-) in northern Yucca 
Fiat were drilled to the regional aquifer In order to test its per
meability. U12e.M-l was finished in the unsaturated zone 
and was Injection-tested whereas ME-3 intersected the 
water table.  

344 Science Applications International Corpo
ration. 1935. Tectonic stability and ground motion 
at Yucca %fountain: report of a workshop at SAIC.  
August 7-A. 1984 and Jantiary 25-26. 1905. L.a Jolla.  
CA. SAIC report 14/1347.  

The historic seismic record at Yucca Mountain is too 
orlef and incompilse in provide an accurate avsessment of 
the frequency/magnitude relationship of the quality required 
so extrapolate future seismicity. In situ stress measurement* 
indicate that failure is possible along favorably orientated 
faults in the Yucca Mountain region. Jfowever. no quantita
live statements about earthquake probability and magnitrude 

associated with failure can he determined from in situ data 
alone. The determination of the largest earthquake in the re
$lion is highly uncertain because of unknown fault character

istIcs at depth and because of tenuous links between fault di
mensions and EQ car-. . Y.  

365 Scott. R.fl.. and flonk. J.. 1934. Prelimi
nary geologic map of Yucca Mountain. Nye 
County. Nevada. with geologic sections: U.S. Geo
logical Survey open-file report 84-494.  

A peologic map and cross section of Yucca Mountain 
and vicinity are presented.  

346 Scott. R. n.. Castellanos. M.. 1934.  
Stratigraphic and structural relations or volcanic 
rocks In drillholes USW GCU-3 and LS',V G-3. Yucca 
.%Mountain. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 14-491. 121 p.  

Stratipraphic and structural studies from these holes in 
southern NI ucca Mountain have been correlated with similar 
results In central and northern Yucca Mountain and with re
suits of surface mapping to produce a conceptual model of 
the geology of the rock volume being onmidered as the poten
tial reposilory. Lithololic description of the rock units and 
location and orientation of faults and fractures are also dis
cussed.  

3#7 Scott. R.[.. et al.. 19113. Geologic charac
tero tufts In the unsaturated zone at Yucca Moun
tain, southern Nevada: in Mercer. J.W.. Roo.  
P.S.. and Wendell. I.. leds.l. lrOf Thrlutsururalcd 
Zone in Radioactive and Hazardous Wastt Dniposal, Ann 
Arbor Science. I)enver. CO. p. 249-339.  

The geologic setting and a conceptual h)drogeologic 
flow model Is presented for the unsaturated zone of Yucca 
Mountain. Within this model recharge is assumed 1o occur 
and vertical flow dominates. Perched groundwater tables 
may exist above relatively nontransmin.sive zeolitized non
welded tuffs. Lateral flow may occur within these saturated 
son"s.  

368 Scott. R.l3.. et al.. 1934. Geological and 
geophysical evidence of structures In northwest-

trending washes. Yucca Mountain. southern Ne
vada. and their possible significance to a nuclear 
waste repository In the unsaturated none: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-fIle report 54-567. 23 p.  

Geological and geophysical evidence suggests that five 
prominent linear norhtwest-orending washes in the north
ealiern part of Yucca Mountain am underlain by lones of 
right-lateral strike-slip.faults. The strikes, sense of motion.  
geographic position. and age of these Yucca Mountain 
strike-slip faults are similar to those of the regional Walker 
Lane-Las Vegas Valley shear zones. These sinke-slip zones 
may affect the proposed repository sile at Yucca Mountain in 
the following ways: I) the stability of mined openipn may be 
affected where hretcclaed or highly fractured zones are en
countered: 2) the fractured zones may allow recharge to 
drain rapidly from the repository: 3) at greater depths, the 
fracture zones may provide hydrologic condtuits past the 
sorpttve zeolite units within Yucca Mountain.  

369 Senterrit. R.M.. floover. D.B.. Chornack.  
M.. 1982. Resistivity sounding by the Schlumber
Iger method In the Yucca Mountain and Jackass 
Flats area. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S. Geo
logical Survey open-file report 12-1043. dl p.  

A Schlumherger resistivity survey was made in the west
central sector of the Nevada Test Site to determine the 
gieoclectrk characteristics of the area and to relate them to 
the thicknesses and horizontal continuity of the Ilthologic 
units in the Yucca Mountain and Jackass Flats areas, and to 
lokale fdulttng within the survey area. A total of 29 sound
tip are included.  

370 Shepard. A.O.. 1961. A heulindite-lIke 
mineral associated with clinoptilolite In turfs of 
Olak Spring Formation. Nevada Test Site. %'evada: 
U.S. Geological Survey professional paper 424-C.  
p. C320-C323.  

A heulandile-like mineral, found in the Oak Spring 
Formation is discussed. The heulandite-like mineral can be 
distinguished from heulandite by Its slower phase change 
during heating and the higher temperatures required for 
phase change and destruction. it is also detectable by x-ray 
diffraction methods after the phase change and prior 1o min
eral destruction 

371 Slnnock. S.. 1932. Geology of the Nevada 
Test Site and nearby areas, southern Nevada: San
dia Natlonal Laboratories report SANDU2- 220?.  
Albuquerque. NM. 55 p.  

This report addresses the geologic setting of the Nevada 
Test Site in the concxi of current waste isolation policy. The 
intent is t. provide a synthesis of geological conditions at the 
Nevada Ic-9 Site and nearby areas so that a general back
ground of information is available for assessing the possible 
role of geology in providing protection for humans from bur
ied radioactive waste.  

372 Sinnock. S.. Easterllng. R.G.. 1933. Fom
pirically determined uncertainty in potassium-ar
Igon ages for Prio-l'lelsiocene basalts from Crater 
Fliat. Nye County,. Nevada: Sandia National L.abo
ratories report SAN)112-2441. Albuquerque. NM.  
ISp.  

This report investigates the accuracy of K-Ar age deter
minations for late Cenozoic basalts in Crater Flat. The use of 
stalLotics was employed to determine the uncertainty and er
tro involved in the age determinations of these young basalts.  

373 Sinnock. S. and Lin. Y.T.. 1917. Prelimi
nary bounds on the expected posiclosure perform.  
ance of the Yucca Mountain repository site. south
ern.evada: Journal of Geophysical Research. vol.  
92. no. It. p 7120-7142.  

Based on the current data and understanding of site 
characteristics at Yucca Mountain. the likely performance 
range of a mined repository for spent nuclear fuel can be cal
culated The calculated travel times and mass Iransport of 
radionuclides are cumpared to EPA and NRC regulations.  

374 Slnnock. S.. Lin. Y.T.. and Tierney. M.S., 
1936. Preliminary estimates of groundwater travel
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'lime and radlonuclide transport at the Yucca 
Mountain repository site: Sandia National Labora
tories report SANDIS-276l. Albuquerque. NM. 156 

.This report presents the assumptions, methods, and 
data used in a probabilistic approach to the calculation of 
p.oundwaler travel times and total radionuc•ide releases to 
the water table below Yucca Mountain. Results from the 
analyses consist of distributions of groundwater travel time 
from the disturbed sone to the water table and the cumulative 
curiu releases to the water table.  

375 Smith. C.. and Ross. It.P.. 1932. Interpre
lation of resistivity and induced polarization pro
riles with severe topographic effects, Yucca Moun

S tIla area. Nevada Test Site. Nevadat U.S. Geologi
cal Survey open-file report &.'-SOL 

A detailed numerical model and geological Interpreta
tion has been completed for 9.5 line miles of dipole-dipole 
resistivity and IP data at Yucca Motrntain. Results indicate a 

* major fracture zone which trends N 450W. alon$ the eastern 
"rlank of Yucca Mountain. A argp area of unUormly high 
mistivity and few inferred faults occurs west of the inferred 

* fracture zone. beneath the cet and eastern flank of the 
mountain. The data suggests that this is the most favorable 
location for a possible repository site within the study area.  

3?6 Smith. D.M.. Lpdelrrff. C.D.. and 
Bonano. E.J.. 1935. Preliminary assessment of 
radionuclide vapor transport in unsaturated tuff: 
Sandia National t.aboratories report SANDI$
0829C. Albuquerque. %St. 14 p.  

The possibility of radionuclide migration in the vapor 
p"bas for unsaturated tuff has been tnvestigated. Rad

nuclide movement could be the result of either aerosol mi
iation or convection/diffusion of vc staile species. A diffu
sion model for supersaturalion of air In luff groundwater In
dicates that there is no possibility of aerosol formation under 
repository conditions. As a first order approximation, the 
maximum ratio of transport In the vapor phase to that in the 
liquid phase b given by 1000 Kw where Kw is the vapor-liq
uid coefficient for the particular radionuclide.  

377 Smith. D.SI.. Updegrarr. C.D.. Donano.  
L.J., and Randall. J.D.. 1936. Assessment of r"d: 
lonuclide v, por-phase transport in unsaturated 
tuff: Sandia National Laboratories report NUREGI 
CR-4693. Albuquerque. N.M. 56 p.  

Thb report describes hounding calculations performed 
to Investigate the possibilily of radionuclide migration in a 
vapor phase associated with the emplacement of high-level 
waste canisters in unsaturated-tuff formations. Two poten
tial transport mechanisms were investigated: aerosol migra
lion and convection/diffusion of volatile species. Results in
dicate that the formation of aerosois in the repository envi
ronment Is not possible and vapor transport for iodine may 
p lay an important role in the overall release scenario depend
in on the particular repository conditions.  

378 Smith. R.I., 1960. Zones and tonal vari
ations In welded ash-flows: U.S. Geolnglcal Survey 
professional paper 354-F.  

The various zones of welding and crystallization that 
occur within welded ash-flows lufts are discussed. The ef
fects of the underground topography and multiple cooling 
units on field interpretations are also presented.  

b 379 Smith. G.V.. et at.. 1931. Preliminary sur
vey or tuff distribution In Esmeralda. Nye. and 
Lincoln Counties, Nevada: Sandia National Labo
ralorles report SAND79-1539. Albuquerque, N%1, 
113 p.  

This report Inventories the surface distribution of silicic 
tuffs In Nye. Esmeralda. and Lincoln ('otntier. Nevada.  
based on a review of available literature. Tuff distribution is 
discussed on a regional basis. Tuft thicknesses and altera
tions, structural complexitv. and proximity to recent fault.

ing. recent volcanism, and mineral resources are discussed 
(of each area.  

380 Smyth. J.R.. 1932. Zeolite stability con
straints on radioactive waste Isolation In seolite
bearing volcanic rocks: Journal of Geology. vol.  
90.. p. 195-201.  

ohites are'unstable at elevated temperatures and at 
low water vapor pressures, and they tray break down by r
versible dehydration nt irreversible mineralogical reactions.  
Afl of the breakdown reactions occurring with increased tem
peratures involve a net volume reduction and evolution of 
fluids. Thus. they may provide s pathway (shrinkage frac
ures) and a driving force (fluid pressure) for release of rad
lonuclides to the biosphere. These reactions may be avoided 
by keeping reolite-bearing horizons saturated with water and 
below about :36C. This may restrict allowable gross-lher
mal loadinp in radioactive waste repositories In seolite
bearing volcanic rocks.  

31t Smyth. J.R.. and Caporusclo. F.A.. 1931.  
Review of the thgrmal stability and cation ex
change properties of the seolite minerals cilnop.  
tIlloilte, mordenite. and analcime. applications to 
radioactive waste Isolation In silicic tufr: Los 
Alamos National laboratory report LA-8i41-MS.  
Los Alamos. NM. 31 p.  

The cation-exchange capacity of the Yucca Mountain 
zeolites niy allow them to pose as a harrier to the cationi 
X pecis of radionuclides. tiowever. zeolites are unstable at 
e'Cleed lenperatures and at low water vapor pressures.  
Therefore. these minerals may restrict allowable gross ther
mals lot ting at waste repositorks in volcanic rock.  

332 Smyth. J.R.. Thompson. J.. and 
Woirsberlt. K.. 1950.11tlicroautoradlographic stud
Ies or the sorption of U and Am on natural rock 
samples: Radioactive Waste Management. vol 1.  
no. I. p. 13-24.  

Selective sorption of uranium and americium by specific 
minerals in complex geologic materils (granite. argillite.  
tuff and alluvium) has been Investigated by means of 
autoradiography on rock thin sections. Results indicate that 
low-temperature. hydrous (commonly secondary) mineral 

Shases are much better sorbers of uranium than primary.  
igh-temperature. anhydrous phases. This suggests that one 

percent or less of secondary alteration phases may com
pletely dominate the sorption properties of a rock.  

383 Snyder. R.P.. 1977. Geology or the Gold 
%leadow% Stock. Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological 
Survey report USGS-474-179, 10 p.  

The Gold Meadows stock outcrops in an elongate pat
ler about one mile north of Rainier Mesa. The stock ranges 
from grano-diorite to cak-alkaline granite, and three of five 
modes indicate that the rock is quartz montonite. The age of 
the stock has been calculated as 91.8 1 2.6 my. Gravity and 
flow-handing data indicate a source area to the southwest of 
the present outcrop. Groundwater measurements from one 
deep drillhole indicate perched water at several places in the 
stock.  

334 Snyder. fl.D.. and Car,. W.J.. 1932. Pre
liminary results of gravity investigations at Yucca 
Mountain and vicinity, southern Nye County. Ne
vada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
22-701. 36 p.  

Additional studies resulted in 423 new gravity stations 
In the Yucca Mountain area. A linear Increase of 
0.26&/cm)/km is indicated within the thick tuft sequences.  
This steady increase of density within the tuff sequences 
makes the density contrast across the basal contact of the 
tuff the only strong source of gravity fluctuations. IsostaIic 
and 2.0-g/cma Bouguer corrections were applied to the ob
served gravity values to remove deep-crust-related regional 
pradients and topfraphic effects, respectilvely. The result
ing residual-gravity plot shows significant gravity anomalies 
that correlate closely with structures inferred from drillhole 
and surface geologic studies.
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335 Snyder. D.It.. and Carr. W.J., 1934. Inter
pre•tation of gravity daoa In a compilex volcano-tee.  
ionic setting, southwestern Nevada: Journal of 
Geophysical RI.'earch, vol. t9, no. 112. p 

A regional gravity study. based on an irregular 2-km 
data grid. was conducted at Yucca Mounlain as a paft of the 
NNWSI research. The results wre msed to delineate the 
pm-Tertilary surface.  

331 Spauldlng. W.G,. 1983. Vegetations and 
climates of the last 45,000 years In the vicinltyof the 
Nevada Test Site, Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
open-file report 83-535. 210 p.  

This st•dy characterizes long-term climatic variability 
Inherent In ibis area. Specifically. pal•oenvironmenlal and 
paleoclimalk reconstructions spanning the last 45.000 year 
are offered to facilitate calculations of potential variations in 
water-table levels and groundwater recharge.  

387 Spaulding, WV.G., Robinson. S.W.. and 
rallies. F.L.. 1934, Preliminary assessment of cli
matic changte during Late Wisconsin time. south
em Great Ilasin and vicinity, Arliona. California.  
and Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey Waler-Re
sources Investigaltons report 184-4321. .0 p.  

Concentration and relative abundance of plant 
microfossils Illustrate compositional variations in samples 
from the Eleana Range-2 packrat mklden. Nine macrofoisil 
a ssemblales spanning 6.500 years record Wcal vegetation 
changes In the southern (treat Basin of Nevada durtng the 
Iasi half of the Late Wisconsin glacial age.  

383 Spengler. R.'V.. flyers. F.M. Jr.. and 
Warner J.11.. 1911. Stratilgraphy and structure of 
volcanic rocks In drillhole USV-GlI. Yucca Moun
lain. Nye County. Nvvada: U.S. Geological Survey 
open-rile report 81-1349. 54 p.  

This report gathers and interprets information on the 
thickness. lateral extent. correlation. and structuraicharac
leristics of the volcanic rocks obtained from this drillhole. X 
ray diffraction and chemical analyse% were performed to aid 
in rock identification.  

339 Spengler. R.%V.. Chornack. MI.P.. Muller.  
D.C.. and Klbler, J.F.. 1914. Stratliraphic and 
structural characteristics of volcanic rocks In core 
hole USWV G-4, Yucca Mountain. Nye County. Ne
veda: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
34-789, 77 p.  

Stratilraphic section from core hole USW 0-4 is com
posed entirely of thick sequences of ash-flows tuft that are 
separated by fine- to coarse-grained ash-fall tuff and tuf
faceous sediments. All rocks are of Tertiary aete and vary in 
composition from rhyolitic to quart, lattlic. Major 
stratigpaphic units Include the Paintbrush Tuff. Tuffaceous 
Beds of the Calico Hills, and Crater Flat "Tuff.  

390 Spengler. R.V.. Muller. DiC... and f.iver
more, R.IL., 1979, Preliminary report on the gecoi.  
ogy and geophysics of drillhole UI'•2Sa-I, Yucca 
Mountain, Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological Sur
vey open-file report 79-1244. 43 p.  

Drillhole UE2Sa-I penetrates the Tiva canyon and 
Topopah Spriln Members of the Paintbrush Tuff. Tuf
faceous Beds of the Calico Hills. and the Prow Pass and 
Bullfrog Members of ihe Crater Fiat Tuff. This drillhole pro
vides detailed straligraphic and structural control of tulls un
derlying northeastern Yucca Mountain.  

391 S pengler, R.W., and Rosenhaum. J.G., 
1980. Preliiminary Interpretatlons of geoloitIc re
sults obtained from borelinles UEZSa.eI. -S. -6. and 
-7, Yucca Mountain, Nevada Test Site: U..%. Geo
logical Survey Open file report 1110-929. 33 p.  

Four drillholes were drilled in order it identit, near-sur
face structural features that may be present beneath 
Drillhole Wash, one of hlur linear norlhwest-trendint 
washes that Iransecl the northeastern part of Yucca Moun.

ain. The drillholes Intersected, In descending order, the 
Tiva Canyon. Yucca Mountain, Pah Canyn. and Topopah 
Spring Members of the Paintbrush Tuff. The results are best 
eXp'3ned by small scale tectonic rotation that occurred 
about a near-vertical axis as a result of minor strike-slip or 
oblique-slip movement within Drillhole Wash.  

392 Squires, R.R.. Young; R.L., 1934. Flood 
potential of Fortymlle Wash and Its principal 
southwestern tributaries, Nevada Test Site. south
ern Nevada: U.S. Geolhlgcal Survey Water ke
soturces Investigations report 13-4U0l, 33 p.  

This study provides Information regarding the probable 
characteristics of the 100-year. S00-year. and regional 
maximum floods and the resulting areas of probable Inunda
tion along Fortymile Wash and its soulhwestern tributanes.  
The study identilfes the extent of and effect flooding would 
have jn possible waste disposal facilities. Also the peak flow 
magnitudes, average now velocities, and depths that might 
be expected during the 100-year. S00-year. and regional 
maxammsm floods are given.  

393 Stock. J.M.. Ilealey. JA.I., and IIckman, 
S.A1.. 1982. report on televiewer iog and stress 
measurements In core holb L .W G-2. Nevada Test 

.Site, October-November, 1931. t'.. Geological 
Survey open-file report 04-172. 31 p.  

lfdraulc fracturing stress measurements and a 
borehole televiewer log were obtained in hole USW G-2 from 
the east side of Yucca Mountain. Total logging depth was 
120oa m 

394 Stock. J.M.. et al.. 19O5. flydraullc frae
turing stress measurements at Yu~ca Mountain.  
Nevada. and relationship to the regional stress 
field: Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 90.  
no. 1110. p. 3691-3706.  

Hydraulic fracturing stress measurements and acoustic 
horehcole televiewer lop are presented for holes USW (G-I 
and LUSW G-2 at Yucca Mountain 

i9S Stock. J..I.. e a&., 1986. report on 
televiewer falo and stress measurements In holes 
US%'V G-3 and UF-25p1 Yucca 15 lountain. Nye 
County, Nevada: U.S. Geological '.wrvey open-file 
report 16-369. 91 p.  

Ilydraulic fracturing stress measurements and 
televiewer observations were made in drifl%. wa USJW 0-3 
and Lte-25pl on Yucca Mountain. N-',Ada rhe results 
from U.SW 0-3 are similar the the results repo.ttd previously 
from US\V V- I and USW G-2 with a low minimum horizon
tal principal stress in a direction approximately N 636W.  

396 Sutton, V.!).. 1914. Data report for She 
1913 seismic-refraction experiment at Yucca 
Mountain. neatly and vicinity, southwestern Ne
yada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
S4-661. 196 p.  

In June 1983. a seismic-refraclion survey was con
ducled in the vicinitv of Yucca Mountain and Beatty to better 
define the P-wave velocity structure of the upper crust in this 
arm&.  

397 Sutton. V.)., 198S. Data report for the 
19A5 setim•c-rcfraction experiment at Yucca 
Mfountain and vicinity, southwestern Nevada: U.S.  
Geologic Survey open-File report 135-91. 232 p.  

Seismic-refraclion data from Yucca Mountain are pre
%enled.  

191 Swadley, W.C., Ilonver, D.I.., and 
Rosholl. 1954, Prellmtnary report on Late Ceno
zoic faulilng and siratigraphy in She vicinity of 
Yucc:a Mountain. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geo.
Iogir..il Survey open-fIlle report 134-733. 42 p.  

Mapping of %uoficial deposits and examinational faults 
in natural and trenched exposures ina 1100 kma area around 
the site of a polenlial repository for radioactive waste at 
Yucca Mountain have Idenlified 32 faults that offset or frae-
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p.

lure Quaternary deposits. Where the amount of Quaternary 
offset can be estimated, dip-slip moverment Is on the order of 
3m or less on f:.ults In and near Yucca Mountain. Maximum 
Quaternary offset within the study area may be as much as 
30 m. No strike-slip movement was demonstrated nor can it 
be ruled out. The Quaternary faults are divided into three 
broad groups: five faults moved between about 270.000 and 
40.000 year, ago: four faults moved about I my ago. and 23 
faults moved probably between 2 to 1.2 my ago. Offset of 
Holocene deposits has not been demonstrated.

399 Swadley, W.C., and Ihoover. D.L.. 1983.  
Geology of faults exposed in trenches In Crater 
Flat. Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geologic Survey 
open-rile report 83-408. is p.  

Study of fault movement along the eastern edge of Cra
ter Flat Indicates that the main fault movement occurred 
about 1. 1 my ago. Later fault movement occurred approxi
mately 40.000 to 260.000 years ago with the older date most 
likely.

400 Swols. ll.S.. anid Savage. %'.Z.. 19115. To
pography, stresses, and stability at Yucca Mnun
lain, Nevada: 26th U.S. Symposium on Rock Me
chanics, Rapid City. SD). June 26-28, 1935. p.  
1121-1130.  

Plane-strain solutions are used to analyze the influence 
of topography on the stale of Siress at Yucca Mountain. The 
results are in good agreement with the measured stress com
ponents obtained in dritllholes by the hydro-fracture method.  
particularly those measured directly beneath the crest of the 
ridge.  

401 Sykes. M.L.. llelker. GA.1.. and Smylh.  
J.R., 1979. Mineralogy and petrology or tuft units 
from the Ui2Sa#I drill site, Yucca Mountain. Ne
vada: Los Alamos National Laboratory I.A-3139
MS. L.os Alamos. NM. 76 p.  

This paper investilgaes the mineralogy and petrology of 
the rock units encountered in the UElSa#l drillhole.  
Zeolites mineral assemblages are studied in the tuft units en
countered and are compared to the mineralogical, textural 
and compositional properties of the tufts encountered at the 
J-l3 drill sile.  

402 Szabo, D.J., Carr. ,V.J.. and Gottscheil, 
,V.C., 1981. Uranium and thorium dating of Qua
ternary carbonate accumulations In the Nevada 
Test Site region, southern Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 111-119. 35 p.  

Several types of carbonates were collected from the Ne
vada Test Site area and were dated h'v the uranium-series 
method. Among the significant age obtained were three 
dates of greater than 400.010 years on calcite-filling free
lures above and below the water table in an exploratory 
drillhole within Yucca Mountain.  

403 Szabo, fl.J.. and Kyser. T.K.. 1935. Ura
nium, thorium isotopic analyses and uranium-se
riea ages of calcite and opal, and stable isotopic 
compositions of calcite from drill cores UVE2$al.  
USW G-2 and USW G-3/GU-3. Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 
85-224, 2S p.  

Fracture- and cavity-filling calcite and opal In the un
saturated zone of Ihree drill cores at Yucca Mountain were 
analyzed for uranium and stable isotope contents. and were 
dated b the uranium-series method. Stable isotope data in
dicate that the water from which the calcite precipitated was 
meteoric In origin. The decrease in "00 and increase in '3C 
with depth are interpreted as being due to the increase in 
temperature in drillholes corresponding to an estimated 
maximum geothermal gradient of 43' per km. Of the 1g cal
cite and opal deposits dated, four of the calcite and all mf the 
opal shaples yield dates older than 400.000 years and the 
rest of the calcile deposits yield dates between 26.000 and 
310.000 yrs.
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404 Szabo. D.J.. and O'Malley. P.A.. 193S.  
Uranium-series dating or secondary carbonate and 
silica precipitates relating to fault movements In 
the Nevada Test Site region and of caliche and tray
ertine samples from the Amargosa Desert: U.S.  
Geological Survey open-file report 85-47. 12 p.  

Analyses of secondary carbonate samples from Yucca 
Mountain and from Crater and Yucca Flats yielded mini
mum ages for the last significant displacement of faults be
tween 27.000 and 219.000 years. Dating results of an 
o pa line carbonate rock sample from a fault on the east side 
of Yucca Mountain indicate the age of the deposit is greater 
than 360.000 years.  

405 Tarr. A.C.. and Rogers. A.M.. Analysts of 
earthquake data recorded by digital field seismic 
systems. Jap.kcas Flats. Nevada: U.S. Geological 
Survey open-file report 86-42d, 70 p.  

Analysis of 59 time series from ten small-magnitude 
earthquakes In the southern Nevada Test Site yielded several 
significant results.  

406 Terry, S.S. 1974. Geology or the UE12t#.3 
vertical drillhole. Area 12. Nevada Test Site: U.S.  
Geological Survey report 474-213. 20 p.  

The UE12t#3 vertical drillhole is located in the north 
end of Rainier Mesa and was drilled to a total depth of 663 
m. It is collared in the Rainier Mesa Memter of the Timber 
Mountain Tulfl asove the Ul2t.03 drift. Th, stratigraphy.  
structure, engineering feology. and physical properties and 
their relation to tunneling are discussed.  

407 Terry, S.S.. and Ctnlnnhan M.J.. 1975.  
Geology of the Ut2n.07 UG-3 drillhole. Area 12.  
Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geological Survey report 
USGS-474-207. 2ip.  

The Ul2n.07 UG-3 horizontal drlllhole was collared at 
Nevada State coordinates of N. 892.242. E. 634.966 at an 
elevation of 1849 m within the tunnel beds of Rainier Mesa.  
This report contains stratigraphic. structural, geophysical.  
mechanical properly and geological engineering data.  

4011 Teurel. W.L.. 1931. Frictional properties 
of jointed welded luff: Sandia National Laborato
ries report SAND-8E-0212, Albuquerque. NM, 37 
P.  

Simulated joint experiments were conducted on the 
Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted Range Tulf with an 
emphasis on joint friction.  

409 Thomas. K.W.. 1987. Summary of sorp.  
lion measurements performed with Yucca Moun
tain. Nevada, luff samples and water from well 
J-13: L.os Alamos National L.aboratory report 
I.A-I0q60*.%MS, Los Alamos. NM. 99 p.  

The sorption studies undertaken Irom 1977 to 1911 by 
LANL are summarized and the data tabulated in the appen
dix. Sorption has been investigated as a function of mineral
ogy. temperature. particle size. waste-element concentra
tion. water composition, sorption time. and other variables.  
The major elements studied were americium, cesi-im, neptu
nium. plutonium. thorium. uranium, stronlium, techne
tium. tin, barium, radium, cerium, europium, and sele
nium.  

410 Thordarson, W., 19. Perched 
groundwater In zeolitized-bedded tuff. Rainier 
Mesa and vicinity. Nevada Test Site. Nevada: U.S.  
Geological Survey report TEI-862, 39 p.  

Zeolltic-hedded tuff at the base of the tuff sequence 
within Rainier Mesa controls the recharge rate of 
groundwater to the underlying and more permeable Pateo
toic aquifers. The zeolitic tuff is a fractured aquitard with 
high Interstitial porosity and low interstital permeability and 
fracture-Iransmissivity. Tht ltf is generally fully-salurated 
interstitially hundreds of feet ,hove the regional water table.  
)et no appreciable volume of water moves through the inter- 
slices because of the very low permeability. The only freely
moving water observed in miles of underground workinp oc
curred in fractures, usually fault zones. The top of fracture



saturation 11e" within a few hundred feet of 6.000 ft. Head 
gCadientU Indicate a downward-flux-fracture water atd the 

laerstiftal has 25- to 35-lmes greater specific conductance 
than does the fracture water.  

-411 Thordarson, W.. 1983, Geohydrologic data 
and test results from well J-13, Nevada Test Site., 

*Nye County, Nevada: U.S. Geological Su rve; Watecr-Resources Investigations report 83-4171. S 

Thegeoogy liholgy.geophysical lop, physical 
properties, static water leve . aquifer teat, and water quality 

* are presented for well J-13 In Jac kass Fiats.  

412 Thordlartion, WV.. and Robinson. 11.1..  
~'1971. WYells and springs In California and Nevada 

within 100rmilesa of the point 37* IS' N., 1160 2S1 WV., 
on Nevada Test Site, U.S. Geological Survey r.. port 
USGS-474-85, 25 p.  

*. A study of all wells and spring within 100 miles of 1l11e 
Nevada Test Site was conductepd. The results are that 6.032 

* wells and 754 springs are known to exist In this area and 
those wells located in the valley fill seem to he the best p to
ducers. The types of groundwater utilization In urban and ru
ral areas are discussed.  

413 Thordarson. W.. Rush. P.R.. Spengier, 
R.W.. and Waddell. S.J.. 1934. Geohydroingilc and 
drillhole data for test well US'.V 11-3. Yucca Nlount
fain, Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey 
open-fite r?port 84-149. 31 p.  

This report presents data collected to determine the by 
draulic characteristics of rocks penetrated in test well UM~ 
H-3. D~ata on drilling operations. lithology. borehole gco

Fysc.hydrologic monitoring, pumping, swabbing, and 
njction tests for the well are preiented.  

414 Thordarson. W.P. Rush. F.F... and Wadt
dell, S.J., 19315. Geohydrology of teat well USW 
11-3, Yucca Mountain: U.S. Geological Survey Watefr- Resources InvestilastIons report 84-4272. 38 
P. The well construction, geology, bore-hole flow survey.  
geophysical log Interpretations, and hydrauilic testing are 
presented for well US W H-3. This well Is located on the 
main ridge of Yucca Mountain.  

415 Thordarson. WV.. Young. R.A.. and 
IVnogarad l.J.. 1967. Records or welts and teat 

holes In the Nevada Test Site and Vicinity: U.S.  
* Geological Survey report TEI-1172.  

An inventory 01 all hydrologic wells and lest holes lo
cated on the Nevada Test Site as of 1966 Is presented. The 
Inventory includes the well name. driller. year completed.  
depth, casing type, formations tested, static water level.  
yield. drawdown. and various remarks.  

416 Throckmorton, C.K., 1937. Photogeotogtic 
study of small-scale, linear features near a poten
tala nuclear waste repository site at Yucca Nioun
lain. southern Nye Count y. Nevade: U.S. Geologi.  
cal Survey, open-rile report 117-409. 54 p.  

Linear features were mapped from 1:2400-scale aeria 
photographs by means of a Kern PO02 stereoplotter. Bearings 
of traces measured In the field were different than those re
corded from aerIa photographs. The 1:2400 photographic bscale even though large was not large enough to Identify the 
majority of fracture traces, Yucca Mountain is poor ly suited 
for this type of study.  

417 Tillerson, J.R.. and Nimick, P.M1. 1934.  
Geoienglneerring properties of potential repository 

~. units at Yucca Mountain, Southern Nevada: San
die National Laboratories report SAND34-11221.  
Albuquerque. NM. 110 p.  

This report documents the database orficgeoengneering 
properties used In the analyses that aided the selection of the
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waste emplacement horizon and In anwlyses synopsized In 
the Environmenital Assessment report prepared for the 
YUCCA Mountain site. Average thermal and mechanical 
properties (and their anticipated variations) are presented.  
Based on these data, analyses completed to date, and previ
ous excave lion experkience In tulff It is anticipated that exist
Ing mining techniology can be used to develop stable under
ground openings and dthat repository operations can be car
ried out safely. Data from Rainier Mesa 0-Tuntnel- are in
chuded.  

413 Travis, 11.3., at al.. 19833, Numerical simu
lation of flow and transport In partially saturated.  
fractured tuff: Los Alamos National Laboratory 
report LA-UR-33-3341. Los Alamos. N1M. 17-p.  

A modeling study of flow and transport for Yucca 
Mountain is presented. Numerical models of mass and heat 
flow in conjunction with analytical solutions are being used 
for sensitivity and pathway analysis and to aid In design and 
Interpretation of laboratory and field flow andi transport tests 
In fllf.  

419 Travis. 11.3., of al.. 1934. Preliminary esti
mates or water flow and radionuclide transport In 
Yucca Mountain: Los Alamos National Laboratory 
report LA-UR-34-40. Los Alamos. N.M. 75 p.  

A preliminary estimate of water flow and radionuclide 
transport Is presented for Yucca Mountain. Several conclu
sions can be mide. Significant fracture flow can occur above 
the water table, but only In hIgh-saturation, low permeabil
ity tuff. Diffusion Into the matrix and adsorption havesa pro
found effect on transport. Migration times just to the water 
table !or all but one of the important radionucid~es are con
siderably longer than 10,000 years, and none of the rad
ionuclides considered reaches the acceisible environment in 
less than 10,000 years. Heat load In pArtially saturated tuff 
can result Insa dry, steam-filled region extending several me
ters above and below a repository with recharge during cool
down phase.  

420 Tyler, LOD.. and Vollendlort, W.C.. 1975, 
Physical observations and mapping of cracks re
solintin from hydraulic fracturing in st~u stress 
measurements: Sandia National l[Aboratories 
(Prepa red for 50th Annual Fall me.'ainot of the Soci
ety of Petroleum Engianeers of IME In Dallas, 
Texas Sept. 23-Oct. 1,197S) 16 p.  

The purpose of the study was to bttier understand the 
hydraulic-fracture technique In experiments conducted In a 
tuff formation In Rainier Mesa. The experiments are to de
etemine the stresses in the me-sa and to examine the fracture 
behavior produced by the hydraultc fracture technique. The 
maximum horizontal, vertical and minimum horizontal prin
ciple stresses for 1365 ft. of overburden were 1733 psi. 1133 
psi, and 1015 psi, respectively. The tests were conducted In 
existing funnel complexes and the fractures that were pro
duced during the tests were mapped by mining from the tun
nel complex and physically examining the fractured forma
tion. The fractures were not affected by existing cracks or 
hard rock inclusions. The fractures were approximately vet
tecal except for those where the mesa slope Is 60 degrees.  

421 URS/John A. Blume and Associates, 1936, 
Ground motion evaluations at Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada, with applications to repository conceptual 
design and sitingt: Sandia National Laboratories re
port SANDPS-7104, Albuquerque. Nfll 126 p.  

Probabilistic seismnic hazard modeis were developed for 
both earthquakes and underground nuclear tests. Analyses 
I ielded horizontal peak ground accelerations of 0.25 g and 
0.4039 for the 500-year and the 200-year earthquake ground 
motions, res pectively. Similar analyses for underpround nu
clear explosions yielded horizontal peak ground accelera
tions of 0. 125 g -and 0.5 IS£ for the two levels.  

422 U.S. D~epartment of Energy. 1936. Envi
ronmental assessment Yucca Mountain sIte, Ne
vada Research and Development Area. Nevada:



U U.S. Department of Energy report DOEIRW-007? •i:Vol. 1-3.  

A detalled examination of the process for setectli 
Yucca Mountain as a geologic T esitory and the knos 
physkal characteristics that make Yucca Mountain a sul 
able repository are presented.  

413 U.S. Geological Survey, 1974. U.S. Get 
logical Survey Investigations In connection with tt 
Mighty Epic event, U12n.10 tunnel, Nevada To 
Site. with a section on geological Inveattlationa t 
G.M. Fairler and D.R. Townsend, a section on geo 
thysical logging and selsnmic Investigations by R.1 

arroll. M.J.. Cunningham and D.C. Muller, 
section on gravity surveys- Rainier Mesa ar 
U12n.10 tunnel by D.L. Ilealey and a section on 
situ stress Investigations by W.L. Ellis: U.S. Goe 
logical Surey report US GS-474- 228, 191p.  

The geog 2of UI2n. 10 tunnel. Rainier Mesa, as It i 
slaes it the detonation and support operations of the Mitt 

Epk event Is documented In detail.  

424 U.S. Geological Survey. 1971. U.S. Ge 
logical Survey Investigations In connection with ti 
Dining Car event. UI2e.l8 tunnel. Rainier Mes 
Nevada Test Site, with a section on geological I 
vestigattons by S.G. Steele and G.M. FaIrler and 
section on geophysical Investigations by R.D. Ca 
roll and ,%.J. Cunnlngham: U.S. Geological Survi 
report USGS-474-246, 67 p.  

The Dining Car event was a Defense Nuclear Agen 
(DNA) nuclear weapons test located In the Ul2e. It drift 
the E-tunnel complex in Rainier Mesa. This report contai 
data on the stratigraphy, structure. engineering Seolol 
physkal propertles. geophysics and stress within t 

421 L'.S. Geological Survey. 1982. Geologa, 
geophysical. *nd In situ stress Investigations in 1, 
vicinity of the Dining Car chimney. Dining Ca 
ilybla Gold drifts. Nevada Test Site: U.S. Geolol 
cal Survey open-file report 82-137. 119 p.  

Studies of the structure, stratigraphy. engineering Ve€ 
ogy, In situ stress. and various geophysical lop were co 
ducted within Ul2e.20 drift wilhin tunnel beds 4K and 4 
The Investigations included a study of the effects of the DI 
Ing Car event conducted within U12e. 13 drift only 3 m awi 
from the closest point within the U12e.20 drift. The mini 
conducted within the U12e.20 drift enabled the most exte 
slve examination of postshot effects near a collapse cavl 
since the Rainier event In 19S7.  

421 U.S. Geological Survey. 1954, Aeromas 
netic map of the Yucca Mountain area. Nevadi 
U.S. Geological Survey open-file report 34-206, 

This Is a map showing magnetic contours of the Yuci 
Mountain region.  

417 U.S. Geological Survey. 1984. A summat 
of geologic studies through January I. 1933. of 
potential high-level radioactive waste repositot 
site at Yucca Mountain. southern Nye County. Ni 
vadat U.S. Geological Survey open-rile repo 
84-791. 103 p.  

A narrative summary of the geology of Yucca Mounts 
Spresented. The geomorphology. stratigraphy. tectonic at 

yvocank framework, structure, seismology, and geoiou 
stability of the rotential repository site and vicinity are di 
cussed Itn detail.  

428 U.S. Geological Survey. 198S. Veletatio 
and climates of the lost 45,000 years In the vicinil 
of the Nevada Test Site, south-central Nevadi 
U.S. Geological Survey professional paper 1329. 1 

Plant macrofossils from ancient packrat middens pn 
wid the data to infer climatic conditions of the past. The •• 
lure and magnitude of previous fluctuations indicate the nm

$, lure of future climatic change thai may Impact the repols
tory. The packrat middens can be older than 50.000 years 

tg and are common in the region. rach contains abundant 
Fn mummified plant fossils, representlin the plant species 
t- growing within about 30 m of the site. Radiocarbon-dated 

midden samples provide detailed records of climate Induced 
vegetation change. Increased CO1 within the next $00 years 

o- probably will result In a 2 so 39C Increase Ina nnual tempera
te lure and intensified rainfall In the Nevada Test Site region.  
st Analop with previous glacial Interglacial cycles indicate that 
ly this supeslnterglacial cycle may be no mor th, a relatively 
o. brief reversal In the protracted trend toward the next ke age.  
D* Current models Indicate that within the next 10.000 years.  

climatic conditions may be similar to those of the last glacial 
id age.  
in 
0- 429 Vaniman. D., and Crowe. B.. 1981. Goal

oiy and petrology of the basalts of Crater Flat. ap
re- placations to volcanic risk assessment for the Na
lty vada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigationst Los 

Alamos National Laboratory report LA-884S- MS, 

Los Alamos. NM, 68 p.  o- This report presents the results of field and petreliogc 

ie studies of the basalts of Crater Flat. These basa ts amell
a. vided into three distinct volcanic cycles. Preliminary data 
n- suggests that successive basalt cycles at Crater Flat may be of 
a decreasing volume by recurring more frequently. This infor
r- mation provides a basis for estimating the probability of vol
ey canic recurrenre and the possible effect it may have on a re

pository at Yucca Mountain.  
tcy 
of 430 Vanilmn. D.T.. Crowe. D.M.. and Glad
ns nay. E.S.. 1982, I'utrolgy and geochemistry rf 
:Y. Ilawallite livas from Crater Flat. Nevada: Contri
he butions to Mineralogy and Petrology. vol. 80. p.  

341-357.  
Hawailte-type lavas were erupted In three cycles (3.7.  

C, 1.2. and 0.3 my) at Crater Flat, Nevada. The compositions 
le of all three cycles form s "straddling" alkalic series In which 
r/ the less-evolved basalts plot near the normative olivine
tl. diopside divide and the more evolved basalts project Into the 

hypersthene or nepheline fields.  
01
n- 431 Vaniman, D., et al.. 1984, Variations In 
i. aulhigenic mineralogy and sorptive aeollte abun
n. dance at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, based on stud
my tes of drill cores USW GU-3 and .- 3: Los Alamos 
ni National Laboratory report LA-9707- MS. Los 
n- Alamos, NM. 71 p.  
ity Studies of the mineralogy and petrology of the core re

covered from these two drillholes concentrate on the prod
ucts of low-temporature diagenetic alteration. They Indicate 

*" less alteration and of lower grSde than the cores studied from 
a: farther north at Yucca Mountain. The tuff of Calico Hills 
8 can not be relied upon as a zeollitzed sorplive barrier 

throughout Yucca Mountain.  
:a 

432 Vanlman, D.T.. nish. D.L.. and Chipera.  
S., 1983. A preliminary comparison of mineral de

ry posits In faults near Yucca Mountain, Nevada, with 
a possible analogs: Los Alamos National Laboratory 
ry report LA-11289-NMS. Los Alamos. NM. 54 p.  
P. Several faults near Yucca Mountain, Nevada. contain 
rt abundant calcite and opal-cl. with lesser amounts of opal-A 

and sepiolite or smectite. These secondary minerals are be
in Ing studied to determine the directions, amounts, and timing 
id of transport Involved in their formation. Possible analog de
ik posits from known hydrothermal veins, warm springs. cold 
s- springs or seeps, soils, and aeolian sands were studied for 

comparison with the minerals deposited in these faults; there 
are major mineralogical differences in all of the environ

iments except in the aeolian sands and in some cold seeps.  
ly Preliminary conclusions are that the deposits In the faults 

1y and in the sand ramps are closely related, and that the proc
17 ess of depostiton did not require upward transport from.  

depth.  

a. 433 Vieth. D.L.. 1984. Site description and se
k- lectlnn process: In McVay, G.L.. (edi, $Scentfic Be
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*: 43S Vine, EN., Aguilar. R.D.. and flayhurst.  
D.P.. 1980. Sorptlon-desorption studies on tuff 11 
continuation of studies with samples from Jackts, 
Flats, Nevada. and Initial studies with samples 
from Yucca Mountain. Nevada: los Alamos Na
tional Laboratory report I.A-I!10*-MS. Los Alamos 
NM, 75 p.  

Distribution coefficients were determined by the batch 
technique for sorption-desorption of radionuclides on tuffs 
from drillhole UF25al and water from well J- 13. Under it
mospheric conditions, reolitic luffs had sorption ratios of ap
proximately 103 to 104 ml!g with St. Cs. Ba. Ce. Eu. Am.  
and Pu. For no zeolitired lulls, the sorption ratios were ap
proximately 107 to 103 misg.  

436 Voriman. I.J.. 1979. Predction or ground 
motion from nuclear weapons tests at Nevada Test 
Site: SandI a National L.aboratorles report 
SANI)79-1002, Albuquerque. NM. 46 p.  

Ground motion data from underground nuclear detona
lions during FY78 were added to data from earlier detona
tions: the data were used to formulate a tentative equation 
tfo predicting ground motion at the Nevada Test Site. Addi
tional measurements to explore an unexplained seismic 
anomaly in Jackass Flats are described. Methods used in 
automatic processing of ground motion data are explained.  

437 Vortmen, LI.. 1910. IPrediction of ground 
motion from underground nuclear weapons tests 
as It relates to siltlng of a nuclear waste storage fa
cility at Nevada Test Site and compatibility with the 
weapons test program: Sandia National lahorain.  
rie report SANl110-1l20. Albuquerque. NM. 41 p.  

Prediction equations and their standard deviations have 
been determined from measurements on a number of nuclear 
weapons tests. The effect of various independent parameters 
on standard deviation is discussed. Additional data has little 
effect on the standard deviation since the data sample is 
large. An example, hased on certain licensinlt assumptions.  
shows that it should he possible to have a nuclear waste stor
age faclitty In the vicintly of Timber Mountain which would 
be compatible with a 700 ki weapons test in the Duckboard 
Area if the facility were designed to withstand a peak vector 
acceleration of 0.75 S.  

438 Vortman. L..J.. 19112. Groluint motion from 
earthquakes and underground noclear weapons 
telst- a comparison as it relates in slling a nis.lear 
waste storage facility at Nevada Test Slite: Sandia 
National Laboratories report SANI)- 81-2214, At
buquerqu. NM, 37 p.  

Ground motion generated by a magnitude 4.3 earth
quake at the Nevada Test Site was measured at the control 
point and compared with ground motion generated at about 
the same distance by four underground nuclear weapons 
tests. Frequency responses were different for the two 
sources. If relationship between ground motion from the two 
sources can be confirmed uf other earthquakes, weapons test 
ground motion could he used to esttmate earthquake ground 
motion for magnitudes for which probability of recurrence is 
very small.

t a for Nuclear Waste Manegement: Eisevier Science 
Publishing Company Inc.. p. 279-252.  

A cursory overview of the Yucca Mountain site Is given 
and the rationale for Its selection is explained.  

434 Vine, E.N.. ae &t., 1930, Radionucllde 
transpart and retardation in tuff: Los Alamos Na
tionat Laboratory report LA-UR- 30-2949. los 
Alamo., NM. 9 p.  

Batch-sorption measurewnetts were conducted In order 
to determine which experimental variables are Important.  
Results Indicate that particle size (and surface area) are un
important; whereas groundwater and rock composition are 
very Important. A general correlation has been Identified for 
mineralogy and the degree of sorption for Sr. Cs. and Da.
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439 Vortman, I.J.. 1983, Stresses and strains 
at Yucca Mountain from underground nuclear ex
glosions: Sandia National Laboratories report 

ANrg3- 1$53, Sp.  
The stress and sirsin imposed on Yucca hfountain by an 

underground nuclear explosion (UNE) of 700 kt at a dis
tance of 22.3 km is estimated."Peak values of surface ground 
molton were reduced for repository depth according to expe
fience from a recent measurement at Yucca Mountain. The 
P-wave produced a strain of 1.25 x 10"$while the Rayleilh 
wave produced a horizontal strain of 9.5 x 0l6and a verti
cal strain of x 101 Although the strains are small, they 
are much greater than those caused by earth tides or the 
east-west extension of the tectonic province In which Yucca 
Mountain is located.  

440 Vortman, L.J.. 1986, Ground motion pro
duced at Yucca Mountain from Pahute Mesa un
derground nuclear explosions: Sandia National 
Laboratories report SAND)85-1605. Albuquerque.  
NNI 

Prediction equat .1 were developed for peak vector ac
celeration. velocity, and displacement from underground 
nuclear explosions at Pahute Mesa. Separate equations were 
developed using data from stations on rock. alluvium, and a 
combination of the two. Results Indicate anomalously low 
accelerations at Test Stand I in Jackass Flats. The predic
lions were 47 to 10-times smaller than those observed.  
Measurements made at Yucca Mountain suugest predictions 
to he 4.19-times smaller than the observed accelerations.  

441 Vortman. Li.. and Long. J.Y.. 1932. Iar
feels of iReposiltory depth In croutid mroilots- The 
I'ahute Meaa data: Sandia National laboratories 
report SAND)32-0174. 294 p.  

Measurements of ground motion from 10 Pahule Mesa 
weapons tests were made at seven locations on the Nevada 
Test Site. Measurements of vertical, radial and tangential 
acceleration were made at each location and depth, and the 
three components of acceleration were used to determine 
peak vector magnitudes of acceleration, velocity, and dis
placement. Top to bottom ratios of the peak vectors were 
plotted against depth and an exponential least-squares fit 
made to the curve. Fits for multiple peaks were better than 
for single peaks and those for Pseudo Relative Response Ve
locity were better than the multiple peaks. Scatter is pro
duced by differences in geology and fits to the data can be 
used as prediction equations.  

442 WVaddell. R.K.. 1982. Two-dimensional.  
steady-state model of groundwater flow. Nevada 
"rest Nite and vicinity, Nevada--California: U.S.  
Geological Survey %Vater Resources Investigations 
report 112-4115. 72 p.  

A two-dimensional, steady-state. finite-element 
model of the groundwater flow system of the Nevada Test 
Site and vicinity In Nye and Clark Counties. Nevada. and 
Invo County. California. was developed uslng parameter
estimation techniques. The model simulates flow in an area 
underlain by ciastic and carbonate rocks of pre-Cambrian 
and I'aleozoic age, and volcanic rocks and alluvial deposits 
of Tertiary and (Quaternary ate.  

443 WVaddell. I.K.. Jr.. 1915. Ilydrologitc and 
drillhole data for test wells Ul*-29all and 
UF-29a12. Fortymlle Canyon. Nevada Test Site: 
U.S. Geological open-file report 14-142. 25 p.  

The aquifer test data from two wells. UE-29a#l and 
UE-29a#2 are presented. These wells are located in For
tymile Canyon approximately 7 to A miles from Yucca 
Mountain.  

444 Waddell, k.K.. Roblson, J.II.. and 
Blankennag1el, R.K.. 1984, Ilydrology or Yucca 
Mountain and vicinity. Nevada-California- Inves
llgttlve results through mld-1953: U.S. Geological 
Survey Water-Resources Investigations report 
34-4267, 40 p.  

The regional and local geology and hydrology surround
ing Yucca Mnuntain are discussed. foth surface and suhsur-
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face hydrology, the various hydrogeologic units. polen
ftlometric levels. recharge and discharge areas, and 
hydrochemistry are also presented. The hydrogeology of 
Yucca Mountain Is discussed in detail.  

445 Wahl. R.R.. 1949, An analysis or gravity 
data In Area 12. U.S. Geological Survey Technical 
Letter. 24 dt 

Avaiable gravity dat were augmented by new observa
tions along three profiles through two new drillholes in Area 
12: UEl2t 91 and UE12p St. The data were interpreted to 
allow evaluation of the geologic structure prior to the plan
ning and excavation of two proposed lunnel complexes.  
Ui~t and Ul2p.  

446 Walker. G.E., and Eakin. T.E..1963. Geol.  
ogy and groundwater or Amargosa D~esert. Ne
vade-California: State or Nevada l)epartment of 
Conservation and Natural Resources. Ground
water Resources Reconnaissance Series report 14.  
45 p.  

Precipitation In the Amargosa Desert averages less than 
$ inches annually. Erosion of surrounding mountains have 
filled the basin with several hundred feet of alluvium. The 
estimated yearly yield of water from springs and wells com
bined is 24.000 acre-feel. (Groundwater pumpage during the 
summer of 1962 is estimated to have been 3.000 acre-fee.  
most of which was used for irrinatinn. Analysis of 23 sam
pies of water indicate medium-salinity waters which may re
quire leaching of the soil. Water quality generally decreases 
Into the southern portion of the basin. Boron concentrations 
may represent a problem for Irrtigaion of some crops. For 
public supply. the water is generally acceptable with the ex
ception of locally high concentrations of fluoride. About 1. 4 
million acre-feet of groundwater is estimated to he stored in 
the upper 100 feet of the alluvial aquifer covering a four 
township area. It is estimaled that pumpage of 60.000 acre
feet a year would draw water levels down 100 feet in 25 years 
and Intercept most of the natural discharge from the valley.  

447 Walter, G.R.. 1912. Theoretical and ex
perimental determination or matrix diffusion and 
related solute transport properties of fractired 
tufts from the Nevada Test Site: Los Alamos Na
tional Laboratory report I.A-9471-,IS. Los 
Alamos. NM. 132 p.  

Theoretical and experimental studies of the chemical 
and physical factors which affect molecular diffusion of dis
solved substances from fractures into a tuffaceous rock ma
trix have been made on rocks from G-Tunnel and Yucca 
Mountain. A variety of groundwater tracers, which may be 
useful Ins field tracer test at the Nevada Test Site. have also 
been developed and tested.  

443 Wane. J.S.Y.. and Narasimhan. T.N..  
1994, Ilydrologlic mechanism% governing fluid flow 
in partially saturated. fractured. porous turf at 
Yucca Mountain: Lawrence Ilerkeley L.aboratory 
report LI..-184?3, Dlerkeley. CA. 11 p.  

In contrast to the saturated zone where Iluid moves rap
idly along fractures, the fractures (with relatively large aper
lures) will de-saturate first during dfainage processes and 
the bulk of fluid flow would be through the interconnected 
pores In the matrix. Within a partially drained fracture, the 
presence of a relatively continuous air phase sailt produce 
practically an Infinite resistance to liquid flow In the direction 
parallel to the fracture. The residual liquid wtll be held by 
capillary force in regions around fracture contact areas 
where the apenures are sr-all. Normal to the fracture sur
faces. the drained portion of the fractures will reduce the ef
fective area for liquid flow from one matrix block to another 
matrix block. This repot! deals with the numerical simula
tion of the drainage of a fractured, unsaturated luff column.  

449 Wang, J.S.Y. and Narailmhan. T.N..  
1936. Ilydrologlic mechanisms governing partially 
saturated fluid flow In fractured welded units and 
porous non-welded units at Yucca Mountain: San-
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dia National Laboratories report SANDgS- 7114, 
Albuquerque, NM. 33 p.  

A discrete-fracture, porous-matrix model and a com
posite-medium model were used to sltdy hydrological re
Fo•iones to cycles of pulse infiltration at Yucca Mountain.  
The puLses were applied to fractures at the top of a vertical 
column composed of alternating layers of welded and non
welded tuffs. The hydrologic response of the units from 0. I 
to 0.5 mm/yr recharge pulses applied at 5,000-year Intervals 
Is discussed.  

450 Warren. R.G., 1933, roeochemical similari
ties between volcanic units at Yucca Mountain and 
Pahule Mesa: evidence for a common magmatic 
origin for volcanic sequences that flank the Timber 
Moensain Caldera: Los Alamos National Labors
gory report LA-UR-83-2229. Los Alamos. NM. 32 
p.  Chemical compositions have been determined for cer
tain minerals from a comprehensive set of samples of Crater 
Flat Tufts and Tufts of Calico Hills. Most of these samples 
were taken from drillholes at Yucca Mountain. Samples of 
the tuffs and lavas of Area 2"0. obtained from loves at Pahute 
Mesa. were similarly analyzed. The results indicate that the 
units probably erupted contemporaneously from the same 
parental magma.  

41t Warren. R.... flyers. F.M. Jr.. and 
Cap"oructlo. V".A.. 1984. Petrography and mineral 
chemistry of units of the Topopah Spring. Calico 
1Illls and Crater Flat Tufrs,. and older volcanic 
units, with emphasis on samples from drillhole 
tJSW G-I. Yucca Mountain. Nevada Test Site: Los 
Alarnos National laboratory LA-10003-MS. Los 
Alamo.. NM. 78 p.  

This report contains petrographic and mineralchemical 
data for phenocrysts in volcanic units of Yucca Mfountain 
dfillhole USW (i-I and provides a basis for petrographic 
comparson of units within Yucca Mountain and the Nevada 
Test Site.  

452 Warren. W.V.. and Smith. C.W.. 1935. Il 
srtu stress estimates from hydraulic fracturing and 
direct observation of crack orientation: Journal of 
Geophysical Research. vol. 90. no. Ill, p.  
6829-61139.  

Estimates of in uitu stress in re-Tunnel. Rainier Mesa.  
have been obtained with hydraulic-fracturing lechniques. A 
significant feature of this work is the mineback operations in 
which the borehole Is mined out to reveal the actual fracture.  
Direct observation of the fracture orientation away from the 
bnrehole establishes the direction of the minimum compres
sive in situ stress and the plane of the other two principal 
stresses. Advantages. limitations and problem areas associ
sled with extiecting in situ stress fields from hydraulic-frac
ture-pressure records are discussed In detail.  

453 Waters. A.C.. et al., Preliminary strati
graphic and petrologic characterization of core 
samples from USVW-CI, Yucca Mountain. Nevada: 
L.oa Alamos National Laboratory LA- 3340-MS.  
Los Alamos. NM. 66 p.  

The purpose of this report is to characterize the strati
graphy and petrology of selected core samples through labo
ratory investigations. X-ray diffraction and microprobe 
studies of de-vitrification products of volcanic glass were 
given particular attention.  

4S4 Waymire. D).R., and flulmstra. C.O..  
1932. In siru luff water mleratlon/heater expert
ment-instrumentation design and fielding: Sandia 
National Laboratories report SANI)-111-1tt5. At
buquerque. N.M. 30 p.  

The heater and experimental equipment were operated 
for seven months. the instrumentation measured water 
depth, alkalinity, temperature, cavity pressure. relative hu
midity. in situ stress changes, and roctk-mass displacement.  

453 Weeks. .r1'.. and Wilson, W.V.I'.. 1934. Pre
liminary evaluation or hydrologic properties of



cores of unsaturated tutr, lest well USV II-I.  
Yucca Mountain. Nevada: U.S. Geological Surve 
Water-Relources Investlgatlons report 84-4193. 3 

Analyses were made on If core samples of unsaturated 
" t luff from ltst well USW H-I. Molsture-characteristi¢ curves 

mrlating saturation and moisture tension were developed 
"from results of mercury-injection tests. Moisture tension 
and effective permebilthles were calculated for the samples 
from this drllhole.  

454 Welch. F..P.. el &l.. 1937. Version I1 of the 
users manual for the tuff database Interface: San
dia National Laboratories report SAND1i4-1643, 
Albuquerque, NIM1 

* A compulerized database of physical properties from 
laboratory tests and field tests of Yucca Mountain• tuffs has 
been compiled. The tuff database Interface is presented.  
This database allows NNWSI participants to retrieve these 
data.

4S7 White. A.F.. 1979. Geochemistry of 
groundwater associated with tuffaceous rocks. Oas
ali Valley. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey prof.s
alonal paper 712-K. 25 p.  

Regional similarities and trends in the aqueous chemis
try of the tuffaceous ajuifers Indicates that most of the re
charge entering Oasis sit alley is the result of groundwater in
flow from Pahule Meas. Gold Flat and other areas to the 
north and east. One-half of this water discharltge as 
evapotranspiration and the rest fnow, through the alisthvm 
southward to the Amargosa Desert. Solute concentratinns of 
sodium and silica suggest that h)drolysls and incongruent 
dissolution of volcanic glass are the principal reactions in the 
tuffaceous aquifer. Chloride is leached preferentially in fluo
ride and stability calculations show that mont1mortllonite is a 
stable weathering product within the saturatled zone. The 
water Is saturated with respect to silica gel but under
saturated In terms of the seolite anaicime. The lack of salu
ration suggests that zeolifizalion occurs in localized 
gochemical environments, which are not generally refecled 

in the average groundwater composition. Collnear Increases 
of solutes during evapolianspiration of water in the alluvial 
aquifer Indicate that water contained In this and the tut
falceous aquifer is of the same generic ortfiin. This linearliv 
also Indicates tht Isodium and chloride are neither selec
lively added or removed from the system and that hkartion
ate Is only locally affected by dissolution and precipitation of 
calcite. Calcium concenlraiions are controlled hb the disso
lution Oa calcium sulfate mineraLs present In lacuitrine de
posits and by the precipItation of calcite Ftuoride concen
iratlon is controlled by fluorite saturation and potassium 
concentrations are probably controlled by adhorption and 
fixation by degraded clays common to arid-soil tones and 
also by uptake by the vegetative cover 

453 While. A.F.. and Chosiria. %.J.. 1917, (;nr
bon and isotopic mass balance models oif tiaslt 
Valley-Forlymilo Canyon Groundwsater ItIaln.  
southern Nevada: Water Resources Reseiarch, vol.  
23, no. 4. p. 571-532.  

Environmental 0slopes and carbon chemstlrf riovide 
means of differentiating various recharte areas. flow paths.  
and age of groundwater In portions of the Nevada Test Site 
and vicinty. Regional deuterlum and oxvgen- IA trends are 
offset from the present day meteoric line by a deuterium de
pletion of S per mit. suilesting peleochmatic changes. Pat
flat pressures ofC02 and 'O and '13 data indicate solubilitv 
ad isotopic equilibrium between the gas and water in the soil 
zone with progressive exchane with underlying groundwater 

In the shallow alluvium of Oasis Valley. Application of a 
closed system CO0 model successfully reproduces chemical 
compositions observed in the alluvium in the Amar r%&s De
seft and In the deep tuff aquifer beneath Pahute Mresa and.  
Yucca Mountain.  

4S9 W•hile. AF'.. and Claassen. II.C.. 1978.  
Dissolutlon kinclls, olfsilicate rocks, application to

soilute modellng: In Jenne. F.A.. ted|. Chemical 
modellngt- opecialIon, sorption, solubility and kS
neitca in aqiefiiss systems: American Chemical So
ciety., p449-473..  

Experimentally determined dissolution kinetics are ap
kacble to nalural weathering processes of silicate rocks.  
ass trainsfer from the mineral to the aqueous phase was de

termined to be Incongruent tinder a range of expert fital 
conditions. Transfer rates of individual sapecies (0) at times 
(e) can usually he described by one or two rate etrpress•on: 

>. 0 of 01 tItt* 
0 a 0. * kttI 

where K, Is a linear rate constant. Kp Is a parabolic rate 

conitant. anJ 0. and C) is the linear and parabolic mass 
transferred during an Initial surface exchange with hydrogen 
Ions. D)elailed inveqtlgatlon of dissolution ofa vitric tuff Indi
ceste that the rate of mass transfer of a species Is described 
b) the parattvik expression and is Inversely dependent on the 
concentration of that ipecIes in aqueous solution. A numeri
cal solution to the one-dimensional diffusion equation Is prm
sented using a Fniendllch isotherm to relate the aqueous ion 
concentration and the ion density on the surfaces of ib. ;...  
tuff.  

j W%'hilt . A.F. and Cltassen. II.C.. 1979, KI
nell mondel for the dissoltllon of a rhyolitic Mloss.  

Rhyolitme glassk reactions consist initiallv of rapid. ".  
flace-ion ec ha nite followed by slower parabolic solid-st.ae 
diffuskin I'hee meA;hantisms are consistent with previouslv 
refpored retutis hr bith art fMaiA plasses and silicate mine
a6. rhe elfcct 4,f pit (in the composition of fluids derive.' 
froin jglass dltoltainn wa tas tnsvestligaled is were the kinetics 
of the reaction I'xrerimentaldalt can he modeled success
full) hit numernical solulton to Fick's second law of diffu
sion. uising a Ireundlich adsorption s,'therm to describe Na 
at 1th •!asi surface.  

461 White. A. F.. Claoasen. II.C.. and Ilenson.  
l..V.. 19l1. Tlhe erreci of disshiution of volcanic 
gilass foo ive water chemistry iOt a itiffaceous aqui
fer. RIalnitr Mesa. Nevada: *.%. Geologtcal Survey 
Waler-.sipily Paper I•S3-Q. 3.4 p.  

Esperitmentai results indicate that geochemistry of 
C rtindwailet within Kainier Mesa is the result of glass disto
uIton rtnsc spa ily in the lPainthrush Tuff and Mfiocene tunnel 

beds. (Fil.s disitslutinn is Incongruent, -with the preferential 
relasce of sodliurn. t Alcium. malnesium, and the retention 
of paor-sltum The domina nce of glass dissolution Is prob
ahh related to the po.rous naure oI the vitlic luff. which re
suits in large seulnce areas and reltenion time. The cation 
composition ol Rainier Mesa groundwater is prolressively 
modiliedi as a iionction oi depth in the mesa. with a depletion 
ol Ca and hMg relative to Na. The depth at which this occurs 
cotrwide% %*iih alteralion tones containing clinuptilolite and 
mionimiilllonite in the tunnel hedq. Ongoing precipitation of 
thesie minerals i% an effective sink for removal of hsivalent 
cati.,ns rhe ranse in cation compositions in i1nerslhiall and 
fracture walers aer very imilarf. and compositions for anions 
are different. with inlermlitial walesr much hilther in chloride 
and stitllair retaile to Il-artonatle.  

462 WVhitfleld. .l.S.. Thordtarsmn. W., and 

I:hlom. r .i.. 19814. Geohydrolnlllc and drillhole 
data rior test wrvll Si. u v I-4. YVssa Motountllain. Nye 
Cotinly. Nevatda: U..S. Geoplolicat Stirvey open-ille 
report 84-449. 39 p.  

This relort presents data on drilling operations. lithol

or,. geophivsial well klogs. sidewall-core samples, water 
level monit..rin$. aquifer tests. injection tests, radioactive 
tracer brehnle iflow survev. and water chemistry dasa for test 
well US.W' 11-4 I his well Ls located on the eastern flank of 
Yucca Mountain.  

463 W"tilfleld. -,1.S.. Jr.. lishom. IE.P.. Thor
darsori, %W.. and Schaefer. 1). II.. 19115. Geohydrmi
noty of rotcks penetrated by te-st -elt LUSW 11-4.  
Yti'ias .%o111tain. N.%. Costinly, Nevada: U.S. Geo-
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logical Survey Water-Resources Paper 85-4030. 33 
The results of hydraulic testing of rocks penetrated by 

USW H-4, one of several test wells drilled in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain. are presented. The data derived from this 
hole are drilling procedures and construction. lithology, geo
physical lop. waltesr levels, pump lest, borehole flow survey, 
and groundwater chemistry data.  

4d4 Wllmarth, V.R., Dollnelly, T.. and IVIl
cox. R.ZL. 1960, Alteratlon or lufr by Rainier Mesa 
underground nuclear explosion, Nevada Test Site.  
Nye County. Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey pro
fessional paper 400-lB. p149-151.  

The 1 .7 hi Rainier nuclear loat altered the surrounding 
tuffs of the now abandoned Oak Spring Formation by the 
creatlon of a breccia zone In the vicinity of the test cavity and 
fusing some of the luff within this zone to radioactive glass.  
The cation exchange capacity of the luffq within 40 ft. of the 
bracera zone decreased. This is probably related to alteration 
of zoollies by heat of the explosion.  

46S Wllmarth. V.R.. and Mckeown. V.A. 196n.  
Structural effects or Rainier. I.ogtan. and Illanca 
underground nuclear explosions. Nevada Test 
Site, Nye County, Nevada: U.S. Geological profes
sional paper 400-B. p411-423.  

This report documents the surficatl and underground 
structural effects of three nuclear tests conducted within 
Rainier Mesa.  

446 Winograd, I.J.. 1962. Interba•ln move
ment or groundwater at the Nevada Test Site. Ne
vada: U.S. Geological Survey professional paper 
450-C. p. CIO-CIll.  

liydraulic evidence lot inteibasin circulation of 
groundwaier through carhonaic rocks of Paleozoic age is pre
sented. The study was conducted on Frenchman. Yucca and 
Jackass Flats'.  

467 Winilgrad. l.J.. 1963. A summary of the 
g roundwater hydrology of the area between the 

as Vegas Valley and the Amarlgona Desert. Ne
vada. with special reference to the effects of possi
ble new withdrawals of groundwater: U.S. Geologi
cal Survey report TI.I-I01. 79 p.  

The hydrology of the central Amarlgosa Desert. south
ern Indian Springs Valley, and the Pahrump Valley was 
studied to determine the effects of additional pumping asso
ciated with a new towntite. The townsite was considered for 
the support of the Nuclear Rocket Development Station lo
cated in Jackass Flats on the Nevada Test Site.  

445 Winograd. I.J.. 1971. Ilydroleotlogy of 
ash-flows tuft: A preliminary statement: %%'*aor 
Resources Research, vol. 7, no. 4, p. 9'1J1-11)46.  

A preliminary decr!ptlon of the h)drogeology of ash
flows tufts is presented. Details are given on the interstitial 
porosityand permeability, fracture lransmissvivtv. springoc
currence, location and discharge that can be found in this 
type of geologic unit.  

449 Winograd. I.J.. and IDety. (.C.. 1951).  
Paleohydrologty of the outthern Great llasln, with 
special rererence to water table fluctuallons he
neath the Nevada Test Site during the Late Iscisto
cone: U.S. Geological Survey open File report 
10-169. 91 p.  

The distribution of calcitie veins in alluvium and 
lakebeds, and of ture deposits, between the Ash Meadows 
discharge area and the Nevada Test Site suggest that dri
charge from the regional Paleozoic carbonate aquifer during 
the LAte Pleistocene occurred at distance, as much as 14 km 
northeast of Ash MteaJuws and at altitd up St so m htiher 
than aI present. Water-level rsess beneath FrenchmanFlat 
during future pluvials are unlilkelv to exceed 30 m. and future 
levels mlitht even be 10 m lower than the modern one.

470 Winograd. 1.J.. and Pearson. F.J.. 1976.  
teajor carbon-14 anomaly in a regional carbonate 

aqtaifer: possible evidence for megascale channel
Inlg, south central Great 1rasin: Waler Resources 
Research vol. 12, no. 6, p. 1125-1143.  

The '"C content of groundwater at the center of a 
16-km-long fault-controlled spring line at Ash Meadows in 
south-central Nevada Is 5-limes greatWr than that In water 
from other major springs liong the same lineament. The 
most plausible hypothesis requires the presence of a major 
longitudinal heterogeneity in the distal portion of the 
groundwater basin to explain th. inomely.  

471 Wlnograd. I.J.. and Thordarson. W., 
1975. Ilydrogeologlc and hydrochemical frame
work. south-central Great Basin. N•vada-Callfor
nia. with special reference to the Nevada Teal Site: 
U.S. Geological Survey professional paper 712-C.  
126 p.  

The geologic strala of the Nevada Test Site have been 
divided Into 10 hydrogeologtc units: three of which control 
the regional movement of groundwater. Synthesis of hyd
rogeologic, hydrochemical. and isotopic data suggests that 
an area of at least 4, 500 m12 is hydraulically Integrated Into 
one groundwater basin, the Ash Meadows Basin. Discharge 
occurs alon; a fault controlled spring line located at Ash 
Meadows within the east-central Amargosa Desert. Within 
the Nevada rest Site. groundwaler moves southward and 
southwestward toward Ash Meadows.  

0 
472 Winograd. I.J.. Thordarson. %V.. and 
Young, R.A., 1971, Ilydrology of the Nevada Test 
Site and vicinity. southeastern Nevada: U.S. Geo
logical Survey open-file report. 4.19 p.  

The geologic strata of the Nevada Test Site has been di
vided into 10 hydrogeologic units; three of which control the 
relioni movement of groundwater. Synthesis of hyd
rogeologic. hydrochemical. and isotopic data suggests that 
an area of at least 4.500 miZ is hydraulically Integrated Into 
one groundwater basin. the Ash Meadows Basin.  

473 Wolfsberl, K.. eo at., 1979. Sorption
desorptton studies on turf: Initial studies with eam

lef from the J-13 drill site. Jackass Flats. Nevada: 
cs Alamos laboratory report LA-7410 -MS. Los 

Alamos. N.M. 56 p.  
Distributon coefficients were determined for sorption

desorption of radionuclides between each of three dsfferent 
types of tuft from drillhole J-I and the water from that well.  
Sorption ratios vary according to the lithologie variation of 
the tuft. A tufl high In zcolre or glass composition exhibits 
high sorption ratios for different radionucltdes while a de-vi
tritfed fuff e .hiNts low to intermediate values.  

474 wolrsberg, K.. Aquller, R.I)., and 
Ilavhisrst. ID.P'.. Sorption and desorption studies 
con tuff Ill. A continuation or studies with samples 
from Jackass Flati and Yucca Mountaln. Nevada: 
Los Alamos National Laboratorv report 
I.A-1747-MS. Los Alamos. %1,M. 71 p.  

This report is the third in a serie, of sorptions studies.  
Lithologles previously not studied are presented and continu
Ing experiments with U. Pu. and Am aredeqcribed.  

475 WVollenberg. lI.A.. Yang, J.S.Y.. and Kor
bin. G.. 1913. An appraisal of nuclear waste Isola
lion in the vadose ,onc in arid and semi-arid re
gions: L.awrence Berkeley Laboralory report 
I.!11.-1S010. Bterkeley. CA. 126 p.  

An appraisal is presented of the concept of isolating 
high-level radioactive waste in the vadose zone of alluvial
filled valleys and tuffaceous rocks of the Basin and Range 
geomorphic province. A descripti.n of the geologic and by
drooglic seting of Yucca Mountain is Included as a type lo
cality for a tullaceous rock repository.  

476 " Worman, P.C., 1969. Archaeological In; 
vestiltations at the U.S. Atomic Knorlry Commis
sion's Nevada Test Site and Nuclear Rocket Devel
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opmenil Station: Los Alamos National L.aboratory 
report LA-412S, Los Alamos., NM. 201 p.  

Archaeological sites within the Nevada Test site aie de
scribed and the history and artifacts from each site ar rea
sented. A total of 24 designated sites are described as well as 
isolated surface finds.

477 Wu. 5.S.C. 1915. Topographic mapa or 
Yucca Mountain area, Ny@ County. Nevada: U..S 
Geological Survey open-file report IS-610. SSp 

This report consists of six topographic maps of the 
Yucca Mountain area. These maps are preliminary and have 
not been reviewed for conformity with U.S. 47teological Sur
vey editorial standards and straitiraphic nomenclature.  

475 Yang. 1.C.. et at.. 1915, Analysis of tase
ous-phase stable and radioactive isotopes In the 
'Insaturated zone, Ytucca Mountain. Nevada: From 
Conference on Characterizalion and Monitoring of 
the Vadose Zone, Denver.CO. November 19, 1985, 
lip.  

Gas samples were collected at intervals to a depth of 
1200 It. from the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain.  
Samples were analyzed for carbon-14 activity and car
bon- 1.: water vapor in the samples were analyzed for deate
rHum and oxygen-1. These data could provide insight Into 
the nature of unsaturated zone Iranwrpurt processes.  

479 Youno. R.A.. 1965. Records or wells and 
test holes drilled at the Nevada Test Site and vicln
ity since 1960: U.S. Geological Sr'rvey Technical 
Letter NTS-117. 21 p.  

The drill logs. lilhology, and chemistry of wells drilled 
oan the the Nevada Tell Site before 1960 are described.  

410 Young. R.A.. 1972. Water supply for the 
Nuclear Rocket Development Station at the U.S.  
Atomic F.nergy Commission's Nevada Test Site: 
U.S. Geological Survey Witaer-Supply Paper 1938, 
19 p.  

The Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff is 
evaluated as a water-supply source for the now deltfnct Nu
clear Rocket Development Station. It is estimated that 37 to 
187 billion gallons of water are available for utilization.  

41 Yow. JI... Jr.. 19115. Field investligations 
of keyblock stability: L.awrertce .Livermore a.•
tional Laboratory report UC.1I.-5363.. Iv. rmore, 
CA. 11. p.  

Dlscontinuities In a rock mass can Intersect an excava
lion surface to form discrete blocks (keyblocksl which can he 
unstable. This engineering problem is divided into two pArts: 
block Identification and evalualion of block stahility.  
Keyblocks can be identified from discontinuity and excava
tion geometry using a whole slerengraphic projection. Once 
a block Is Identified. the forces affecting it can be calculated 
to assess its stability. The normal and shear stresses on each 
block face before displacement are calcuiated using elasiic 
theory and are modified Ina non-linear way by discontinuity 
deformations as the keyhlock displaces. The stresses are 
summed Into resultant forces to evaluate block stability. One 
stable keybiock and 13 fallen keyblocks were observed in the 
Climax Mine and Ul21 tunnel at Rainier Mesa.  

412 Ziellnaki, R.A.. et @1.. 1936, Itock-water In
teraetion In ash-flows tufts (Ytucea Mountain. Ne
vada, U.S. A.)-The record rrom uranitm studies: 
Uranium, vol. 2.. no. 4. p. 361-3313.  

Forty-eight core samples of variably welded.  
devitrlified, fractured and altered ash-flows fulls from Yucca 
Mountain were selected for comparative analysis by ura
nium-based methods to estimate past Interaction with oxi
dizing water. Tests for such Interaction include: (I )chemical 
fractionation of U from Th: (2) extent of a~sociation of U 
with secondary alteration products; and (3) isotopic fracti
onation of U from its long-lived daughters. Samples are from 
the Bullfrog Member, Crater Flat Tuff. and the 'ropopah 
Spring Member.
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413 Zimmerman. R.M.. 1912. Preliminary de
sign and definition of field experiments for welded 
luff rock mechanics program: Sandia National 
Laboratories report SAND-Il-1972. Albuquerque.  
NM. .3 p.  

The preliminary design contains objectives. typical ex
periment layouts, definitions of equipme nl and Instrumenta
tion. test matrices. preliminary design predictive modeling 
results for five experiments and a definition of the 0-Tunnel 
underground facility.  

484 Zimmerman. R.M.. 1983. First phase of 
small diameter heater experiments in turf: 24th 
U.S. Symposium of Rock Mechanics. College Sta
tion. TX. June 1953. p. 211-282.  

Small diameter heaters were Installed in Ul2X tunnel 
within Rainier Mesa In order to assess the thermal and 
hydrothermal effects of heal. similar to the type produced by 
decaying nuclear waste. on welded and nonwelded luffs.  
Computed results Indicate that the same heat transfer model 
(Includes conduction and radiation only) can describe the 
behavior of both welded and nonwelded ruffs using empirical 
techniques to describe pore-water vaporization. Hydrother
meal measurements revealed heat-induced water migration.  
Results Indicate that small amounts of liquid water migrated 
into the welded-tuff borehole early In the heating period.  
Once the rock-wall temperatures exceeded 940C. there was 
mass transport of water vapor to cooler ,siowa.i.  

4185 Zlifimerman. K.M.. Ilellman. R.A. Jr..  
and Slann. K.I... 1937. Analysis of drift conver
Itence phenomena from .- Tunnel welded tirf min
Ing evaluation*: Sandia National L.aboratorlea re
port SANI)36-2339C. Albuquerque. NM. II p.  

This paper discusses the results of vertical and horizon
tal drift convergence measurements taken during the mining 
of a repository-sized drift in welded lull in 0-Tunnel. Re
sults are quantified In terms of drift convergence magnitudes 
and rates that relate to drift stability.  

IW Zimmerman, R.W., and Ilianford. M.L.., 
1'46. Fexpectcd thermal and hydrothermal environ
mc:ts for waste emplacement holes based on (
Tionrel heater experiments: Sandia National 
I .ahotatorles report SANI)115-01 .3C, Albuquerque.  
NM. 9 p.  

The" focus of this paper is to present the results and 
evllurtiuns of the experiments as they apply to improving 

rcdicii.e capabilities. The thermal aspects are emphasized 
gy comparing the measured temperatures with calculations 
of pred.-ted Iemperatures using numerical models, so that 
the effects of significant parameters can be evaluated and in
ItStated in;, future predictive models.  

.137 Zimmerman. R.M.. and Iloard. Mi.P..  
1984. Ambient temperalure lestlni of the (-Tun
nel heated block: Sandia National Laboratories re
port SANIDI3-22I?7C. Albuquerqlue. NM. IS p.  

The purpnsc of the ambient temperature testing phase is 
to evaluate rock-mass mechanical properties of a lull block 
under biaxial stress changes up to 7. S MPa above an initiali
zation in situ value of 3.1 /Pa. Results Indicate that the 
modulus of deformation ranges from 9.7 to 17.0 UPs and 
Poisson's ratio ranges from 0.21 to 0.33. Other measure
ments indicated that cross-hole compression-wave velocl
ties and single-fracture permeability values were relatively 
insensitive to stress changes above the en istu value.  

433 7.immerman. l t.M., and Finley. K.E.., 
1917. Summary of geomechanicat measurements 
taken In and around the G-Ttnnel Underground 
Facility. Nevada Test Site: Sandia National L.abo.  
ralories report SANI86-1111S. Albuqtuerque, NM 

A summary of field arid supporting laboratory data col
lected in and around the Ci-Tunnel Underground Facility 
(CiTUF) is presented. The (GTUF Investigations included 
E enme-mechanical met.aurements covering: in situ stresqes.  
Intact rmck asd Joini-slip strengths. rock-mass deforms

tironal behavior, tock- mass thermal and thermomechanical 
properties, and rock-mass behavior associated with rock 
dewatering and fracture flows.



4d9 ZImmerman, R.M., Nlmlck, F.fl.. and 
Board. M.P.. 1914. Geoengineerlng characteriza
tion of welded tufts from laboratory and field in
vestigations: Sandia National Laboratories report 
SAND34-1147C. Albuquerque. NM. 12 p.  

Because access into Yucca Mountain has been limited 
to borehole explorations, early geoengineering materials 
characterization has been derived from laboratory tests on 
cores from Yucca Mountain and from laboratory and field 
tests on welded tufts located in G-Tunnel at Rainier Mesa.  
O-Tunnel contains welded luffs that have similar properties 
and stress states to those at Yucca Mountain and has been 
the location of I situ rock mechanics testing. The purpose of 
thb paper Is to summarize the geoengineertng material prop
eary data obtained to this date and to compare appropriate 
laboratory and field data from G-Tunnel to findings from 
Yucca Mountain. Geomechanical and thermal data are pro
vided and are augmented by limited hydrologic and geologic 
data. A comparison of laboratory data indicates good agree
ment between the bulk densities, saturations. moduli of elas
licity. Poisson's ratios, and P-wave velocities. The G-Tun
nel tuff has slightly lower thermal conductivity, tensile 

strength, compressive strength and slightly higher matrix 
permeahilily than does the Topopah Spring meiiher ,,t the 
Paintbrish Tuft at Yucca Mountain. From a lahnri.,rv to
field scaling perspective, the modulus of deformatiii -h,,ws 
the most sensitivity to field conditions Ihecause ot ,h.. l,,eli
ence of the joints found in the field.  

J90 Zlmmerman. R.t., ci al.. 19195. Thermal
cycle testingi or the G-Tunnel heated block: .6th 
US. Symposium on Rock Mechanics. Rapid City.  
SD. June 2.6-25. 1985. p. 749-759.  

A rock mechanics field invesligalion was undertaken in 
Ulp tunnel where luffs similar to those in Yucca Mountain 
are found. The objective of the healed hlock experiment is to 
evaluate rock mass thermal. mechanical. thermomechani
cal, and hydrothermal responses on a relatively large scale 
under controlled stress and temperature conditions. The re
sults indicate the thermal expansion coefficient for constant 
stress temperature increases had a range of 5.0 to 8.0 times 
10"61*C and compares well to laboratory data Single frac
lure permeabilities were relatively insensitive to stress and 
slightly insensitive to temperature increases under represen
talive in situ cnnditions. The mca.uremcnri range from 49 iý 

956 times 10 -" cmO Moi.sture conltents aried from !! .- 145'r

saturation before heating to 13% after heating. A pto
nounced temperature dependence was noted above 90C.  

491 7.immerman. R.M., et al.. 1956s. Final re
port- G-Tunnel heated block experiment: Sandia 
National Laboratories report SAND84- 2620. Albu
querque. NM 

A heated block experiment was conducted in G-Tunnel 
on the Nevada Test Site to provide input for evaluatinS the 
ability of similar jointed welded luffs to contain radioactive 
wastes. The heated i.;uck experiments included tests to 
evaluate the behavior of tuft under higher than ambient 
stresses and temperatures. Field data were collected on ther
mal. mechanical. thermomechanical. and hydrologic prop
erties of tuff. The experiment, together with laboratory tests 
on tuft. provides information that increases the levels of con
fidence and accuracy when extrapolations are made to a 
full-scale repository at Yucca Mountain.  

492 Zimmerman. R.M.. et mi.. 1986b. Nevada 
nuclear waste storage Investigations project; G
Tunne! smnll-diameter heater experiments; final 
report: Sandia National Laboratories report 
SA.NI)OJW-.621, Albuquerque. N.M. 235 p.  

Del.ttvers and analysts of radioactive waste repositories 
must 1- ,iale t) predict thermal and hydrothermal behavior 
nf Itiffi ' h'.relore, three heater experiments were conducted 
in both welded and nonwelded tuls. using a small diameter 
(10.2 cml I~ealer. For two experiments, the heater was 
orientatd vertically in fractured welded lull and in unfrac
lured nun-welded tuff. horizontal heater orientation was 
used in fractured welded tull. The major focus of the experi
ments 'as on evaluation of numerical model applications.  
emphasizing thermal properties: the secondary locus was on 
hydrotharmal measurements and evaluations.  

493 7.1mmerman. R.M.. and Vollendort.  
W.C.. 1982. Geotechnlcal field measturements- G
Tunnel. Nevada Test Site: Sandia National Labo
ratorirs report SANi)-5t-1971. Albuquerque. NM.  
.9 p.  

The FYSI geotechnical measurements focused on 
hore.nole measurements in the Grouse Canyon welded luft in 
G-Tunnel on 'he Nevada Test Site. These geolechnical 
measurements were taken to establish baseline reference 
field 0.'ta. .nd gain field lelting experience in welded tuft

ADDENDUM

494 U.S. Energty fResearch And D)ct'vhlpment 
Administration, 1977. Nevnda Test Site final Envi
ronmental Impact Statement: Energy Itesearclt 
and Development Administration report 1551.  
NTIS. Springfield. VA.  

Environmental and Hislorical use for the entire Nevada 
Test Site is summarized in accordance with CFR 10. part 
711.

195 Iteatley, J.C.. 1976. Vascular plants of the 
Nevada Test Site and central-southern 'Nevada: 
"Technical information Center, Springfield. VA.  
30g p.  

Plant communities, their diJtribution and occurrence.  
are dicussed for central-southern Nevada.
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